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NOTICES 

When Government drawings, specifications, or other data are used for any purpose other 
than in connection with a definitely related Government procurement operation, the United States 
Government thereby incurs no responsibility n>r any obligation whatsoever; and the fact that 
the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way supplied the said drawings, 
specifications, or other data, is not to be regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner 
licensing the holder or any other person or corporation, or conveying any rights or permission 
to manufacture, use, or sell any patented invention that may in any way be related thereto. 
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Qualified requesters may obtain copies of this report from the ASTIA Document Service 

Center, Arlington Hall Station, Arlington 12, Virginia 
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Copies of WADC Technical Reports and Technical Notes should not be returned to the Wright 
Air Development ( enter unless return is required by security considerations, contractual obliga¬ 
tions, or notice on a specific document. 
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FOREWORD 

This report was prepared by Edward J. Lunney and 
Charles E# Crede of Parry Controls Incorporated, Watertown 
Massachusetts, and summarizes the results obtained from 

î?^ï to, April 1957 on Air Force Contract No. 
AF 33(038)-2270^, under Project No. iil57, Task No. *1572 
(formerly R-112-ll4 3*A) "Vibration and Shock Design Criteria 
for Electronic Equipment". Messrs. Maurice Gertel and 
Richard D. Cavanaugh were active in the initial stages of 
the investigation which resulted in the publication of WADC 
Technical Report 5Ü-272 and subsequent progress reports. 

The work was administered under the direction of the 
Electronic Components Laboratory, Wright Air Development 
Center, with Mr, Carl A. Golueke initially in charge of the 
project. He was later succeeded by Mr. Norman P. kempton 
and more recently by Mr. R. W. Sevy. 



ABSTRACT 

The resulta of an analysis of the vibration and shock 
environment in piloted aircraft are presented. The objectives 
oí the study were to define such environmént and to devise 
appropriate laboratory testa for certifying the suitability 
or electronic and accessory equipment for use in aircraft 
service. The analysis used in the study is based on the 
thesis that the vibration and shock as measured in aircraft 
are relatively unimportant, but that the response of equipment 
to such vibration and shock is of paramount importance. This 
follows from the fact that the stress experienced by structures 
of the equipment is directly related to the response of such 
structures to the applied vibration and shock. 

PUBLICATION REVIEW 

The publication of this report does not constitute approval 
by the Air Force of the findings or the conclusions contained 
therein. It is published only for the exchange and stimulation 
of ideas 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

GEORGE F. WATKINS 
Lt. Colonel, USAF 

Directorate of Laboratories 
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SYMBOLS 

1 

length dimension, inches 

inches^ÍCÍent* integer or fracti°n also width dimension, 

percent critical damping at resonance 

landin§3,in iiie of equipment also, number of 
drops in repeated drop tests 

number of applications of shock in shock test. 

Young's modulus, 

forcing frequency, cps. 

natural frequency, cps. 

force, lbs. 

acceleration due to gravity, 386 in./sec2 

rate of change of test frequency, cycles/sec./sec. 

moment of inertia - beam section, inches4 

experimentally determined constant 

stiffness of equipment element, lb./in. 

Miner's constant 

cross sectional shape factor 

material factor 

longitudinal stress distribution factor 

total length of member, in. 

mass of equipment element, lb.sec.2/in. 

maximum bending moment, in lbs. 

experimentally determined constant 

number of cycles of stress of a designated magnitude 
for one application of environmental shock 

number of cycles of stress of a designated magnitude 
for one application of laboratory shock 



nt = total number of cycles = Dn 

n^' = total ñumber of cycles = D'n' 

M » cycles to failure in fatigue test at constant stress 
amplitude 

= value of transmissibility at resonance in steady-state 
vibration 

r = number of cycles of free vibration, also, radius of 
.cross section of beam, in. 

E = a particular value of r, number of cycles 

H' = a constant 

S = stress, psi, also maximum stress in fatigue test, psi 

S = stress at any point a, psi 
—a ™■ 

S = maximum stress, psi 

3.. T = endurance limit stress, psi 

—ULT = ultimate stress, psi 

t = tnickness dimension from neutral axis, inches or time 
in seconds 

t = maximum thickness from neutral axis, inches 
—o 

X = vibration amplitude of support or airplane structure, 
half peax-to-peak, in. 

X = maximum vibration amplitude of support, or airplane 
structure, half peak-to-peak, in. 

X = maximum velocity of support or airplane structure 
vibration, inches/second 

X = maximum acceleration of support or airplane structure 
""0 vibration, g 

¿T s support acceleration which produces endurance limit 
stress in equipment element during resonant vibration, g 

Xtjlt = support acceleration which produces ultimate stress in 
equipment element during resonant vibration, g 

£ = response vibration amplitude of equipment element, half 
peak-to-peak, in. 
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lo 

¿o 

• • 
¿o 

f 
r 
6 
n. 
ui 

maximum value of inches 

maximum response velocity of equipment element, 
inches/second 

maximum response acceleration of equipment element, £ 

maximum deflection of beam, in. 

density of beam, pounds/in^ 

polar coordinate for circular cross section 

natural frequency, rad./sec. 

forcing frequency, rad./sec. 

natural frequency, radians/sec. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

uh nThiî Uchnlcal report is essentially a revision to Wriaht 
titleeihiTnr ,Ce?ter T!c?nlcal Report No* 54-272 of the afme ïitie which presents revisions to that report in liaht of 
progress and extensions in the scope of the work. The princiole 
objective of this study is to establish laboratory testïnc L 

WhlC5 "i11. slamlÄt® th« destructive effects of the P 
vibration and shock environments which electronic eauinmant and 
reoSît^nr" axpe;l6nC6 during service in aircraft. ThePearliSd 
îithîtaSdeîîîî aLref?mraend!d t6St Proc®dures for components to ithstan«! the vibration and shock environment of reciorocatinff 
î?«1?;; *iïcr,fî- to thl, r.port t..t procdu?,. ÎÎÂÎiS* 
of th5 •n'r}ron“8n‘. * further evaluation “ 
fleitîJiî Í. shock teatlng environment, and the dealgn modi- 
iiêîîÎÏÏ , * been dev®toped for exl.tl’ng ehoek teetlng 

•t,st aore ^ 

and .SeÎPï?nÎ.!îîUnUS ln •lpcrîft i* eubjected to vibration 

iTÏÆsrV“'“ Ss: Krï.îïï'"" 
kä; äT-ä,.,, 

*”.sbtíí:,d bi î “‘r*04 •»'"•»to'1- AutoSoSuê * 
underîctMl bïr«v«é bJ,0P«r*t‘"g the automobile 

Zi'XïTi ;f«’•” Hf" to 

nôï ?îïê?M^r4° 4Î* Jlf,.of th* »-«toe. Th... t.ctolqueî ïr, 
aircraft til reíaÕnãCÍM?hC and. ÄOC®88ory «quipment installed in crart ior reasons which may be summarized as follows: 

(a) Equipaent of a given design usually is installed 
in many different types of aircraft. These 
aircraft encounter many different operating 
conditions, and it becomes impractical to test a 
given equipment in environments representing all 
possible operating conditione in all types of 
aircraft. 

Electronic and accessory equipment, in general, 
is not designed or manufactured by the airframe 
manufacturer. The equipment must be received 
ready for installation in the airframe with 
assurance that it will render satisfactory 
performance during all conditions of flight, 

report 8n8l7»®* «orne of the problems introduced by the above 
circumstances, and suggests a rational procedure for establishment 
of laboratory tests. The objective of such tests is to qualify 
equipment for operation under actual aircraft operating conditions. 

(b) 

Manuscript released by the author 
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wat.* lí îîîe pr?cJdura referred to above for testing automobiles 
fftí •Î^LïBÂd f?r quiîlfyin8 «leetronío equipment Intended 

8erJic#* 1* would be necessary to first measure 
îî™00!??1?10”!.0? 8hock and vlbrfttlon encountered In all 
aircraft In which the equipment Is to be Installed, The next 
v^£.W0UÍÍ be det®rmlne tha desired life of the equipment In 

^ne equ^Pmen^ would then be subjected to each measured 

dMlrîd°ïifÎ 850fÍÍ ^ ylbratlon for a Perlod equal the desired life of the equipment. This would require that a new 
equipment be made available for each test condition, because 
rî?iiî.fr0raiïlbrîtÎ0n înd shock t«nds to be cumulative and the 
results would not be significant If some of the tests were 
conducted on equipment previously subjected to environmental 
tests. It Is well known that failure caused by repeated appll- 
woÍídnh?í«SÍreíS ïÂn?s.to 5e erratlc* Consequently, many sLples 
rMnifhaVe is ïe tested ^dor Identical conditions so that the 

?Sldi.bÄ4.?Xaal?ed 8tatiatlcally, The quantity of equlp- 
exorbitant^6 te8tlng tlme for such a program would beP 

Inn. One method of resolving the question of an unreasonably 
Proc®dur®,118 to adopt a concept of accelerated 

th* hÍ1-1® 8®nerally aasun>«d that equipment tends to sustain 
ÎT8e a8,î re8?lt of mlld v^brfttlon or shock for a long 

period of time as It would sustain as a result of severe vibration 
or shock for a short period of time. This philosophé ïpplarï to 
underlie many of the vibration and shock teïta noS rîqSKS by 
military specifications. In most cases, the tests aooear to Hava 
effeet8£fb<l8hed aJbitrari1y and without a rational study of the 
effect of Increased severity. To the best knowledge of the authors 

0f f00?1®1^®0 testing exists only qualitatively, and ' 
no critical analysis of the problem has been made to establish a 
quantitative basis of accelerated testing. An attemnt 1« iraHa 4» 
tM. «port to fill thl. deficiency Sy «i»ln?ní cmÍcUl^Md 
quantitatively the problem Involved In establishing vibration and 
shock test specifications based on accelerated teîtiSg. 

A detailed consideration.of the subject of accelerated tsun«» 

0"uMd“7foîîôwî “d °0n,pl#3‘ problems> i0M of “hloh may be 

(a) A criterion of failure must be established. It 
is common experience, borne out by recent studies. 

frAnü £!fH¡é!nC? 90] thftt °®rtaln tyP®s of equipment tend to deteriorate gradually during use and in 
the absence of significant shock and vibration. 
Depending on its nature, this normal deterioration 
may or may not be accelerated in the same manner 
as damage resulting from shock and vibration. If 
the deterioration is not accelerated by shock and 
vibration tests, such tests tend to be unconservative, 
because greater damage would occur If the testa were 
continued for a longer period« 
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(b) Questions of both operation and strength become Involved 
In any consideration of accelerated testing* Equipment 
should be required to operate only at the maximum severity 
of vibration and shock expected to be encountered In 
actual operating conditions* The Increased severity 
associated with accelerated tests should be applied only 
to investigations of the strength of the equipment from a 
mechanical or structural viewpoint* There should be no 
requirement that the equipment continue to operate 
properly under these severe conditions* 

(c) Many types of failure occur In equipment subjected to 
shock and vibration. These are difficult to categorize in 
general* A review of damage reports indicates that 
failure of brackets and other structural members as a 
result of repeated stressing is common. Another group 
Includes somewhat similar failure of wires, tube elements, 
and other electrical components* A third group Includes 
loosening of fasteners, crumbling of ceramic and mica 
Insulators, and similar failures that may or may not have 
any relation to the magnitude of the stress existing in 
the element* 

r 

i 

/ i 

r 
i 

VACUUM TUBE(A) 

VACUUM TUBE (B) 

CONDENSER (C) 

BOLTS(D) 

RESISTOR (E) 

LEADS (F) 

BINDING POST (G) 

FIG. I SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF HYPOTHETICAL 
EQUINE NT HAVING TYPICAL COMPONENTS 
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SECTION II 

IDEALIZATION OF EQUIPMENT 

Th« problems involved in analyzing the various types of 
failures may be considered by creating a hypothetical equipment 
naving components of the types known to Involve failure. It 
may then be possible to study the manner in which the varioua 

•Í«Í?ÍtÂr84.afÍecÍ,the llkelihood of failure. The hypothetical 
equipment to be discussed is illustrated schematically in 
igure 1. This equipment includes a housing having a horizontal 

panel on which several components are mounted. The components 
include vacuum tubes A and B, a condenser C secured to th# 
panel by the bolts D, and a~resistor E fastened by its 

FÍnÍ£ÍC«f ÎÜad8 -J° binding Posts (¿"mounted upon the panel. 
the ®3ulPlnent may occur as a result of various 

effects discussed in the following paragraphs. 

faiiníí Îî1^® 0f î!?e 5anel occur8» it i® probable that the 
»ÍÍk 8 1 th®result of excessive stress in the panel. It 

* b® aJ?um?f that th® stress in the panel is proportional 
vibration amplitude of the panel relative to the 

th« ^.f?r0bablHí*,0f r*ilure thus tends to increase as 
the vibration amplitude of the panel Increases. 

are auünüü? 1Î °î 8 typ® ln Mhlch th® internal elements 
from the bft3® structure. It may b# 

assumed that failure tends to occur when these elements deflect 

of thewith.re3P®ct to the base. The maximum deflection ' 
of the elements is proportional to the maximum acceleration of 
the panal, multiplied by a dynamic factor which takes the 
frequency relation into account. Except for this frequency 
relation and others to be considered below, the damaging potential 

?? a h? Ïïbe - h?™*8 t0 be ProP°rtional to the vibration am¬ 
plitude of the panel on which the tube is mounted. 

artH4fîUb%-/.l8J.80raew!îat s1®11®1* t0 tub® A, but includes the 
ofdfch»0?nt feabur® of a mlc® spacer adjacent to the upper ends 

lnî®r?al elem®nt® t0 maintain such elements in properly 
spaced relation to each other and to the envelope of the tube. 

ofeth«r«iLaPílle?4-í? 3pacer are a function of the tendencies 
!?t8 th® tubeto deflect. Such tendencies are 

related to the vibration amplitude of the panel as discussed 
previously with reference to tube A. The damaging potential 

SîfïnîfmlCa 8pîceî\ls therefore related, but in a somewhat less 
definite way, to the vibration amplitude of the panel which 
supports the tube. 

Components mounted to the panel by brackets, such as 
the condenser Ç tend to fail as a result of excessively high 
stress in the mounting brackets. The sole function of such 
brackets is to mount the condenser to the panel of the equip' 
ment, and the stress in the brackets tends to be directly 
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proportional to the Inertia forcea involved in causing the 
condenser to move in the same manner as the panel upon which 
it is mounted. The damaging potential on these bracket« 
thus tends to be directly proportional to the maximum vibration 
amplitude of the panel. 

Failures may occur as a result of loosening of bolts D0 
In spite of many investigations and considerable analysis 
the laws governing the loosening of bolts are not well 
established. One possible explanation is that the bolt stretches 
somewhat under the Influence of dynamic forces, with a con¬ 
sequent momentary release of the friction force between the 
face of the nut and the bolted surface. This momentary release 
of friction encourages the nut to back off the bolt. It may 
thus be assumed that the loosening tendency Increases as the 
vibration amplitude of the panel increases. 

The problem of the resistor E is somewhat similar to that 
of the condenser C except that the mounting wires have the 
additional function of providing an electrical circuit to the 
resistor. These wires also constitute the mechanical support 
for the resistor. The maximum stress in the wire tends to 
increase as the vibration amplitude of the panel Increases, 
for the reasons discussed with reference to the brackets which 
support the condenser Ç, 

Although subject to many qualifications, it may be stated 
that, to a first approximation, the likelihood of damage to 
the hypothetical equipment illustrated in Figure 1 tends to 
increase as the vibration amplitude of the mounting panel 
increases. This simplified approach to a complicated problem 
thus suggests the designation of the vibration amplitude of 
this panel as the single parameter that may serve as an index 
of likelihood of failure of the electronic equipment when 
subjected to vibration and shock. Problems involved in 
determining this amplitude are considered below in great detail 
for the various kinds of motion embodied in vibration and shock 
environments. 
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SECTION III 

VIBPATION ENVIRONMENT 

The words shod & ul vibrationn are commonly used together 
to describe certain aspects of the environmental conditions 
which exist on aircraft* The use of the two discrete worda 
implies a distinction between two classes of phenomena* The 

^î11 u i0f,the word "vlbration" is much better established in 
a technical or engineering sense* In general, it refers to 
a periodically varying force or motion which may be either 
steady-state or transient in nature* Vibration is defined here 
as a vibratory motion of the aircraft structure which is ateady- 
state in nature and may consist of one or more frequencies with 
the motion at each frequency being harmonic. Steady-state 
vibration may be completely defined by designating the fre¬ 
quency or frequencies, together with the amplitude at each fre¬ 
quency. The amplitude is conmonly defined in terras of displace¬ 
ment, velocity or acceleration* p 

* -i meanlng of the word "shock" tends to be vague and 
Indefinite. It carries with it a connotation of suddenness, 

alî? of over-all motion* In Impact of 
Ti?1« b0dî?Î4 thV¿oc,“Í6s of the bodies change instantaneously, 
and a condition of shock clearly exists. Shock in aircraft may, 
and often does, originate from suddenly applied forces* These 
.orces result from gun fire, landing, aerodynamic buffeting, 
and similar conditions. The structures of aircraft are generally 

fnd no^*r^8id, and therefore Incapable of transmitting 
suddenly applied forces. The impact forces, instead, tendeo 
excite transient vibration of the aircraft structure* This 

vlbratJon 0£ben la of substantial amplitude and occurs 
at many frequencies which are generally dictated by (1) the 
natural frequencies of the aircraft structures and (2) the fre- 
quency components in the applied impact force. In this report, 
•hnotion will be referred to as vibration if it is 
sufficiently regular that it can be defined by a frequency or 
frequencies together with the steady-state amplitude at each 
frequency. If it does not meet these requirements, it must 
be considered transient in nature, and will be referred to as 

î.!?£«?JB0tl0n*4 l8,not Poaaible to define a shock motion by 
assigning numerical values to established parameters. A shock 
motion can be defined adequately only by describing the time 

»‘ÂI/dŒ^t!18"1“0“4 Pír“*t,r' auoh “ «c.l.r.tlo, 

Although shook or transient vibration can be described only 
by an oscillogram setting forth the time history of acceleration, 
displacement or velocity, such oscillograms are not included in 
reference 65 which nominally is the basis for the present study. 
It has been necessary to go beyond the initially intended scope 
of this investigation and to obtain oscillograms of vibration 
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Î 8uitablÄ for »ntlyels leading toward the 
ÎÎmiiÜÏ? * îr,lftborftto*7 testing procedures. A number of 
oscillograms giving acceleration as a function of time have 

a^all?ble t0 th0 Contractor by the Aircraft Laboratory, 
Aír Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base^ 

and the Carrier Suitability Group at the Naval Air Test Center, 
Patuxent River, Maryland. From this group of records, selections 
were made for analysis. All of the records analysed were the 
results of measurements made at the center-of-gravlty of the 
respective aircraft during a landing. Insofar as could be 
determined prior to analysis, the records were selected on the 
criterion that they be the most severe of the group, and represent 
a diversity of characteristics so that the results would be 
representative of a range of shock conditions. The selected 
oscillograms are set forth as Insets to the several sheets 
comprising Appendix III, wherein the particular aircraft are 
identified. The details of the analysis carried out on these 
records are discussed in a subsequent section of this report. 

A somewhat cursory examination of the several conditions 
and variables which define the vibration and shock environment 
that airborne electronic equipment experiences in service use 
In r°rSh;?U* ‘0 métrât, th. dlffleultt.. experltnc'd 
in attempting to define such an environment. Factors and 
conditions which control-the environment are itemised below: 

Airpryft Environment - The nature of the environment 
experienced m aircraft is directly related to the 
physical characteristics of the aircraft, its service 
mission and means of propulsion. According to present 
structural design criteria requirements, as implemented 
by the Services, the mission of the aircraft, that is, 
its classification as a fighter, bomber, cargo, trainer 
or helicopter type of aircraft, dictates the required 

sbr*n8th for satisfactory accomplishment 
of the mission. There is a significant difference 
between the design strength of the different aircraft 
types as related to their missions and the aircraft 
types differ in relative flexibility and consequent 
response to external excitation. Internal or self- 
contained vibratory excitation arises from the power 
plants «lieh may be of the reciprocating engined type, 
the turbo Jet or turbo prop types. The use of assisted 
take-off rocket power provides another internal source 
of excitation, 

(b> Operational Conditions - Vibration and shock exciting 
forces are generated on the ground during the engine 
run-up period where rough engine operation may give 
rise to severe vibratory excitation. The taxiing run 
prior to take-off will subject aircraft and 
associated equipment to vibratory Inputs resulting 
from runway roughness and transient excitation due 
to brake application. 
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During the take-off with power plants operating 
near maximum power, perhaps the most severe power- 
plant-excited vibration may be experienced with 
the exception of rough engine operation on the 
ground. Some variation In vibration levels may be 
expected as a result of the power and rpm settings 

?Ï4.ÎrÂJpower plant r6(lulred to maintain various 
înd alr ®Peed8* Fighter aircraft are 

subjected to sustained maneuver accelerations which 
may result in an inadvertent approach to stalling 
speed and give rise to vibrations excited by flow 
separation or buffeting. A major source of in-flight 

vibration «citation arises from the 
aircraft response to continuous turbulence or to 

Although little published Information 

SmÎÔÎiÎ 11*bX?.on ®}rcraft excitation In the 
trensonic flight area It would appear that this 

aeîoS™üîî condition could provide severe inputs from 
aerodynamic considerations. An important source of 

•?ltitl0n !rlaM 8“ flrlng°from 
tríííf.ííUf or tur'r,t »TP« Installations. The 
transient disturbance generated by multiple gun instal- 

ÎM»i?VÎfchÂr ln fu30lft8® or wing can and has 
fevera da®ag® to equipment and to aircraft 

tî Bîïauî61?f the relativ«ly close approach 
•«h*!?6 aircfaft ctalllng speed on the landing approach 

“ow OTe^thï’tîîi0117"?“1' of •«‘•niel fUps on 
îh u? Í1 8urfac*«* a buffeting phenomenon Is 

experienced which affords severe excitation of these 
components and equipment mounted in the aft fuselage 

laJíln« irapcct is perhaps the most severe 

DÎfîïltîon1Îf°îhîhÂtv,thî flrcraft *** equipment experience, 
tiní ? of,îhl8 8hock i® not clear cut and Its aagni- 

wiabïÎa?Urfttl0n Äre lnfluanced by ® multitude of ^ 

(0) äJ^fnce Transportation and . Although the 

con,Poneni i8 intended fgr airbornf use 
primarily, some part of its useful life will be scent 

ihich^rî Î10? by ral1* truck and ®ea 80lng vessels 
ba designated as surface transportation media. 

In addition to being exposed to the shock and vibration ■- s;r.: 
Z Ä!!„ ^ 
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vibration and shock data reported, two major categories must 
be considered. These are the location on the aircraft where 
the measurement was made and the direction of measurement. 
Realizing that the aircraft is a flexible structure with several 
natural modes of vibration and with a complex mass distribution 
in its many structural components, it is readily apparent that 
some locations for equipment Installation are preferable to 
others. A wide range of vibration amplitudes may be measured 
depending upon the location selected on the aircraft structural 
component. Some thought has been given in the past to breaking 
down the aircraft environment according to nose, center section, 
and aft compartment locations in the fuselage and similarly, 
considering the inner and outer panels of the wings and an area 
adjacent to the engine location as different environmental areas. 
Within recent years, especially on fighter aircraft, the addition 
of external stores which may carry electronic equipment has 
generated a new and perhaps severe environmental area. This 
concept of environmental areas appears attractive provided enough 
statistically significant information to permit this type of 
definition is collected and evaluated. The necessity for con¬ 
sideration of the direction of measurement that is, as conven¬ 
tionally expressed, vertical, longitudinal, and lateral direction, 
is obvious. 

It should be realized that consideration of all of the above 
factors and conditions in defining a vibration and shock environ¬ 
ment must be predicated on a statistically significant amount of 
data for each and all of the conditions. Naturally, such a wealth 
of data does not exist at this time, and as a result several 
expedients are resorted to in the establishment of a shock and 
vibration environment which may be considered reasonable under 
the circumstances. For some of the operational conditions, little 
or no data may be found as indicated earlier. 

Vibration in aircraft has been measured by many agencies. 
These agencies used a wide variety of Instrumentation and adopted 
various methods of reporting the data. All such data available 
several years ago were examined and correlated during a project 
initiated by Curtlss-Wrlght Corporation and completed by North 
American Aviation, Inc. The results of this analysis are set 
forth in reference 65» a voluminous report containing a great mass 
of data. The usefulness of these data is subject to many quali¬ 
fications as follows: 

(a) The data are reported without regard to probable 
occurrence in actual service conditions. In the 
reference, the repeated recurrence of similar data 
may indicate only that trouble was being encountered 
under certain conditions, and that repeated measure¬ 
ments became necessary. Other conditions more likely 
to occur in service may be represented in the reference 
by relatively few data if there were no circumstances 
requiring repeated measurements. For these reasons, 
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large concentrations of data, aa reported in the 
reference , should not be accepted as evidence that 
the conditions described thereby predominate In 
actual service. 

(b) Some of the data Included In the reference 
represent unrealistic operating conditions, such 
as stalls and maneuvers that occurred during 
flights made to Investigate air-worthiness of the 
aircraft. It is questionable whether such data 
should be included in the present study. If it is 
included, it is desirable to accord such data less 
significance than similar data recorded under 
standard operating conditions. 

(c) Some of the data were taken on experimental planes, 
as indicated by the prefix X on the model number 
of the plane. In general, not more than a few 
such planes exist, and the conditions measured 
thereon are not necessarily typical of those that 
nifty be expec ted to bo ©ncounterod by ûircrEft 
equipment in general. 

(d) The reference includes a number of measurements 
made at locations on the airframe not suitable 
for mounting electronic and other accessory 
equipment. Inasmuch as the purpose of this study 
is to establish testing procedures for such 
equipment, it would appear evident that measurements 
made at such locations should be deleted from 
consideration in this analysis. 

(e) The reference describes all vibration and shock 
environments in terms of numerically defined 
amplitudes and frequencies. There is no apparent 
distinction between transient and steady-state 
conditions. It thus becomes necessary to apply 
careful discrimination to the interpretation of 
the data to insure, if possible, that transient 
data are not being treated as steady-state data. 

For the several reasons set forth above, it has been con- 
sldered necessary to reconsider the environmental data set forth 
ÎLîîÎeïenCe T??se datft are exPressed in terras of double 
amplitude as a function of frequency. By screening the tabulated 
•rhîî f? reference 65, the plot shown in Figure 2 was obtained. 
This figure includes data taken only from measurements on 
primary airframe structure of fuselage nose and center sections. 
Data obtained from measurements u. equipments, experimental type 
planes, and obsolete planes have been excluid. An effort was 

of Fißure 2 to Inclue only the substantial!^ 
steady-state vibration resulting from normal tactical flight. 
It Is hoped that this figure excludes, to a substantial extent, 
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data representing transient* resulting from landing, eunfira 
nd unusual flight conditions. This cannot be guaranteed. * 

bowever, because in many cases the actual flight conditions 
are not known. 

flrrt»Jn^nVelop? lndicat«d by line A in Figure 2 has been drawn 
These^data íwí^°f experlrae"talTy «btainad vibration data, inese data represent measurements mad* only on aircraft now«r*A/î 
il l^iErocating anglnaa. H.farenc. 6? InclaSef'relatlvflffig? 
meaauramenta on alrframa atrueturea of Jot-powerad alrcríft dÛïm, 
nr2«íí.°?; t»ctlc,‘1 fll6ht whioh woudqualUyfÍr 8 

in Figura 2. m 0rd«r to aaaembla data on Jat 
ongined aircraft environment, it was necessary to anitríí h<»» 
var oua S.rvic, aganclaa and’alrfrám. man^áctuí^r. ^^fd.t.^ 
aîv!n îhS ;“J2ed *n? ;c?ord*d « tr.atm.nt aimilar to tSit 

that tha" 

have been examined statistically. The maul ï. «ríuT- ???*., 

ÄVrf rid"Unhnnn.rweMoSnCet8Si, «“1^“ 
ínSuthcytanddaT?iitude- “ a^o*«‘‘«î^:.t.heu‘ia““1ï:î‘'Mn 

to ba "*a™e??o“?h.b:n.°Vsu1a1iaftSi1,«?!11*- Th? lnfer«"ca 

«.rs.1:;;“ « -- s-ää«« 
It is interesting to compare the envelope derlvArf r».«* 

a ra inamant of r.far.nc. 6S ¿itb cÔ^nld ïn 
fh nnd#i Tîe lftîter ftre available in Specification 0 100 of 
ïî,1*0??1 AlpcrÄft Establishment. Data are given in thi. »L 

cification for several regions of aircraft al ínííi Vpt" 
tb. centrai region la indicated by line Din pîgîrl 2 Pînd°î 
corraaponding envelop, for outer rag Ion 5f alrcSft ii „ 
line J in Figure 2. Central region! are defied a, íi.gÍIÍ" b3r 
fuaelaga and inboard wing aectlona, while outer region, arí0 
daacrlbed aa conatltuting the tall and outboard Îl5g Action. 
A compariaon of the Brltiah data with that obtalned8fí« Í 
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refinement of reference 65 shows that the vibration amplitudes 
embodied in the British data are lower at low frequency 
vibration and higher at high frequency vibration. This leads 
to the suggestion that some of the low frequency data set forth 
in reference 65 m*y represent transient conditions. If this 
is true, such data should be deleted from the summary of steady- 
state conditions. It is unfortunate that the original data from 
which reference 65 was prepared are not readily available for 
review. 

The assignment of numerical values to the envelope of 
maximum vibration conditions is important. This envelope defines 
a region whose coordinates are amplitude and frequency, and in 
which all steady-state aircraft vibration is likely to occur. 
The significance of the envelope is that airborne equipment must 
be capable of withstanding for an indefinite period any combination 
of amplitude and frequency represented by a point on or below 
the envelope. Difficulties of interpretation arise because most 
of the data are the abstracted data set forth in reference 65. 
and the original data from which such abstract was drawn are not 
readily available. Several of the envelopes devised by other 
agencies and Included in Figure 2 are subjected to the same 
limitations because they are based upon the same abstracted data. 
Taking such data at its face value, envelope A is indicated. 
Based upon limited information on the nature õf available records, 
the authors of this report have some reservations regarding the 
validity of the envelope. These reservations are based upon 
the suspicion that certain of the environmental data have been 
recorded as steady-state, whereas they are in fact transient. 
It is hoped to have the opportunity to »nalyze certain basic 
flight data at a future time and thereby either confirm the 
established envelope or modify it to agree with measured environ¬ 
mental conditions. 

Considering the vibration data reported in reference 65. for 
reciprocating engined aircraft, the qualifications that apply 
thereto, and the interpretations of these and other data that 
have been made independently by other agencies, a composite envelope 
of maximum expected vibration has been drawn as followst 

A displacement amplitude of 0.030 inch peak-to-peak 
at all frequencies between 10 and 50 cycles per second, 
and an acceleration amplitude of 4g at all frequencies 
between 50 and 500 cycles per second. This composite 
envelope is Indicated by line F in Figure 2. It is 
evident that this envelope is ä good fit to test data 
and that it is consistent with other interpretations 
of the appropriate vibration envelope. Any apparent 
deviation of envelope F from experimental data is easily 
justified by the fact That the envelope may be expressed 
simply as a maximum displacement amplitude at low fre¬ 
quencies end a maximum acceleration amplitude at high 
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SOO^cpfl0 ^althouffh înT*l0I>e «»tends to »pproxlmately 
200 cm' líi <.eíP!rlment*1 polnta i1« »bove 
be the «sïn oí J“* 8t hlgh fra0U«n«y me, 
to deletions in fresP°n3e of Instrumente or 
to oeietions In the Interpretetlon of the det». 

to turtê-j«\™!lni1 f0r let «»«I»««» «Ircreft 1. restricted 
from Hefeíeíeí^but ?S.‘™î!£iîtatî !ibratl<>“ were obtained 

pigure^j ^r^c^t^Sct1^::obuln6<l 
frequency for Jet fighter0aircraft0ryTd°ff?16 versus 
vibration data are olottud f figure 4 similar flight 
data presented ín bo^ íí tíeÍe ??^^ jeî Âlïcr*ft- The8 
only, and the data were aeeord!HfÍPr r® for fua®lftg® locations 
ja that given the data of Figure 2 treatment 
transient vibration information wa« lnJ?far as Posalbl®# 
both types of aircraft war* ^as ^e^®^®d* These data for 
direction of vibratory motinn* P^°^^ed for each primary 
longltudln»l. How.v«. n Z ^.Hn’/artlCal> l»‘«.l,P.nd 3 

this method îf plSttlM ínííâ^í! ba with 
fleant differences bet5.!ntîi h dld not indicate slgnl- 
of direction, both the fighter *í8d.Î" * Motion 
have been plotted for combined dlre“loM?b J* vlbr,tlon dat* 

Plot ,Rnau1¡fp^eiÍg'^t3¿ntb®vJ«t fighter aircraft envelope 
for the reciprocating engined aieenace *ntleal to that derived 
data, a comparison of *thedata*th«t^A ?ÎU r?ad11^ flt these 
aircraft envelope diagram with th^tVo^íS*’ tb? Jet fighter 
aircraft Indicates that for both figures ‘“ginah 
to be relatively heavy in the 90 tn ^co, data density appears 
However, In the data ¡lot [„ Se l.íS?,bK lr"W™7 band, 
data density In the 200 to 500 ci. fî.™8 v*1?"*1'4* ‘ha 
greater than that shown for the r.cIprSg^gl^d^c™«“7 

Jet bomber0alrcraft^ísUsomawhat,«^e<,?a?°^ data Plot for the 
that this is based upon the nií»e»nürpriíin®* should be realised 
bomber aircraft! but boîh !!f^e“enta má* on but two Jet 
obtained and constitutes th« mn«f * 6r©3t amount of data was 

environmental dUa. Foî ÏSo^tionCnûî«:CqUlBU1°n of vib”tion 
line has been drawn on the dW hí?? P^P0jea, a constant Ij. "g" 
Of significant po^ts t^ ÏÎS oStiM.Wi?“* th* »“»'«r 
"g" envelope line that envelMaï aî, h.,î * ï 8 llnM* * constant 
3?0 and 1000 cp, would ÂSïîn^ îo -g-'î^? beUe“ 

amplitude*sectlon IT^T” îonaIat »f * constant 
from SO cycles to 2¾ cjs thi mî.îSi îïd! fron 40 W.4® 50 cps, 
and from ppii mon elope is a constant lin* 

fr.« 225 to 1000 cp. . constant 10"g- ll„,. Thls .?,.^“.*^.. 
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IÎÏÏÂtion «»lironnuHital envelope expressed In terms of accele¬ 
ration amplitude Is shown graphically In Figure b* 

In attempting to account for the more severe vibration 
environment found In tas jet bomber aircraft it may be of 

V fco note that the structural design criteria stip¬ 
ulated by the Air Force are such that bomber aircraft are 
designed for lower load factors for several design conditions 
nd consequently are less rigid inherently than fighter aircraft, 

ir data on reciprocating engined aircraft of a gross weight 
comparable to the B-l*? and B-52 were available for analysis, 
it would be interesting to speculate on a comparison of their 
environments with the Jet bomber environmental envelope. 

The selected envelopes of Figures 2,3 and 4 have been 
plotted in terms of acceleration amplitude in Figure 5. 
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SECTION IV 

RESPONSE OF ELASTIC SYSTEMS TO STEADY-STATE VIBRATION 

embodylnR an exaggerated test amplitude 
tc\cau8® fallure of the equipment after a relatively 

vibrâtion61«ünifïe ^eferred t0 here as an accelerated 
rí! i ? t# An hyP°thesls of accelerated testing may be 
formulatea by referring to the single-degree-of-freedom system 
snrw1! Plgure. ^ Thls system consists of a massless, linear 
spring k supporting a rigid mass m constrained by vertical 
guides to move only along a vertical line. The motion of 
the supported mass is induced by the steady, simple haraonic 

bv^hft 7 ba9e* The motlon of the hase ma? be described by the following expression: auixuoa 

(1) 
X * X0 SIN «t 

where x is the displacement amplitude of the vibration of 
the base in the vertical direction and • is the vibration 
frequency expressed in radians per second. 

A complete solution of the differential equation 
describing the motion of this system includes terms represen- 
ftf tran3i®nt moti°n of the mass at the natural frequency 
of t ie mass-spring system. (See reference 3 ). The natural 
frequency is expressed in units of radians per second by 

and in units of cvcles per s-'cond by 

m TT 

ïnH^hft«* Í 9lst™> tle spring will embody some damping, 
and these transient vibrations will be damped out ultimatel? 
The motion of the mass may then be assumed to be simple 7* 

*3 the motion of the base, but 
with a different amplitude, the relation between the motion 
of the mounted mass and the motion of the base is illustrated 
in Pigwe 7. The vertical scale is the ratio of displace¬ 
ment amplitudes, or since both x and 1 occur at the sml 
-ir00?; the v®^lcal scale also represents the ratio of î? îî! Î i°? horizontal scale is the ratio 

o* the forcing frequency • to the natural frequency A of the 
mass spring system. Por an undamped system, the curve 

oaîiyJf?Che3ftlnfinlty at a fre^8ocy ratio of unity. 
This is a condition of resonance. All practical systems have 
some damping, and the amplitude at resonance is a finite 
value, as shown in Figure 7« 

If the spring in the system of Figure 6 is linear and if 
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the mass is Infinitely rigid, the relation between the 

acceleration of the mass and the deflection of the spring is 
given by the following equation: 

m ÿ * k (x - y ) 
(2) 

Inasmuch as the stress in the spring is proportional to the 

deflection (x-j) of the spring, the stress is also directly 
proportional to the acceleration of the mass* 

This relation may now be extended by analogy to the 

hypothetical equipment illustrated in Figure 1. The parameter 

x may be considered to represent the motion of the airframe 

wille the parameter ^ represents the motion of the center of 

the panel. The maximum expected motion of the airframe is 

defined by the acceleratlon-frequency plot shown in Figure 5 

while the ratio of the maximum acceleration of the panel to the 

maximum acceleration of the airframe is given by Figure 7* 

Consequently, the maximum expected acceleration of the panel 

is the product of the ratio given in Figure 7 end the maximum 

acceleration of the airframe given in Figure 5. Repeated 
stressing of the panel thus occurs because its central part 

is being loaded with an Inertia force proportional to the 

maximum acceleration of the center of the panel. Furthermore, 
components mounted upon the panel are also subjected to 

repeated stressing because th® forces applied thereto increase 

as the vibration of the panel Increases. This Involves 
consideration of the strength of structural members which are 
subjected to repeated stresses. 

FI6. 6. IDEALIZED SYSTEM REFERRED TO IN DEVELOPMENT 

OF HYPOTHESIS OF ACCELERATED VIBRATION TESTING. 
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PT OF THE FAILURE SURFACE 

The properties of metals when subjected to repeated 
stressig have been well investigated, and much data exist 
in th«^.technical literature describing the results of such 
investigatioñs. The tests are usually conducted by 
manufacturing a number of test specimens which are as neari>^.* 
identical to each other as possible. These specimens are 
used in testing machines that are arranged to impart 
alternating cycles of tensile and compressive stress to the 
specimen, or to impart bending stresses alternating in 
opposite directions. Tests are then run under similar 
conditions for each specimen, except that a different value 
of maximum stress is selected for each specimen in the test, 
repeated applications of stress according to the selected 
stress pattern are then applied until the specimen fails. 
It Is usually found that a specimen with a lower maximum 
stress will endure a greater number of cycles of stress 
reversal than a specimen with a higher maximum stress. The 
results are commonly reported as shown by the typical curve 
in figure o, 1..is curve is commonly referred to as the S-N 
curve, where S represents the maximum stress and N repreleïïts 
the number of cycles to failure. The exact shape“of the curve 
differs somewhat from metal to metal. The curves for many 
metals have a well-pronounced knee, and the curve extends 
In a substantially horizontal direction rightwardly from the 
knee for an infinite number of cycles. This means, that if __ 
the maximum, stress is below the level represented by this 
horizontal part of the line, the specimen will endure an 
infinitely large number of cycles without experiencing 
allure. This stress level is referred to as the endurance 

limit for the material, 

i * oî Was P°inted out that the maximum stress in the sprim 
^tends t0 be proportional to the maximum acceler- 

nf tbe mou«ted mass m. Consequently, the parameter 
®rdlnabe 3Ca^e Figure 8 may be changed from maximum^* 

st.ess to maximum acceleration of the mass m if the endurance 
properties of the spring k are to be investigated. Since the 
maximum acceleration ^ of the mass m and the maximum 
acceleration of the support are related as shown in 
Figure 7, the maximun;#acceleration ¿ of the mass and the 
maximum acceleration ^ 0f the support are directly proportional 

fre<îuency- ^ makes it possible to 
draw the family of . n curves illustrated in Figure 9 by 
converting S in Figure ÏÏ to the appropriate value of 7 

and then multiplying by the applicable ratio obtained from 
Figure 7. The vertical scale % i3 the maximum acoderaron 
of the support, the horizontal scale N is the number of cycles 
to failure, and each of the curves corresponds to a particular 
orcing frequency. Now Just as each specimen has a characteristi 

S-N curve as shown in Figure 8, each system may be considered to 
ïïave a characteristic x - N - f relation as shown in Figure 9, 
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o«!r’!uifc 1î Pfesuîned that the natural frequency of the svstem 
and the relation between b and are known. 

The conditions defined by the family of curves in 
Merure 9 can be expressed more conveniently in three dimensions 
as ne surface shown in Pipure 10, This surface will be 
referred to as a failure surface. Each equipment has a 
failure surface that is typical of that equipment, and the 
surface fully defines the combination of parameters that 
will produce failure of the equipment. The parameter of the 
vertical coordinate axis is the maximum acceleration embodied 
in the vibration of the support in Figure 6, the left-hand 
axis is the test frequency in cycles per second, and the 
right-hand axis represents the number of cycles to failure. 

The surface illustrated in Figure 10 is for a hypothetical 
equipment having resonant frequencies fe and f. . Resonant 
frequencies are indicated by valleys irj the sïïfrace, because 
a loxer value of applied acceleration x0 la required to cauae 
failure if the test frequency coincides with one of the 
natural frequencies of the equipment. These valleys extend 
generaliy paraHel to the x - N plane so that any'plane 
through the surface pareil?? to the . f piane jhoW9 
depressions at the characteristic resonant frequencies. The 
failure surface for a single-degree-of-freedom svstem would 
show only a single valley, because such a system has only 
one natural frequency. The failure surface for a complex 
equipment would show many valleys, depending on the number of 
irequencles at which damaging resonances occur within the 
equipment. The valleys in a particular failure surface may 
be of different depths if the resonances that the valleys 
represent apply to structures with different degrees of 
damping, B 

Assuming that the failure surface is in existence for 
the equipment being considered, a specification for an 
accelerated test may now be formulated. A time in hours is 
first selected which represents the duration of the actual 
service in flight which the equipment is required to endure, 
A line a is then drawn on the f - N plane to represent the 
number of cycles at each frequency that would be required to 
reach the selected flight time. Theoretically, line a would 
be curved as shown in Figure 10 because the number of”cycles 
in a given period increases with an increase in frequency. 
Practically, a plane may be used because the failure surface 

s parallel with the N axis for large values of N, A curved 
surface is then generated by 'a vertically extenufng line moving 
along the path a drawn on the f - N plane. The envelope 5 

the ma^irnum severity of vibration conditions 
expected in flight, as set forth on Figure 5, is then trans¬ 
cribed onto the curved surface which was generated by moving 
a straight line along the path a in Figure 10. This* B 
envelope ^ - f is designated bÿ b in Figure 10. 
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If the intersection of the failure surface with the 
surface generated along line a falls below the envelope b 
of maximum vibration conditions, failure of the equipment 
may be expert,during f"H rrbt if t^e bra4"’:nv*"eminent 
in the particular aircraft at » v/, level* 
The condition of predicted failure is ir.u2cotea ..v :* ... 
crosshatched area in 1'ipure 10. For this particular 
equipment, it is thus indicated that the component having 
a resonant frequency fc may fail before the equipment 
receives No cycles of vibration. The probability of the 
equipment railing is equal to the probability that the 
vibration level in the particular airplane reaches the 
maximum expected level. 

Inasmuch as Picure 10 predicts possible failure of the 
component with a natural frequency fc during flight conditions, 
the accelerated testing procedure for laboratory use should 
cause failure of the same component. The accelerated testing 
procedure is established by selecting a relatively small value 
for the number of cycles to failure, as designated by N, in 
Figure 10, In this instance, N. is made small enough To be 
feasible for laboratory testing. It is now necessary to 
construct a new surface whose coordinates are x and f, 
intersecting the N axis at the value Nj, This”newly”selected 
surface may be a plane as shown in figure 10, If the selected 
test procedure applies the same number of cycles of vibration 
at each test frequency; i,e,, a shorter testing time at the 
higher frequencies, the surface N - N. will be a plane. If 
it is desired to conduct a test Tor equal periods at each 
testing rrequency, the surface in the region of the Number N, 
will be a curved surface generated by a vertical line following 
a curved path in the f - N plane. This corresponds to the 
procedure used to estãbliTh the surface representing flight 
conditions except that the number of cycles is small to 
correspond to laboratory conditions. 

The laboratory test conditions, as represented by line 
£, are now inscribed upon the surface recently constructed in 
the region of the value N , If the laboratory test is to be 
valid, the line c defining the laboratory testing procedure 
must intersect tTie failure surface at the frequency |Y but 
avoid intersection at the frequency £2, This indicaTes that 
the component having a natural frequency f^ will fail during 
laboratory testing. The validity of the laboratory test thus 
tends to be established, because it predicts the same type of 
failure predicted for service of the equipment in actual flight. 

The hypothesis embodying the failure surface is difficult 
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to apply In formulating an accelerated testing procedure, 
primarily because the failure surface la not known to exist 
for any particular equipment, A tremendous amount of testing 
would be required to establish a single surface. If sufficient 
tests were conducted, it would undoubtedly be found that 
failure conditions would be described by a blanket of appreciable 
thickness rather than by a surface of zero thickness. This 
is expected because the scatter of results in endurance 
testing is relatively great, and scatter would tend to produce 
a blanket rather than a surface. In the hope that significant 
data exists from which a failure surface could be plotted. 
Contractor solicited test data from more than 300 potential 
sources of such information. The results obtained from these 
inquiries indicate that the data probably do not exist. 
It thus becomes necessary, in order to. apply this hypothesis 
using a failure surface, to make certain assumptions as follows: 

(a) It must be assumed first that the shape of the 
Xq - N curve is similar to the shape of the S - N 
curves obtained by subjecting specimens of material 
to repeated stresses under closely controlled 
conditions. This assumption may be valid for 
certain conditions in which the failure occurs as 
a result of repetition of excessive stress in the 
equipment being tested. In other circumstances, 
the failure may have little relation to stress, 
and the assumption of an analogy between the x0 • N 
and S - N curves may be unwarranted. Assuming the 
analogy to be valid, because no other assumption 
appears indicated, it may be assumed that the 
X- - N curve is flat for values of n'greater than 
five million, and has an established slope for 
values of N less than five million and greater 
than one thousand, 

(b) It may be further assumed that all equipment 
installed in aircraft wil1 be required to endure 
more than five million cjoles of vibration, A 
scale of values may then be assigned to the x 
axis in such a way that the flat part of the*"0 
¿o - N curve (N>5 x 10°) is sufficiently far above 
the measured values of acceleration in aircraft 
service that the valleys of the failure surface do 
not fall below the environmental line (b in Figure 10) 
when large values of N are assumed. 

(c) It may be assumed that the depth of each valley is 
proportional to the height of the surface in the 
region of the valley. This is equivalent to 
assuming that the damping associated with each 
resonant element is equal and does not vary with 
amplitude of vibration. It is with some misgiving 
that this assumption is made because damping is 
neither uniform nor linear in many instances. 



SECTION VI 

CORRELATION OF VIBRATION AND FATIGUE 

has blâS on fatl8u« or endurance testing 
th« vaurfif ^ ®are^u^^y euyveyed in an attempt to establish 
ÎmJÎ ?lty 0f ftasumPtlon (a) in the previous section Ths 

pertï««pof the pro- 

U) «i “»J««» »tre«. In steel ts e function 
fletar <,f1cyc1®" t0 ^»llure is substantially 
íiVJ «Veles greater than five million. In 
nít°ffinr¡Í8,«Íf * te3t 8P®cimen made of steel has 
m?îiî lle? after havln8 been subjected to five 
fillip wiîî8noîeVer8Âlî; H 18 Probable that 
íñdíññltaj. 4 °ceur lf ths t#st 11 

(b) 
t«t"ÎÎÎÏÏ" atîeas *t whlch Infinite life of the 
« î.!Pa 1î#Va obt<,ln®d 1® on a general averaîe 
3° per cent of the ultimate strength of the matfriai 
Xu^r r°rda' the ® tres a f or which"? Ire^*^’ 
?ÍÍw2 revera‘la ”»ï b» obtained uHhout 
fîÎÏS! ¿ín «Per Cent of the »b “hlch raiiure will occur upon one application of load 
in?? for the above assumption is* 
f£o«CîîrVn Flgur? 11 » whlcb has beenobtained 
from reference number 1 . The straight lin« 

toMltiiSit8 t?8 r8tl° °f endurance limit stress 
the ïîi?iî!i8î?e88 equS1 t0 °*38 been add«d to 
ba?ia íf1?!1 ílg?r#: generalizing on the 
basis of the typical 3-» curse shown In Figure 8 
the naximun stress .t-lff3 CTcle, to 0* 

“"mîuiï“1 t0 th' “Xl,,1U” atraaa “ o“« oíd. 

fr?dnt#A*ïrFi8*n*rT» 
zzz^ïit ÄuM:.^: ä 

a^ïîtûL^Î^^lnt'r^ r^-11” ÎSiî the^cceler 
^“bud. X. at the bottom of ^deíSíd“ taFl^'lS“^?“^ 

This^assunes^hat s;ï^Câ“l^”5.C0Mlder#d ^^•«•»bl.. 

«nduríncT?:.1?? .¾¾ °f 
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,> 2 ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUND. 

FIGURE J2, IDEALIZED ENDURANCE CURVE WITH SUPERIMPOSED 

DATA SHOWING RESULTS OF VIBRATION ENDUR¬ 

ANCE TESTS 
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vibration teat specification*. All known vibration test data 
Bearing on this relationship have been studied. Useful data 
are extremely scarce, but the fragmentary information that is 
available tends to lend validity to the assumption: 

(*) The Calldyne Company, under Contract #DA-36-039 
SC-5545 with the U. 3. Army Signal Corps Engineering 
Laboratories, conducted an investigation of fasteners 
for mounting electronic components. In the course 
of this work, extensive vibration tests were con¬ 
ducted on complete equipments and on typical components, 
The components tested were not identical and it is, 
therefore. Impossible to establish an endurance curve. 
The number of cycles of vibration necessary to cause 
failure of the various components has been analyzed, 
however, and the results are shown in Figure 13. It 
is evident that substantially all failures occurred 
at fewer than five million cycles of vibration, and 

oi not occur 1* the component withstood 
3,4 million cycles. This tends to confirm the 
previous conclusion that a curve of acceleration 
amplitude vs, cycles to failure becomes horizontal 
for cycles greater than five million. 

(b) Vibration tests to failure were conducted by 
Contractor, using a number of identical resistors. 
The resistors were supported by attaching the 
leads at opposite ends to spaced bindir« posts. 
Several resistors were grouped on a common panel 
and each group was subjected to vibration at a 
different level of maximum acceleration. Although 
the testa were not conducted at a resonant fre¬ 
quency of the resistors, the results are useful to 
establish the relation between acceleration amplitude 
and cycles of failure. Failure occurred generally 
by rupture of the electrical leads. The test results 
show considerable scatter, but the median is indicated 

H in Figure 12 In which the acceleration 
amplitude is adjusted to attain coincidence of lines 
ï a2? 11 N*5*10 , A comparison of lines I and II 
In Figure 12 suggests agreement between the results 
of repeated stressing of metals and continued 
vibration tests of resistors. Insofar as the authors 
are aware, this is the best information available 
tending to establish a relation between vibration 
amplitude and number of cycles to failure. 

Although the data discussed in the above paragraph tend 
to establish laws of mechanical failure, it is evident that 
electrical failure of the equipment is equally important. 
Data to establish the relation between severity of vibration 
and electrical failures are also scarce. Data on failure of 
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FIGURE 13« NUMBER OF CYCLES TO FAILURE IN VIBRATION TESTS 

CONDUCTED BY TNE CAUDYNE CO. 
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vacuum tubes as a result of vibration» based upon tests con¬ 
ducted by the University of Dayton and by the Amour Research 
foundation, have been obtained. Although the severity of these 
tests cannot be successfully correlated because resonance effects 
are not known, some indications of relative strength may be 
obtained. The test results are shown by lines in andIV to águre 12 
assuming the acceleration amplitude to be adjusted to obtain 
coincidence with lines I and II at x=0,38. The drastically 
different slope of lines III and IV indicates a complete lack 
of agreement between electrical and mechanical failure. This 
tends to cast some doubt on the validity of the previous assump¬ 
tions, The theory based upon mechanical failure should not be 
ruled out, however, until additional significant data on elec¬ 
trical failures are available. 

However the extent to which this analogy may be Justified 
can be determined, at least in a qualitative sense, by comparing 
resonant vibration failures of electronic components .with 
resonant fatigue data for metals. Such a comparison will be 
made In the following several pages. 

Considerable data on the fatigue properties of metals 
exist in the technical literature. For example, Figure U*, sum¬ 
marizes bending fatigue data for a variety of high strength 
steel specimens, with and without stress concentrations, and 
with ultimate tensile strengths ranging between 100,000 and 
200,000 psi. This fatigue information is drawn from Reference 
47. Figure 15 is a fatigue life curve estimated for cold drawn 
copper from information in Reference 31, The results in Figures 
14 and 15 were obtained from rotating oeam fatigue tests at 
non-resonant frequencies. Recent investigations of the damping 
properties of materials provide a basis for reinterpreting these 
npn-resonant fatigue data so as to include the effect of resonant 
conditions, — 

Under resonant conditions, the only forces acting to con¬ 
strain the amplitude of response motion in a structure are the 
internal damping or internal energy dissipation properties of the 
structural material. The Internal damping properties of metals 
are in general quite small and amplification factors at resonance 
extending to as high as 300 for high strength steels and 
aluminum are not uncommon. The amplification factor referred 
to here may be defined as the ratio of the excited (or response) 
motion or force, to the applied motion or force. Once the 
resonant amplification factor or £ of a structure is known, the 
resonant strength of the structure may be readily determined in 
terms of the forces or motions which are applied. Since environ¬ 
mental data for aircraft are by convention expressed in terms 
of vibration amplitude or acceleration as a function of frequency, 
it is convenient for purposes of the present work to evaluate 
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the resonant fatigue strength of a typical or idealized structure 
in terms of an allowable acceleration which may be applied to 
the base of the structure* 

Consider the equipment which is idealized in Figure 16 as 
a number of cantilever beams with distributed mass and with 
different natural frequencies. At resonance, the following 
relation exists between the motion x0 of the base and the 
response £0 at the tip'of the beam:" 

y© = Q*o (3) 

Similarly y0 = (¿o (If) 

and y0 (5) 

where the single and double dot notation are used to indicate 
the first and. second derivitives with respect to time; i.e, 
velocity and acceleration. 

B, J, Lazan has shown in Reference 22 that the resonant 
amplification factor Q for a material may be considered to be 
the product of three basic factors as follows: 

Q ■ ^ Ks * Kc (6) 

where Km = Material factor 

Ks « Longitudinal stress distribution factor 

Kc = Cross sectional shape factor 

General expressions for the above factors are given as follows: 
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where E = Young's Modulus, psi 

J» n = Experimentally determined constants 

Sm = Maximum stress, psi 

Sft = Stress at any point a, psi 
i 

a * Length dimension, inches 

L ■ Total length of member, inches 

b = Breadth dimension, inches 

t = Thickness dimension from neutral axis,.inches 

t0 * Maximum thickness from neutral axis, inches 

I = Moment of inertia with respect, to neutral 
axis for cross section, inches^- 

& = Polar coordinate for circular cross 
section, radians 

uK uAxinntexy me enaurance limit stress, the value of n 
increases markedly (to approximately 8) bevond this vai,,* 
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the strees range, as this permits derivation of simple 
expressions for the resonant strength of a vibrating member. 
The expressions which are derived on this basis will be con¬ 
servative in that they will predict a lower resonant strength 
than would actually exist. Equations to 10 are solved for 
some typical situations in Appendix I, 

With the relationships provided by Lazan above, it is 
possible to derive a variety of expressions for the resonant 
strengths of simple structures. This will now be done for the 
simple equipment idealized in Figure 16. The maximum bending 
moment Mp, due to inertia loading for a cantilever beam vibrât in* 
at resonance is as follow*: ^ 

"n ’XWn2 * d‘ (11) 
w^ere Un - Natural frequency, radians/second 

w * Weight per unit length of beam, 
lbs./inch 

g ■ Acceleration of gravity, 386 in/s 
The deflection y at any dimension a along the 
beam may be defined approximately as: 

length of the 

ee 2 

then 

7 - Jo <1 - cos |ÎL) 

Un2 *o " fL , _ . 
"m * —g- Jo »(1-coo ^l)d. 

(12) 

(13) 

which reduces to Mß Wt .2,.,2 
0.27 (|) L ^ n (Hi) 

^o» maximum stress in the beam, 
as a function of the acceleration at the support of the beam, 
may be written from Equation. (5), (6) and 3 « MÇ/I as follois: 

*m 0.27 w L “o 

Ig *mK. Kc 
• • 
X, (15) 

ÏS.? ?ir t0 Îurth?î »lapllfj Equation 15, It will be aesumad 
that the ajateoe Idoalliod In Figure 16 have circular crooa- 
ÎS» Î’ ‘Sí* 18 rePr««nt»tl»e for manj electronic componente! 
ÍSL! S1** ? ? »“PPOFt Pode or wlrea In a vacuum tube, reeletor 
K ? i 4/fl*. 1 S® Equ*tlon 7 for Se »nd the valuea of 
Kg - 3 /0 and Kg « I.47 as derived in Appendix I, the 
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•quAtion follow« for the motion of the support as a function 
of the maximum stress in the system: 

J sm2 # E I g 

0.l5ffZto wL 
(16) 

Equation 16 may be more conveniently expressed as a function 
of natural frequency rather than physical dlrneqataft3 h7 sub¬ 
stituting the expression fn = (3.52/2 tt) VEIg/ïL^ for the natural 
frequency of a cantilever with distributed mass as follows: 

11.9 J sm2fn SW (17) 

where = density of beam, pounds/ln^ 
Equation 17 provides the desired relationship for Interpreting 
the stress In non-resonant fatigue data, Into an equivalent 
resonant acceleration which can be applied to the support of the 
system to produce"the same stress. Equation 17 is plotted for 
high strength steel and cold drawn copper as a family of constant 
stress lines versus frequency in Figures 17 «nd 18 respectively. 
A value of J = 0.01+3 x 10"12 for steel was obtained from Reference 
3$, and an estimated value of J * 0.2 x 10*12 was used for the 
cold drawn copper. 

It is now possible to establish x0 - N (acceleration versus 
cycles-to-f ai lure) curves for resonant systems with different 
natural frequencies by combining the information in Figure« 14» 
15, 17 and 18. For example Figure 19 shows three such cur][e® 
for steel systems with natural frequencies of 100, 200, and 300 
cp« respectively. For purposes of illustration, the ultimate 
accelerations", plotted at N = 103, correspond with an ultimate 
tensile strength of 200,000 pai; and the endurance limit accelera¬ 
tions", plotted at N = 4 x lo5, correspond with a stress which 
is 264 of the ultimate stress. These are based on the fatigue 
data in Fleure 14 for bending specimens with stress concentrations 
present. The life curve representative of conditions with stress 
concentrations was selected for illustrative purposes here, since 
in practice, it almost is impossible to avoid such condition«. 
It is of interest to note from Figures 17, 18 and 19, that systems 
with higher natural frequencies exhibit greater resonant strength«• 
This observation may be considered to apply only when comparing 
systems where all the factors contributing to the stress in the 
system are maintained equal as in the present analysi». Namely, 
in the present analysis, base excited distributed mass systems 
have been studied. These results are not directly comparable 
with systems containing a concentrated mass. 
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PIQURE 19. THEORETICAL RESONANT FATIGUE CURVES POR 200.000 PSI ULTIMATE 
TENSILE STRENGTH STEEL CANTILEVER BEAMS. 1 
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Por purposes of reference, the envelope Figure 5 repre- 
sentetlve of the maximum vibration environment In reciprocating 
engined aircraft, is reproduced In Figures 1? and 18* Since 

Cînpon#nï8 18 Ä dÄ8l8n objective, it should be 
dïïîÎÎ! Îk thaî' from P°lnt of view, this envelope 
defines the endurance limit acceleration and stress at each 
frequency. For example, consider that the internal construction 
ni îi?îrtlîUlîr TÄCUUm tub® 18 comprised essentially of a number 

«tccl wires cantilevered at the base of the tube. The 
ultimate tensile strength of the wires Is assumed to be 200,000 

ÎÎmÜLÏÏ6 P1*8;1;118 ®x®»pl®. Accordingly, from Figure 1¡¡, we 
ïîînîîîï ÎÎ? î" that the ®nd^®nce limit stress of-the 
materia! will be 0.26 x 200,000 or 52,000psi and N = 1* x 10^ 
cycles or pester. Again referring to Figure I? we see that the 
constant stress line for S - $2,000 psi, intersects the environ- 

be^®®n approximately 2$ and 120 cps. This imedl- 
lea^than1?.^*! ?Ät 8tr!fJburai fallurÇ can be anticipated in 
less than the endurance life of 1* x 10* cycles at the maximum 
environment, i{ the elements of the tube should be resonant be- 
tween 2$ and 120 cps. It is evident that one of the principal 
design objectives in the example cited, should be a natural fre¬ 
quency greater than 120 cps. »«'urai rre- 

.. nnïïM??*80!118 dl8CU88lon and Observations must be considered 
îîjîîîriï tlT# t0 f/®1** 8reat «tent. In view of the numerous 
simplifying assumptions which have been made as follows* 

1. The effect of stress concentrations on resonant 
amplification have not been considered. Stress 
concentrations In effect lower the maximum al- 

- fowable working stress In a member. This reduces 
the damping energy In the member and will in¬ 
crease resonant amplification. 

2. The effect of a concentrated mass located on the 
beam has not been considered. The addition of 
concentrated mass will lower the natural fre¬ 
quency and alter the longitudinal stress distri¬ 
bution of the cantilever. As may be observed in 
Equation 17 decreasing the natural frequency will 
also lower the resonant base acceleration which 
can be applied. 

3» The idealisation of electronic components as cantl- 
lever beams is perhaps not a good approximation for 
all equipments. 

#*-41 A 8îu?y was made of all the recently published vibration 
ív!41UrÍ í^í1011 on •1®ctronio components. In the coursa of 

aPPar®nt that a criterion for failure must 
be established. It is necessary to differentiate between 
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peraftnent f al lux*«« and naif une tiona of tha aqulpmant* Pop 
>I#* 62 reporta tha raaulta of a eoaprahanalra 

thî of ▼Itoratlon on a rarlaty of relaja, during 
ât !Äríott, fr* canola a and larala of acceleration, 

thaaa tea ta certain typaa of relaya malfunctioned by 
opening or chattering contacta and thua dlaruptlng the con- 

oir?alt;vthey were inatalled. SlnlUrly, 
^ ï^porta vibration teata on vacuua tubea lAiloh 
exhibited a nlcrophonlc output too great to be tolerated. In 

alÂiSrl,tíJof Í?eB® eÂiêi# wh«n the vibration waa atopped. 
dJÄÄPPÄ*r®^ wid the equipment again operated 

:nÎSfîCï°rllï-v c#rt»inly these are aerloua defeota to contend 
with, but must be ruled out as a consideration of failure In life 
or endurance testing of equipment. It la believed malfunctions 

TïhïMiüî !i !îp*rîî*1ï: th,t 11 ' ®P»r»tlon.l proof toot« 
at the level of the vibration environment anticipated In service. 
Ií# îfunctlon, occur durln8 •‘“h operational proof teats, the 

8 °a3lP°n*nt> should be replaced by componenta of higher 
•▼•nt that no higher quality component exists, 

this will Indicate that modification of either the oo*>onent or 
the environment la necessary. ^ 

22 iu®anrl*e the results of recently published 
t?î of ▼••nun tubea, and lead-supported resistors 

cÎm th^fîîï Ät T\rl2u! lÄIali of resonant vibration. In each 
case, the failure noted la of a permanent nature. In the ease 
of the lead-supported résistera and capacitors, the failure 
generally occurred as broken leads; for the vacuum tubes, the 

f!Í1UT\.?0lnt bM#d upon ^••^••tlon MIL-E-1B limit values 
P^Âîê curr6nfc* Tbe data plotted in Figures 20 to 22 were 

obtained from References 63, 96 and 115! A minimis LuHpated ¿q - I or life curve has been drawn in each figure with dotted 
HSÜfcî0 thJ fallure dâts plotted for the various coa- 

Ala2 #uP6rlmP°8«d in •••»! of these figures are cal- 
£ 8Ur™' lndlo,t*4 b* •olid Un... 

1. The resonant fatigue strength considerations set 
forth In the previous section. 

2. The average natural frequency of the tested com¬ 
ponents • 

3* In the case of the vacuum tube data, it is presumed 
that the critical elements are alloy steel. The 
endurance limit accelerations indicated by the 
knees of the calculated curves are estimated. 

4. In the case of the lead mounted capacitors, the 
fatigue data, in Figure 15 for oold drawn copper, 
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It it difficult to draw any definite concluslont from a 
broad comparison of the calculated and experimental xD - H 
curves in Figures 20, 21, and 22. It is rncouraging”to nota 
in these Figures that there is a reasonable degree of correlation 
in the slopes of the calculated and experimental ¿o - N curves. 
This indicates that the analogy between the failure of~eleetronle 
equip» nt and the fatigue of metals, which was assumed in WADC 
Technical Report 51+-272 is at least a good first approximation. 

In general it may be said, from observation of the cal¬ 
culated and experimental data in Figures 20 to 22, the cal¬ 
culated resonant strengths underestimate the actual strengths. 
This result was anticipated in the previous section when it was 
pointed out that a constant exponentiel n ■ 3 relationship 
was assumed throughout the stress range,~for purposes of slm- 
plying Usants ««terial constant in Equation 7. Evidence appears 
to exist that still closer correlation could be obtained between 

Ci«£U}ÄtÄd Änd ®?P®rlmÄnt*l ?o " * curves by minimising the sim¬ 
plifying assumptions pointed out in the previous section. 

As pointed out above, it may be considered that study 
reported herein Justifies the analogy assumed earlier between 
the Uilure of electronic equipment and the fatigue of metals, 
it should be noted however that in earlier pages and Figure 12 
a direct relationship between the ratios of endurance limit stress 
and acceleration to ultimate stress and acceleration was assumed 
as follows: 

(18) 

The analysis immediately preceding indicates that a more accurate 
approximation of the ratio of endurance limit to ultimate accéléra* 
tion involves a squared stress relationship as follows: 

/SE,L,y 

\ SULTJ (19) 

Th® application of this approximation will have a significant 
effect on the determination of the magnitude of an "exaggerated" 
or accelerated" acceleration factor for application to testing 
procdur.i. This .ubject will b. tre.tsd In th. following Section. 
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SECTIO» VII 

i ' 

CYCLING VS. DISCRETE TEST FREQUENCIES IN STEADY-STATE VIBRATION 

If equipment fails during vibration tests, it is probable 
that failure occurs as a result of a resonant structure. The 
vulnerability of a structure in this respect is a function 
of the internal damping of the structure. If the damping is 
small, amplification at resonance is great and damage is more 
likely. Vibration tests are more difficult to conduct if the 
damping is small because the most damaging conditions may not 
be obtained unless the test frequency is carefully monitored. 
The following analysis is based upon an assumed Internal 
damping equal to 2.5^ of critical damping(c/cc = 0,02¾ This 
degree of damping gives an amplification at resonance of 20 
by classical vibration theory. This is sometimes referred 
to as a system having a Q of 20, If the internal damping 
of the structure is greater than 2^, the following analysis 
tends to be conservative as will become evident with reference 
to Figure 7« It is considered unlikely that the damping in 
any practical structure will be less than 2^ for the relatively 
large displacement amplitudes being considered here. 

It is generally conceded that the frequencies embodied 
in a vibration test should extend from the lowest to the 
highest found to be significant from a study of environmental 
conditions. One type of vibration test involves a continuous 
sweep of test frequency from the minimum to the maximum and 
back to the minimum. Another type of test involves vibration 
at a constant frequency for a predetermined period, followed 
by a period of vibration at a slightly different frequency, 
and followed by periods of vibration at other discrete 
frequencies until the entire range of frequencies-is covered. 
The relative merits of these two types of tests will now be 
discussed. 

As pointed out previously, Figure 12 represents a plane 
parallel to the plane of acceleration amplitude x vs, cycles 
to failure N, taken through one of the valleys of°the failure 
surface illustrated in Figure 10, This would be a critical 
test for a component having a natural frequency f. if the 
vibration environment were at the upper limit for2such 
environment as established by the line b, ‘iuch a component 
would be expected to withstand five milTion cycles of vibration, 
as indicated by point A in Figure 12, Similarly, if ÎL e 104f 
it would be expected to barely withstand ten thousand cycles 
at a slightly higher value of acceleration amplitude, as 
indicated by point B in Figure 12, Points A and B in Figure 12 
correspond to points A and B, respectively,""in Figure 10, 

In Figure 10, the values along the axis represent values 
of maximum acceleration embodied in the vibration environment. 
These correspond to acceleration associated with the parameter x 
in Figure 6, These values of acceleration, when multiplied by the 

i • 
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ratio Xq/Ho 8?.^ forth in Figure 7» givo values of maximum 
acceleration Xo' associated with the motion of the mass m in 
Figure 6, As explained previously with reference to 
equation 2 , the stress in the spring k is directly proportional 
to the acceleration x °f tho raass B* 

The relation between Xq and ^ is indicated in Figure 12 
wherein the point A corresponds to the p^lnt A in Figure 10 
and the response acceleration amplitude Xq is indicated by 
point 1* The coordinate scale for^Q is at the left side 
of Figure 12, while the scale for Xo i® at the right side. 
The scale for the response acceleration amplitude is for a 
component having 2| percent of critical damping. To be 
suitable for aircraft service the component must withstand 
the response acceleration amplitude Xo indicated by point 1 
for an indefinitely long duration; i.e., for a minimum of 
five million cycles. 

Since it is not feasible to conduct a laboratory vibration 
test for five million cycles, it becomes necessary to select 
a smaller number of cycles and an increased test amplitude. 
Selecting ten thousand cycles (N « lo\ as a reasonable test 
period, the acceleration amplitude ^ of the vibration test 
is indicated by point B in Figure 12 and the response acceleration 
amplitude y« °f component is indicated by point 2. This 
applies only if the test frequency has been adjusted to 
exactly coincide with the natural frequency If the 
difference between test and natural frequences is one (1) 
percent the response acceleration amplitude ^ of the 
component is indicated by point 3* It is important to note 
that point 3 represents a lower response than point 1, 
Consequently, failure of the component may not be expected 
even though the test is continued indefinitely. If the 
mismatch of test and natural frequencies is two (2)##percent, 
the corresponding response acceleration amplitude x© *s 
indicated by point Hu Under these circumstances, it is 
still less likely that failure of the component will occur 
during the test period. This appears to indicate that it is 
not practical to conduct vibration tests at discrete frequency 
Intervals because an excessively large number of increments 
will be Involved and because it becomes necessary to adjust 
the test frequency with unreasonable accuracy. 

The alternative to a test at discrete frequencies is 
one in which the test frequency is continuously varied between 
limits. This may be Illustrated by reference to Figure 23, 
A hypothetical equipment under consideration is assumed to 
include two elements whose natural frequencies are £> and f^. 
The test frequency then is assumed to vary continuously from a 
minimum of ^ to a maximum f^. The environment is indicated by 
line 1 in Figure 23# corresponding to a portion of the 
environment line b in Figure 10, 



I 

FIGURE 23. REL*T|°N BETWEEN ACCELERATION AMPLITUDE 

*o AUD RESPONSE acceleration amplitude V FOR 

CONDITION OF CONTINUOUSLY VARYING TEST °FREOUENCY 
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saãí^üíüíl Ju^smors, the element will experience's Terr 

.Ä?. £:M.r of 

á í-í -j c“ Äa-ioM^T“* 

ä S Mor:« 

2ÄTÄ 5‘ä£e“ sSFÄ 
. P*1* probl« has been studied ln detall ln Rafenon«.* oc 

and the results are smeaarlsed ln Pioiina 9U «va jia***®* ^ 
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Hharai 

4 " J?* “.tur*1 of the vibrating ayat« In eyeles per second, •mm 
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h = The rate of change of the test frequency in 
cycles per second per second* 

r * The total number of free vibrations of the 
system starting at zero time. 

R = The value of r at which the instantaneous 
forcing frequency equals the natural 
frequency of the system, A large value of 
R therefore, indicates a slow rate of change 
of the test frequency. 

As pointed out previously, significantly great stress 
cycles occur only at test frequencies approximating the 
natura! frequencies of vulnerable elements. It is desirable 
0faalvnîfirinrîî °f ^ ®<’ulPment experience the sane number of significant stress cycles during vibration tests 
independently of the natural frequency of the element. 
Consequently, the rate of change of the test frequency should 
increase as the test frequency increases. Referring to 
It*"™ ?ht indicates that the dimensionless ratio r/R 
should be maintained constant, 

It is possible to write an expression as- follows for 
tejt*.frec,uency II in terins of the minimum est frequency and the time £, required to change the 

test frequency 7rom its minimum ialue to frequency 

W. f'hdt (21) 

This equation may be evaluated numerically by assuming a 
flaU3 - îhe Parameter R. It is evident from the relation 

set forth in Figure 2U tïïat the parameter R should be 
?i1hnn1Hed rJlÄtlv?ly4ifrße to permit the Response amplitude 
assiim^dfní¡ Ih a 3iRnlfica5tly hl8h value. A value 1200 is 
assumed for the parameter R. By reference to Figure 2k, it 
is observed that the stress in an element at resonance is 
above 90 Percent of tne maximum value when 0.Q90 < r/R ^1.038 
AÍnnêA=t12?0í,U88 r"r ‘he etree, fa ai^’38' 
90 percent of the maximum value for 57.6 cycles of vibration 
.ur-np each sweep of the test frequency. Inasmuch as the 

fio ^ Í3constant# the stress will exceed 
Ö0 percent of the maximum for any element, independent of its 
natural frequency, provided the rate of chanr-e of test 
frequency defined by equation 21 is maintained. 

pie results of a numerical evaluation of equation ÍP11 
are given in Table I. At the rate of change of^hetest 
frequency indicated by a value R = 1200, aperiod of 
approximately 1Ô0 seconds is required to increase the test 
frequeppy fron 5 to 50 óyeles per second, »d approxUÜeL 
in to in?3 ls1requlr9d t0 ^crease the test frequency from 
50 to 50C cycles per second. These periods are noted 
separately here, and will be maintained separate ?h?ourhout 
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TABLE I 

NUMERICAL EVALUATION OP SWEEP TIME FOR 5 TO 500 CPS 

R * 1200 ; Number of significant cycles per sweep ■ 1200 
(1.038 - .990) » 57.6 

P f * f + J h dt 

CPS OPS 

A,’j+ ^ « ♦ 1*}* 

A’MrV (¾^) 

ti havi.' 
cyc/seo* 

-t.. 
sec. 
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sec, 
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.052 
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.541 

1.04 

1.70 

5.20 

20.8 

54.1 
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170. 

96.2 

46. 

18.5 

9.6 

¿ã 

9.62 

4.8 

1.85 

.96 
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rather than the linear relation assumed for Curve 27a, 
Consequently, Curve 2?b will have a relative amplitude of 
unity for £ at N * 103f but at N ■ 5 x 106 the relative 
amplitude will be (0,38)2 or 0,ll;5, The equation for 
Curve 2?b when plotted on log-log paper is then! 

(23) 

Although infinite life is a practical objective, analysis 
predicts failure after 5 x 106 cycles of vibration at a relative 
amplitude of 0,38 of Curve 27a or ,li;5 of Curve 27b. An 
amplitude exaggeration factor will now be determined in 
Table II for the reciprocating engined and Jet fighter 
environment of Figure 5 to find the relative amplitude necessary 
to cause similar failure in a substantially fewer number of 
cycles. Assuming several representative values for N, 
corresponding values of *0 are calculated from equations 23 
and 2l| and are setforth in the second and third columns of 
Table II, The ratio of these values of x0 to the value 0,38 
and the value 0.11j5 which apply to N * 5 x 10^ are setforth 
in columns k and $ of Table II. These ratios in columns ¿ 
and 5 are, in effect, exaggeration factors by which the 
test amplitude must be increased to cause failure in N nimber 
of cycles. 

As indicated above, the tests being considered.here 
contemplate a sweep frequency procedure which causes the 
number of cycles of significant stress per sweep indicated 
in Figure 26 for various values of the parameter R. To 
attain the total number of cycles set forth in the first 
column of Table II, it is necessary to employ a number of 
sweeps equal to the ratio N divided by significant cycles 
from Figure 26, This ratio (for a value of R ■ 1200) is 
then multiplied by 178 and 17,8 seconds, respectively, to 
obtain the times set forth in columns 6 and 7, The total 
testing time is the sum of the times set forth in columns 
6 and 7* and is given in column 8, 

A laboratory test for the reciprocating engined and 
Jet ficrnter aircraft environment is now established by 
selecting an appropriate line in Table II. An examination 
of the exagération factors as determined from Curve 27a 
and Curve 27b as shown in columns k and 5 of Table II, 
indicates that the exaggeration factors as derived from 
Curve 27b are considerably greater for a given value of N 
t*an those derived from Curve 27a. At this point in the 
analysis, a selection of one or the other of these 
exaggeration factor curves must be made. Basically 
because of the assumption that was necessary in the 
derivation of Curve 27b which is predicated on an assumed 
value of n * 3 as discussed on page 1£, it is felt that the 
exaggeration factor curve of 27b although analytically a 
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refinement of Curve 2?a is still based upon enough tenuous 
assumptions to make its validity questionable. Prom a 
practical standpoint, the exaggeration factors of Curve 27b 
when applied to the previously defined environments would 
mean that acceleration amplitudes of the order of 50g would 
be applied at low frequencies. This level of severity may 
result in vibratory amplitudes in the non-linear range for 
most components, or amplitudes that would very closely 
approach the non-linear range. It is believed, however, 
that the theoretical direction taken which has resulted in 
Curve 27b should be further explored, and attempts made to 
develop this approach on a firmer basis. The several 
assumptions made should be validated by either application 
of experimental techniques or by further theoretical refine¬ 
ments, Consequently, in the succeeding paragraphs and in 
the process of specifying a vibration test, the exaggeration 
factor based on Curve 27a will be used. 

Various considerations must be kept in mind in making 
this selection of an exaggeration factor. It is desirable 
that the exaggeration factor be maintained as small as 
possible for the response amplitude of the equipment under 
test may be affected by non-linearities introduced by 
high amplitude testing. On the other hand, it is generally 
desirable to maintain the total testing time small. The 
best compromise between these opposing considerations from 
the alternatives setforth in Table II, appears to embody a 
test in which each element receives liOQO cycles of stress 
reversal (N *= U x lo3). This ¢3:1 ves a testing procedure 
involving approximately four (Î;) hours of vibration testing 
in which the testing frequency is varied continuously between 
5 and 50 cycles per second in a period of 178 seconds and 
between 50 and 500 cps during a period of 17.8 seconds. A 
number of sweeps of test frequency variation between 5 and 
500 cps is selected as indicated in Figure 28 for various 
values of the parameter R, This involves an exaggeration 
factor of 2,2$, The environmental condition for the 
reciprocating engined aircraft and the jet ficrhter aircraft 
which embodies a displacement amplitude of ,030 inches is 
then exapcrerated to a displacement amplitude of ,068 inches 
for laboratory testine: in the frequency range of 5 to 50 cps. 
In a similar manner, the environmental condition of l;g 
acceleration amplitude is exaggerated to an acceleration 
amplitude of 9.0g for laboratory testing and in the frequency 
range from 50 to 500 cps. 

The significant differences pointed out earlier between 
the environmental envelope indicated for the reciprocating 
engined aircraft and jet fighter aircraft when compared to 
the jet bomber aircraft will require, because of the shape 
of the envelope as defined in Figure a similar analysis 
of testing time and the determination of an exaggeration 
factor. 
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FIGURE 28« TOTAL NUMBER OF SWEEPS IN 

VIBRATION TEST FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF 

PARAMETER R AND SIGNIFICANT CYCLES. 
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Following a similar procedure, the numerical evaluation 
of the sweep time for the environmental envelope for the 
jet bomber aircraft as shown in Figure 5 is presented in 
tîb?îar/?rm ln Table m* Tab1« IV Presents the evaluation 
of the total vibration test time for the various exaggeration 
I actors for the Jet bomber environment of Figure 5* Referring 
to Table IV, it will be noted that a comparison of the 
comparable values of N and the total of testing times differ 
very slightly when computed for the environment of Figure 5, 
Consequently, the same reasoning regarding a selection of 
an exaggeration factor and total testing time will apply to 
the jet bomber environmental vibration test. This test 
procedure then would provide that each element receives 
U000 cycles of stress reversal and would result in a 
procedure involving approximately four (I*) hours of vibration 
testing. 

The testing frequency is varied continuously between 
5 and 50 cycles per second for a period of 178 seconds and 
between 50 and 225 cycles per second for a period of Ik,6 
seconds and between 225 and 350 cps for a period of 1,73 
seconds and between 500 and 1000 cps for a period of 
2,15 seconds. The total number of sweeps of test frequency 
variation between 5 and 1000 cycles per second may be 
selected from Figure 28 depending upon the value of the parameter 
K selected. The exaggeration factor involved is 2,37, For 
this envelope the exarrerated amplitude and "g's" are 
tabulated below: 

FREQUENCY ENVELOPE 
R^NOE VALUE 

5-50 cps •030” 

EXAGGERATED EXAGGERATED 
AMPLITUDE. IN, ACCELERATION. V1 

,068!' 

50 - 225 cps kg 

225 - 350 cps ,0015" 

35o - looo cps log 

9.0 

.oo34‘, 

22.5g 
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TABLû III 

una c , ¿VALUATION OF SïVSLP TIME 
FOH 5-1000 CF3 I£3I OF TOURS 5 (JSI BOMBRR BHVIRÜMMINT) 

For h = 1200: 

Number of significant cycles per sweep = 1200(1.038 - .990) 
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1.04 

1.70 

5.20 

¿5.1 

72.0 

155.0 

254.0 
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471.0 

605.0 

755.0 

96.2 

48.0 

18.5 

9.6 

5.9 

9.62 

4.96 

1.73 

0.97 

0.393 

0.285 

0.212 

0.16 
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14.34 

1.73 
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SECTION VIII 

VIBRATION TEST SPECIFICATION 

The preceding analysis presumes failure of the equipment 
as a result of repeated stressing of structural members. The 
test embodies an amplitude greater than that encountered in 
the environment for the purpose of causing structural failure 
in a relatively short period of time. Under the assumed 
conditions i vibration of this magnitude never occurs in service. 
Consequently! it should not be required that the equipment 
under test be functionally operative during this exaggerated 
test condition. The preceding endurance test should be sup¬ 
plemented by a scanning test at an environment level corres¬ 
ponding to that actually experienced in service, and the equip¬ 
ment should be functionally operative under such conditions. 

In summary, the recommended vibration tests for recipro¬ 
cating engined and jet fighter aircraft components are as 
follows: 

(a) A scanning test at a displacement amplitude of 
0,030” peak-to-peak throughout a frequency range 
of 5 to 50 cycles per second, and at an acceleration 
amplitude of lj.g throughout a frequency range of 
50 to 500 cycles per second. This test is intended 
not to investigate the structural integrity of the 
equipment but only to determine that it operates 
satisfactorily. This vibration test is considered 
to simulate the expected maximum environment, 

(b) Vibration at a displacement amplitude of ,068" 
peak-to-peak throughout a frequency range of 
5 to 50 cycles per second for an elapsed time of 
210 minutes. This is a sweep frequency test in 
which the test frequency is continuously varied 
at any of the rates set forth in Figure 25. In 
addition, vibration at an acceleration amplitude 
of 9.0g throughout the frequency range of 50 to 500 
cycles per second for an elapsed time of 21 minutes. 
This is also a sweep frequency test with any of the 
rates of change of test frequency set forth In 
Figure 25* This is a test to investigate structural 
strength. The equipment should not be required 
to function during the test but should remain 
undamaged and fully operative at the conclusion 
of the test, 

" The recommended vibration tests for jet bomber aircraft 
components are as follows: 

m 

- 
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(a) A scanning test at a displacement amplitude 
of •030" peak-to-peak throughout a frequency 
range of 5 to $0 cps for a period of 210. 
minutes, and an acceleration amplitude of 
throughout the frequency range of 50 to 225 
cps for a period of 16,9 minutes, a vibration 
amplitude of .OO^'' throughout the frequency 
range from 225 to 350 cps for a period of 2,0 
minutes, and a constant 10g acceleration 
amplitude from 350 to 1000 cps for a period of 
2,50 minutes. This is a sweep frequency test 
in which the test frequency is continuously 
varied with any of the rates set forth in 
Figure 25. This test is intended not to 
investigate the structural integrity of the 
equipment but only to determine that it 
operates satisfactorily. This vibration test 
is considered to simulate the expected maximum 
environment, 

(b) Vibration at a displacement amplitude of ,060* 
peak-to-peak throughout a frequency range of 
5 to 50 cps for an elapsed time of 210 minutes, 
vibration at an acceleration amplitude of 9.0g 
throughout the frequency range of 50 to 225 
cps for an elapsed time of 16,9 minutes, 
vibration at a displacement amplitude of ,003i>w 
peak-to-peak throughout a frequency range of 
225 to 350 cps for a period of 2,0 minutes, 
vibration at an acceleration amplitude of 23.5g 
throughout the frequency range of 350 to 1000 
cps for a period of 2,1*9 minutes. This is a 
sweep frequency test and any of the rates of 
change of teat frequency as set forth in Figure 
25 may be applied. This test is to investigate 
structural strength. Equipment should not be 
required to function during this test but should 
remain undamaged and fully operative at the 
conclusion of the test. 

The data defining the vibration environment in aircraft 
make but few distinctions witti regard to direction of motion. 
The directions must be assumed to be completely random with the 
result that the environment defined in Figure 5 is considered 
applicable to each of three coordinate axis independently. In 
many equipments, there is coupling between two or more directions 
of motion. In other words, vibration that is applied along one 
axis may cause certain structures to vibrate in the direction of 
one or more other axes. For this reason, vibration of one equip¬ 
ment in each of three directions for a period of three hours 
each may subject certain structures to more than four hours of 
vibration. It is recommended, therefore, that the vibration test 
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sequence apply equally to vibration along each of three coordinate 
dlrêctlon^k**1 ,e^argte or equipments be used for each 

As described in complete detail on the preceding pactes. 
Ít!adv0ÍÍÍre iS11??** in arrivin« at » Isbowtory test involving 
steady-state vibration consists of three discrete steps. These 
rosy be summarised as follows: 

(s) The limits of the probable maximum severity of the 
environment in terms of steady-state vibration must 
be defined. 

(b) The principles governing the relation between 
failure after a relatively long period of mild 
vibration and failure after a relatively short 
period of severe vibration must be established. 

(c) Using the environment established in (a), the 
principles established in (b) may be applied by 
selecting an exaggerated test condition which will 
cause a representative type of failure within a 
reasonable testing period. 

8et forfch above for conditions of steady-state 
ibrÄtion is the result of applying this procedure to data 

ï!.fnln5u h® ??!ironn5nt ln the ««tablishment of a laboratory 
ticitv ï?utlne lB d«P®ndent upon the authen- 

dta whic5 defines the environment. Further comments 
da£a ai®kaeî forth in the section of this report entitled 

Conclusions . Data defining vibration environments make few 
*!:r™rr/lth/®eard t0 8lraultaneous environments of humidity. 

iînir.!îdfiust,ieïïrem® temPeratures or other environments. In 7 
general these latter environments must be considered as additive 
to vibration or shock environments and should be tested simul¬ 
taneously. 
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SECTION IX 

CONCEPTS OF DAMAGE AS A RESULT OF SHOCK 

This section of the report discusses the analysis of 
records of acceleration as a function of time used to define 
conditions of shock or transient vibration. These records 
are the oscillograms mentioned earlier in the report. In 
analyzing the effect of vibration upon mechanical systems, 
there is a fundamental distinction between procedures for 
considering transient and steady-state vibration. In 
steady-state vibration, it is assumed that all transient 
effects occur at the natural frequency of the system and are 
ultimately damped out. The motion of the system then takes 
place entirely at the frequency of the disturbing vibration. 
This frequency is referred to as the forcing frequency. 

In shock or transient vibration, the equipment which is 
subjected to the vibration is caused to vibrate in a mode 
that includes both forced and natural frequencies. In the 
foregoing analysis of an equipment subjected to steady-state 
vibration, it was assumed that damage results primarily from 
a resonant condition at the forcing frequency. In a sense, 
the same consideration applies to transient vibration except 
that the forcing frequency is not as well defined as in 
steady-state vibration. Consequently, there are no established 
standards of frequency to use in setting up a laboratory test. 
An entirely different approach is thus needed in adopting a 
criterion of damage. 

As pointed out previously in connection with steady-state 
vibration, a primary cause of certain types of failure is 
excessive stress in structural members. This stress tends to 
be proportional to the acceleration experienced by such 
members. From a hypothetical standpoint, it is possible to 
predict the stresses in the structural members by attaching 
an accelerometer to each element of the equipment being tested 
and multiplying the measured acceleration by the mass to 
obtain the force acting upon the member. If the strength of 
each such element were known, it would then be possible to 
predict from the acceleration measurements whether the elements 
were close to failure as a result of the test. Although such a 
procedure is possible in a hypothetical sense, it is not 
practically feasible because the vulnerable elements tend to 
be small and inaccessible whereas applicable accelerometers 
tand to be relatively large. 

Even though this suggested procedure is impractical, the 
theory suggests an approach to evaluating the severity of shock 
or transient vibration in terms of possible damage to an 
equipment. Assume now that each equipment is comprised of many 
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structural elements having characteristic natural frequencies 
assumed to fall within a certain frequency range. A single 
equipment cannot include elements of all natural frequencies. 
If many equipments are t ken as a group, however, it is 
probable that at least one element of each discrete natural 
frequency within the accepted frequency range will be found 
in one of the equipments in the group. 

To a first approximation, the maximum acceleration 
experienced by a structural element of an equipment is a 
function of only the natural frequency of the element. Con¬ 
sequently, a simulated equipment may be constructed in any 
convenient form,such as the base equipped with cantilever 
beams illustrated in Figure 29. ¿¡ach of the cantilever beams 
o* thin simulated equipment has a different natural frequency, 
and the range of natural frequencies to be studied may be 
changed at will by varying the lengths of the cantilever beams. 
If it is desired to determine the required strength of the 
elements of an equipment which must withstand a certain shock, 
the simulated equipment illustrated in Figure 29 may be 
subjected to the shock and the maximum deflection of each 
beam noted. The maximum acceleration of each beam is then 
calculated from the recorded maximum deflection. The values 
of maximum acceleration determined in this manner are used 
in conjunction with the masses of elements of the actual 
equipment having corresponding natural frequencies as the 
cantilever beams to determine the dynamic forces acting on 
each element as a result of the shock. Theoretically, this 
simulated equipment may be subjected to all possible 
occurrences of shock or transient vibration and the maximum 
acceleration of each cantilever beam noted. With this 
information for each natural frequency, the designer may 
design the actual equipment so that each element has at least 
the strength indicated by the maximum acceleration of the 
cantilever beam having the same natural frequency. 

The use of a mecnanical instrument to obtain the in¬ 
formation outlined in the above paragraph tends to be cumber- 
oome. Equivalent results can be obtained by electrical 
analogy. ¿lectrical circuits can be assembled in such a way 
tuat they respond to an output voltage in the same manner as 
a mecnanical structure responds to an applied shock or 
transient vibration. The details of a suitable analog computer, 
together with a specially constructed function generator, are 
described in Appendix II. With this analog computer, the 
natural frequencies and damping coefficients of the systems 
under investigation can be varied readily by adjusting the 
constants of the electrical circuits. It is then possible to 
obtain electrical responses which, by analogy, can be converted 
to values of maximum acceleration experienced by mechanical 
structures having known characteristics. Each shock or 
transient vibration is then defined in terms of maximum 
response acceleration. This may be expressed as a curve 
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Courtesy of Th« David Taylor Model Basin, USN 
Photo No. NP21-4838ÍI. 

Figur« 29. Simulated equipment, consisting of base and 
several cantilever beam systems of different natural 
frequencies . 

>- 
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showing maximum response acceleration as a function of 
natural frequency of element for a single shock motion; 
for a group of shook motions, an envelope may be drawn to 
•noompass the curves for the Individual shook motions. 

This concept of severity, together with the method of 
expressing equivalents of shock motions, is soundly endorsed 
in the technical literature. References 29, 39, and 110 In 
the Bibliography, Appendix V, are significant with respect 
to this concept. This approach Is satisfactory where the 
response embodies a relatively high value of acceleration 
for a single cycle and where the remainder of the response 
embodies relatively small values of acceleration. Under 
these conditions, only the maximum acceleration tends to 
bî,îl8PlrÎCÂnt* Tht Pre8ent analysis, however, Is concerned 
with shock and transient vibration occurring In aircraft as 
a result of landing, gun fire, air buffeting and other 
disturbances having many repetitions. As a consequence, It 
■ay not be possible to express the results In terms of a 
single cycle or a few cycles of stress reversal. 

As an example of the different types of responses that 
may be obtained, a record of acceleration as a function of 
time resulting from the landing of a type AT-11 airplane 
and several typical responses thereto are shown in Figure 30, 
The acceleration as measured on the airplane Is the lower 
trace In each of the four oscillograms, the differences in 
calibration factor» accounting for the different appearances. 
This trace, suitably expressed in terms of voltage as a 
function of time was fed into the analog computer, and the 
responses of several systems of different natural frequencies 
were obtained. These responses are reproduced as the upper 
traces of the several oscillograms in Figure 30* 

The response set forth In Figure 30 (A) Is for a system 
having a natural frequency of 10 cycles per second. This low 
frequency system falls to respond to the high frequency 
components in the Input, and the response is an Irregular 
record having predominantly low frequency components. At the 
other extreme of the frequency spectrum, the responses of 
systems having natural frequencies of 110 and 200 cycles per 
second are shown In Figures 30 (C) and (D), respectively. 
The genera! shapes of these responses are similar to the shape 
of the Input but have superimposed thereon transient vibration 
at the natural frequencies of 110 and 200 cycles per second. 
The amplitude of this superimposed vibration Is relatively 
small. In Figure 30 (B), the upper trace is the response of 
a system having a natural frequency of 33 cycles per second. 

In the response of Figure 30 (B), the shape of the 
input Is almost obscured, and the predominant characteristic 





of the response is a transient vibration having a natural 
frequency of 33 cycles per second and a relatively great 
amplitude. This frequency is the natural frequency of the 
system and represents a sort of resonance. This resonance 
occurs because the input vibration has a prominent component 
at a frequency of approximately 33 cycles per second, even 
though this component of the input is not steady-state in 
nature. The response of the system whose natural frequency 
is 33 cycles per second illustrates the type of response in 
which many cycles of acceleration of appreciable amplitude 
may be more significant than the acceleration of maximum 
amplitude. In general, the acceleration measured on aircraft 
will be found to be irregular with certain predominant 
frequencies. The responses of systems covering a range of 
frequencies will be similar generally to the several responses 
illustrated in Figure 30. 

It is necessary in describing the characteristics of an 
elastic system to define not only the natural frequency but 
also the damping. The response of an elastic system to 
steady-state or transient vibration is greatly influenced by 
the damping of the system. In the ^receding analysis of 
steady-state conditions, the environment is defined in terms 
of measured parameters and is not a function of the properties 
of systems subjected to the environment. In the analysis of 
transient conditions, the environment is defined in terms of 
the response of elastic systems to the measured parameters. 
The environment can be defined completely only by setting 
forth the responses of elastic systems having natural 
frequencies and degrees of damping encompassing the range 
expected to be encountered in equipments. 

In classical mechanics, damping is defined as a per¬ 
centage of the damping in a critically damped system. If 
the damping is small, the transmisiibility at resonance is 
numerically equal to one-half of the reciprocal of the damping 
ratio. This concept has come into common use, and the symbol 
Q is applied to the maximum transmissibility at resonance 
during steady-state vibration. In the analysis of transient 
conditions discussed here, systems having values for j of 10, 
20, and 30 are considered. The selection of an appropriate 
value for ^ is difficult. The damping in structural members 
tends to increase with an increase in strain. If the vibration 
amplitude is small, it may be expected that large values of Q 
will be encountered, and the maximum value of 50 used here may 
seem too low. For the relatively large deflections embodied 
in the transient conditions being studied here, however, strains 
tend to be large, and it is believed that a range of 10 to 50 
for the parameter £ is representative of these conditions. 
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SECTION X 

CUMULATIVE DAMAGE IN FATIGUE 

sS:SS:~"5? œï“ 
deduced intuitively that thp ^ ^an2lnS* It may be 
several cycles of strp?î lí® cum?lative effect of theíe 
if the stress magnitude^at^anh81 !Dfy ?6 great importance 
same. On the S?her h^d i? f1® ÍS aPPro*i“ately the 
of stress of relativel? ¿reat mLíi?ndf%rhibÍt8 0ne c*cle 
eifect of other cvcle^^mfv6^ nogv*î?deJ*the emulative 
these other cycles are -ubstant??!^1? Í£ the “^Ü^des of 
of the maximum stress °lt cannnf1^ h®?® than the ma6nitude 
inspection of the resóonap n^îîfÎ be 2etermined by an 
effect of the cycles of lowprtt+rnS w?ether the cumulative 
ciuently, two tyïes of anilíaí«, ír®3SwÍ8 imP°rtant* Conse- 
concuÆntly, S the stilts ttllt Carried out 
part of the analysis is devoL^to f com?ared- r^e first 
cumulative effect of cycles of strp^COÛ8ideration of the 

oaxiituiii stress encountered during a ^ífundi^ the 

íorth^he tfatigue1or^endurance^°ropertieslllof0materief3 8eíUng 

The responses illustrated in Figure 30 do°íot0f 3îrî?3 reversal 
quirements for two principal refers as JoïïÎ«“ * theae 

(a) :s:: 

;{ã.“íTÂ.:i ss.k;;,::11":*“ ir* 
the hypothesis formulatPfî k„ . 7‘'resf» etc. ülthougn 
template the oreseñt ^ does not con~ 
etreas is different at °n dn the maximum 
stress reversal ÎÎ it aCh 3u?0seding cycle of 
assumption is í¿de he^rtnat’tí^h86”^31 - Ihe 
extended to the tvoe of q+rpc b® 5j[I>otilesis may be 
even though the oaoer L íS Jattern fo“d here, 
the validity of ?hC as^p?!^063 n<>t e3tabliah 
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(b) In the oscillograms set forth in Figure 50, the 
mean value of response acceleration is generally 
diffexent than zero. In the conventional rotating 

of teat ^01, endurance strength, a 8 
tensile stress is followed one half cyclf later bv 
a compressive stress of equal magnitude Vhlll d 
considerable information in the technical íuera- 
îîîfo on fatií5ue tests in which the value of one of 
duciL3íre3Sea !xceeds the °tberf thereby intro- 
yossibiP ? reaS n0t equal t0 zero* It is possible to make a correction to a condition of 

kno^r+h1^38,! a correction wbich has become 
the Goodma21 correction. The validity of 

the Goodman correction has been established onlv 
lor conditions of a regular stress pattern and^ 
has not been demonstrated to apply to the type of 
stress pattern investigated by Miner. It is^ 
possible however, by Lking several assîmptions 
of thp1? the.Go?dman correction to an hypothesis 
of the transient problem based upon the approach 

revealed A aa“Ple calcSîa?^ns°aCh revealed that the results are not modified 
appreciably by introducing the Goodman correction 
câL!!?*?-3*1'633- all of toe ensÎÎL 
calculations are based upon the assumption that 8 
¿aiy the maximum stress is signifioant. and that 

*e?ePze£i?“ Sn0U13 0 '’»“led as If the mean stress 

pnw "eference is now m^de to the conventional fatigue or 

SaxLuS st^esfr^d b°tWeen 
test is conduced und« such condiUoJ îhJ .H ®’ 

tt lolllÎlï^ZT' Taef ^^siffornStotod"“ Sîn«8 

• r ?síjwüs:;:Ä,s::r.;rAÄ.. 

ÄS £t ^lXlZlVUUa that f3UÏÏ?; °f ^dlpfcÎSer 
n. n 

< 1 (24) 

On the other hand, if 

n’, n* n* 

N N' U1 
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NUMBER OF CYCLES TO FAILURE (N) 

FIGURE U. TYPICAL STRESS‘CYCLE DIAGRAM SNOWING 

RELATION OF RMtAMETERS IN HYPOTHESIS OF CUMUUTIVE 

DAMAGE IN FATIGUE FORMULATED BY M.A. MINER 
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failure of the specimen may be expected to occur. 

In his original hypothesis of accumulative damage. Uiner 
n?%hUgfeStleci that the cons'tant shown on the right hand side 
florín6 in®(iua^ity in equations (24) and (25) above might have 
valueUof°thia^pnn îut.later.lnve3tiGators have, shown that the 
stftntíoíiÍhÍ c°nstaJt may be aubstaniially less or sub- 
hl h greater than unity, depending upon the pattern in 

anothpíh ?îreS+ 13 varied from one sequence of cycles to 
another. The stress pattern experienced by a structure 
not,)f«í?d î°.3??ck varies in a random-like manner, and does 
eithfrUin 1 ly/lthi11 the 3C0pe oi' the investigations of either ^inei or other investigators working-in this field. 

as tde technical literature contains no 
miormation Known to be strictly applicable to the shock 
problem, investigation described in the following paragraphs 
was undertaken to supply a basis Tor the establishmentßofPt 
laboratory shock test. 

In order to apply the reasoning formulated by Miner 
it is necessary to know (1) the endurance properties of the 

investi£aiion when subjected to repeated 
cycles of stress, and (2) the history of stress cycles 
experienced by the material as a result of the applied shoe* 
«hen a structure is subjected to shock, the history of the 
stress cycles is a function not only of the shock, but also 

+n<itUíal fre'iuency of the structure and its damping 
capacity, ¿or purposes of carrying out this investigation, 
a number of substantially identical cantilever beams^ere 
constructed as sho™ in «¡jure Iflese beams were, 
constructed from un¿-41j0 steel in a normalized-condition, 
azid were in me form of rods .-,hose diameter was .216 inches. 

ana\hpaT1pCatHled U i,eight of °‘211 lO’^d at its free end, 
ana the length was approximately 10,5 inches. Tne exact 
length was determined by the requirement that the natural 
frequencies of the beams be identical. Using a series of 
suen beams, vibration tests were conducted to determine the 
damping capacity of the beams, which was used subsequently 
in determining the maximum stress for use with the theory 
of cumulative damage in fatigue. J 

ihe relation between the streso in the beam and the 
maximum defiection was established by first conducting a 

5orce“<ieflection curve by applying static loads 
to the free end of the beam. The resulting force-deflection 
curve is shown in iigure 33. The stress in the beam is a 
maximum at the fixed end, and may be calculated as follows: 

S = 
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For a beam of circular croas section, 

FLr 4FL 
(27) 

where F is the force applied to the free end, L is the 
length of the beam, and r is the radius of the cross section. 
Substituting a length L = 10.5 inches and a radius r = 0.109 
inch, the following expression is derived giving the maximum 
stress as a function of the load on the free end of the beam: 

S = 10,200 F (28) 

The force-deflection curve included as Figure 33 indicates 
a deflection of approximately 0.125 inch resulting from a 
force of one pound. Making this substitution for F in 
equation (28), the following expression setting forth the 
relation between deflection and maximum stress is obtained: 

(29) 

The relation defined by equation (29) will be used below to 
estimate the maximum stress in the beam when the deflection 
at the free end has been measured. 

The dynamic characteristics of the beam illustrated in 
Figure 32 were determined by attaching several beams to a 
mechanical vibration machine, and operating the machine at 
the resonant frequency of the beams. The displacement 
amplitude of the vibration table, designated here as the 
input vibration, was varied in discrete steps and the 
displacement of the mass at the end of the beam was noted. 
The displacement of this mass is designated here as the 
response displacement. The response displacement divided 
by the input'displacement gives a value for transmissibility 
at resonance which is designated here by the symbol £. The 
numerical values for transmissibility, as determined in this 
manner and set forth in Table V, are shown graphically in 
Figure 34. Inasmuch as the transmissibility is large 
compared with unity, and because the mass tends to vibrate 
90° out of phase with the input vibration at resonance, the 
maximum stress in the beam may be determined from equation (29) 
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TABLE V 

Maxlmmi Trynaliilblllty and Maxlaua Strtf foi» 3paoimn* 
or Betai snown in yigurt 3l. ~ 

Test 
Preq.jop», 

18.5 

18 

18 

17.8 

17.8 

17.5 

17.5 

17.5 

17.3 

Double Displacement 
Amplitude. Inches 
Input Response 

0.020 1.188 

0.025 1.375 

0,01*0 1.690 

0.050 1.91*0 

0.060 2.188 

0.075 2.250 

0.085 2.500 

0.100 2.562 

0.110 2.625 

Trans. Max. Stress, 
p.s.l. 

59.1* 48,500 

55.0 56,000 

42.2 68,600 

38.8 79,200 

36.5 89,000 

30.0 92,000 

29.4 102,000 

25.6 105,000 

23.9 107,500 
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by ccmvcrUng the response amplitude given as double 
^ivpia+^mentiin Table V to single displacement. This 
gives the values of maximum stress set forth in the last 
column of Table V and shown graphically in Figure 34. 

Q+«,,«?0 de'termine t*16 endurance properties of the beam 
structure, several identical beams having equal natural 
hPflmUenCieS*ïere attactie<i to the vibration machine. The 
beams were then excited at resonance, and the test 
continued until all beams nad failed. The number of 
nnll*3 CÏSle! r!<luired t0 cau8e failure in each beam was 
^Íed* te3t was then repeated for three additional 
groups of beams, each being vibrated with a different 
vibration input, and the results recorded in Table VI. 
frLmaXimï? as included in Table VI, was calculated 

q?hti0?v ^ reaPonse amplitude noted 
mg the vibration test. The number of cycles necessarv 

to cause failure at each stress levei was abroge“ ^d“he 
resultant average is plotted in Figure 35, to provide the 
conventional type of stress-cycles to failure curve. This 

Í0!8 not.eihibit the usual straight line when 
plotted to semi-logarithmic co-ordinates, but it cannot 
ce determined at this time whether the shape of the curve 
is the result of unusual characteristics of the canti¬ 
lever beam structure or whether it reflects the relatively 
r:D«,1T'tqïantity 0f ?ata# A curve with thie 8haPe tends toy result from a specimen having pronounced stress concen- 

^ lb believed that this factor may contribute 
to the shape of the curve. J 

The strength of the beam when subjected to repeated 
impact was investigated using the machine illustrated in 

ïhi3 I?achineJi8 comprised of a table which is 
constrained by guides and rollers to move only in translation 
long a vertical axis. Vertical motion is imparted by a 

pâir of cams arranged to gradually lift the table to a 
height and then to suddenly drop the table upon a 
a;reatiaS means* If the arresting means is elastic, 
îendS t0 reb2u?d several times with the consequent 

result that a series of impulses of decreasing severity is 
imparted to a structure attached to the table. The investi- 
gation was carried out by mounting to the table a number of 
identical beams as shown in Figure 32 and having the same 
natural frequency. The machine was then operated continuously 
until all of the beams had failed. Two series of tests 
were run, one in which the table was dropped from a height 
of 5 inches and the other in which the table was dropped 
from a height of 10 inches. The number of drops required 
to cause failure of each beam was noted, and the results 
are recorded in Tables VII and VIII for the 5 inch and 
10 inch drops, respectively. 
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TABLE VI 

Cholea to Failure for Specimens of Beams Shown In Figure 

Double Displacement 
Spec. Length Amplitude, Inches 

Inch«® Input Raspón««» Trans, 

Time 
Maximum of 
Stress ' Test 

1 

2 

3 

k 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

1!; 

15 

16 

10.5 0.12511 

10.5 

10.5 

10.5 

10.5 

10.5 

10.6 

10.5 

10.5 

10.6 

10.5 

10.5 

0.125” 

0.125" 

0.125" 

0.125" 

0.100" 

0.100" 

0.100" 

0.100" 

0.300" 

0.050" 

0.050" 

10.5 0.050' 

2.250" 

2.250" 

2.250" 

2.250" 

2.250" 

1.875" 

1.875" 

1.875" 

1.875" 

2.0" 

1.75" 

1.75" 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18.75 

18.75. 

18.75 

18.75 

20 

35 

35 

P« 8 « 1 » 

92,000 

92,000 

92,000 

92,000 

92,000 

76,1100 

76,U00 

76,!|00 

76, i;00 

81,500 

71,200 

71,200 

Average 
Cycles Cycles 

to to 
Min. Failure Failure 

21,800*\ 

21,200 

28,250 

22,800 

53 57,300 >\ 

57 61,500 

1#75" 35 71,200 60 6t,900> 

61,200 
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TABLE VII 

Repeated Drops Siisttined by Beams Prior to Pallur« 
5 Inch Drop« 
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TABLE VIII 

Repeated Drops Sustained by Reama Prior to Failure - 10 
Inch Drop ’ ~ 
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tv,* The ™ti0ïl experienced by the table as it rebounds from 
he arresting means is illustrated Dy the acocleratior°+imp 

canifs J“ «“»»'“loeraao in cale in these oscillograms reads from ri-^ht to left 'pv,* 
iTfl tïaK? in PiSure the acceleration experienced 
ÏL^\table.When 3ubjected to a 5 inch drop whereas the 
the PigUme 57bi3 the corresponding record for 
toe 10 inch droj,. The record for the 5 inch drop is shown 
whereinCtHpreSS£d scale by the upper trace in Figure 37(C) 
indigo? Xïtt peaís decrea3ihg in height from right to left ^ {C)f 
indicate the relative severity of succeeding pulses as the 

Wleeerof°the8tvePeaieli:Ly(frS'11 the arresttog means. The 
tase and thf fhown ilA c tgure 37 were recorded on magnetic 
xape, and the signal was subsequently used as the innnt +n 
electrical analog of the cantilever beM Uluat?!tedPÏÎ 

L¡te vaiT8laS^a0h b?a“ had a natural frequency of approx- imately 18 cps, the analog was maintained with this natural 
frequency. As indicated in figure 34, the damnlnrlrtaf1 
beam is a function of the maximum sí«ss ?“PíhfsReason 

of the ^alog »r? 3elected in analyzing the respoise 
of the tibíe TÎlîrl?Pïl re-Dreaentei1 »i' toe acceleration 

¡ol d'6“ ha3.ahi^«°n of ïtoe8 lreri:i?lÎSclnlewgî?l % 

oSYlVllfMo! inCheS 304 10 iílChes "oÄes38 

toe=nTr-«nUîuer Of “tress reversals at each stress level was 
“?? fj0“ the oaclllograms reproduces in Figure 38 The 

amplitude was first measured in terms of accfleLtL, i 

acceleration1?! mLil*1 X‘t The ?onverslo'> from maximum 

equatriVolXl llXTtTXXt 
a system wnose natural frequency is 18 cps. Ihlrllatiln 

3 = 61,500 X 0.03 = 2440 psi/g (30) 

Values of maximum acceleration set forth in Tables IX and X 
are now converted to values of maximum stress by aoolvw X 
the relation of equation (30). Entering Figure^^vith the 
values of maximum stress set forth in Tables IX and x th* 
corresponding number of cycles to fauire may be SetermiSed 
at each value of maximum stress, as set forth in Table XI 
btress levels below the curve of Figure 35 are omitted 
because they apparently contribute nothing to the damage 
For purposes of subsequent computation, the reciprocals of 
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Figur» 38 

Input and Rynponse Acceleration for Reptated Drop Tests 
QL_3jatem Having Natural FrecjUi5Hy"~¿r~lB ¢^7- 

5" Drop - Q * 20 
Upper Trace: Input Accel; 2hg Max. 
Lower Trace: Response Acceleration 

5" Drop - Q » IjO 
Upper Trace: Input Accel; 2kg Max. 
Lower Trace: Response Acceleration 

10" Drop - Q » 20 

Upper Trace: inpat Accel; 28g Nut. 
Lower Trace: Response Acceleration 

10" Drop - Q * I4O 

Up; er Trace: Input Accel; 28g Max. 
Lower Trace: Response Acceleration 
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TABLE IX 

Summary of Stress Reversals During Drop Test - $ Inch Drop 

Number of 
Stress 
Reversals 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

2 cycles 

1 cycle 

Number of 
Stress 
Reversals 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

4 cycles 

WAPC TR 57-75 

Q = 20 

Amplitude 
Acceleration Stress/"ft* Stress, pal 

30g 

26g 

22g 

16g 

111 g 

© 24I1O psi 

@ 2I4I4O psi 

@ 2i|)40 psi 

@ 2iili0 psi 

@ 2ii!i0 psi 

73,300 

63,500 

53,600 

39,000 

34,200 

^ 'to 

Amplitude 
Accelr ration _Stresfl/"ff" Stress, psi 

33g 

30g 

26g 

24g 

17g 

I6g 

13s 

2440 psi 

<!¿ 2440 PS l 

(é 2440 psi 

@ 2440 psi 

tí 2440 psi 

@ 2440 psi 

tí 2440 psi 

80.500 

73,300 

68,400 

58.500 

41.500 

39,000 

31,800 
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TABLE I 

Summary of Stress RevorsaXs During Drop Test - 10 Inch Drop 

Number of 
Stress 
Reversals 

2 oyoles 

2 oyoles 

2 oyoles 

2 oyoles 

1 cycle 

5 cycles 

Number of 
Stress 
Reversals 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

2 cycles 

2 cycles 

2 cycles 

1 cycle 

1 oycle 

3 cycles 

3 cycles 

Q » 20 

Amplitude 
Accleratlon 

31g 

2Sg 

21g 

17g 

U*g 

10g 

Stress/*^* 

@ 2440 pal * 

@ 2440 pal « 

@ 2440 psl « 

@ 2440 psl a 

@ 244O psl ■ 

@ 2440 psl * 

Amplitude 
Acceleration 

37g 

35g 

30g 

25g 

21g 

19g 

16g 

12g 

10g 

Stress/1* g* 

® 244O psl * 

@ 244O psl a 

@ 244O psl a 
l 

@ 2440 pal a 

@ 2440 psl a 

@ 244O psl a 

@ 244O psl a 

@ 244O psl a 

6 2440 pal ■ 

Stress, psl 

75,600 

61,000 

51,200 

41,500 

34,200 

24,400 

Stress, pal 

90.300 

85,500 

73.300 

61,000 

51,200 

46.400 

39,000 

29.300 

24.400 
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TABLE II 

Summary of Cycles to Failure at Noted Stresses 

Maximum 
Stress ual 

90.300 

85.500 

80.500 

75*600 

73.300 

68,1*00 

Cycles to 
Failure 

2.03 X 101* 

2.17 X 101* 

2.41* X 101* 

3.25 X 101* 

4.30 X 101* 

11.0 X 101* 

Reciprocal of • 
Cycles to Failure, x 10^ 

0.493 

0.460 

0.410 

0.308 

0.233 

0.091 
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tne number of cycles to failure are also included in Table XI. 
iaKing the average value of D' from Tables VII and VIII for the 

and 10 inch droPa» respectively, values are computed 
co^'f6 con3'tant ^ as follows for the four different test 

5” Drop - 2 = 20 

K = ¿806 (1 X 0.¿¿3) X 10"* = 0,0886 

1" Urop - w = 40 

K = ¿80b (1 X 0.091 + 1 X 0.233 + 1 x 0.410 ) x10"4 = Q.280 

10" Drop - w = 20 

K = 2490 (1 x 0.308) x 10"4 = 0,0765 

10" Drop - w = 40 

K = 2490 (1 x 0.493 + 1 x 0.460 + 2 x 0.233)x 10“4 = 0,353 

In evaluating the above computation, it must be recognized that 
the damping capacity of the beam varies as the maximum stress 
varies. As a consequence, it is not possible to select a single 
value for ¿ which remains applicable throughout a test wherein 
tne maximum stress fluctuates from cycle to cycle. Keference to 
Figure 34 indicates, however, that the value of Q lies generally 
between 35 and 45 for the stress levels at which the greatest 
damage apparently occurs. It is thus concluded that a value 
Ü = 40 is more representative for the present investigation. 
For this value of damping capacity and for the 5 inch and 10 
inch drops as computed above, it is noted that the value for 
tne constant K is computed as 0.280 and 0.353. This suggests 
tentatively that a value K = 0.3 is the appropriate value to 
use with Miner's equation, included in this report as equations 
t24J and (25), when the maximum stress tends to vary in a random 
manner from cycle to cycle. As pointed out above, Miner 
initially suggested that K = 1, but subsequent investigators 
nave shown that K can be substantially greater than or sub¬ 
stantially less than unity. Few values of K have been as low 
as 0.3, thus suggesting that the current conditions tend to 
be unusual, or tnat the present data are not sufficient to 
establish a value for K. It is tentatively concluded on the 
basis of the limited investigation described above that the 
Miner theory of cumulative damage in fatigue is applicable to 
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an analysis of a shock-excited structure, provided an approp¬ 
riate value can be established for the constant K. It is 
conceded that the investigation described in the preceding 
pages would provide a rather tenuous basis upon which to 
define a value of ¿diner's constant K. Consequently, in the 
analysis that follows and the application of Idiner's equation, 
the value of K = 1 will be utilized. It is considered that 
an extremely worthwhile future investigation would include 
studies and experimental tests similar to that reported in 
the preceding pages with the objective being to determine 
appropriate values for the constant K. 
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SECTION XI 

CONCEPT OP RESPONSE SURFACE TO EVALUATE SHOCK 

Adopting the analogy between stress and acceleration (see 
P»g®23), the hypothesis is presented that the ability of elastic 
oenbers to withstand transient vibration may be determined by 
counting the nunber of óyeles at each acceleration level em¬ 
bodied in the response and applying the theory formulated by 
Miner« It is convenient now to adopt a procedure for describing 
the response acceleration of many elements having different 
natural frequencies# the excitation or input being a single 
record setting forth acceleration as a function of time. The 
three parameters which define the response are the natural 
frequency in of the element, the acceleration amplitude f0 
embodied in the response, and the number of cycles n at ?ach 
response acceleration amplitude. These three parameters may 
be combined to define the response surface illustrated in Figure 
39« This surface describes the response of many systems of differ¬ 
ent natural frequencies to a single input acceleration and should 
not be confused with the failure surface for steady vibration 
set forth in Figure 10« 

To Illustrate the nature of the surface shown in Figure 39, 
a number of planes are indicated for various elements having 
discrete natural frequencies f,/, and f-»1». To determine 
whether failure of one of these elements is "likely to occur, 
the plane Is compared with the endurance curve set forth in 
Figure 31. This requires that the relation between S and j0 be 
established, as pointed out previously« Applications of MTher»® 
hypothesis to this'comparison, in a manner to be hereinafter 
described, will predict the expected life of each element whose 
natural frequency is known and for which there is a response 
surface as Illustrated in Figure 39. 

An equipment may be considered to consist of an assembly 
of component structures, each with its own characteristics, and 
to be defined if the characteristics of the component structures 

.. are defined. For purposes of idealising the equipment, each 
structure may be assumed to be a single-degree-of-freedom system 
with linear elasticity and damping« Each system may then be 
defined in terms of its natural frequency and its damping capacity« 
The natural frequency is commonly expressed in cycles per second, 
and the damping capacity may be expressed in terms of a dimen¬ 
sionless damping parameter £ which indicates the trans- 
mlsslblllty at resonance during a condition of steady-state 
vibration. 

The three dimensional response surface shown in Figure 39 
is better adapted to qualitative than quantitative presentation. 
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!¡i5¡!¡nCíw*U#.can ba recopd«d ■o*'« conveniently in two dlnen- 
0f reapon8a ftC°eleration «rplitude m a function 

vaiu^A? occurrences, one plot being drawn for each discrete 
itatft «:h<»nitUIT4 freJuenc7 £n d*“Plng parameter £. To facil- 
diîïîÂî5 < ntln? of OCOUXTcRoes, it is convenient to establish 
ÎÎÜvî ^CP®ent8 0f r#8pon,# acceleration saplltude yõ, pre- 
dul flntfpal or Integral fractional values of the accélération 
bloßif re8^^8 “»y ^^cn be presented numerically in 
ïîïuï of SïîüwÎi0r5' 88 lllu8tpâî*d ln figure 40 for one particular 
diÍSÍ«»í jctural frequency and damping parameter. Several blook 
cîSbiiï tí0fftíÍfííP#nt nabural ^OQwoncies but one damping parameter combine to form the response surface shown in Figure 39. «here 
cht1*:: J8lU68 °i th# dî“plng P^^cter g are involved, a dis¬ crete response surface exists for each value of g. 

of oscillograms showing the time history of aooel- 
88 ?aÄ8urod on citerait during landing and other shock 

baa? m8da 8Yailable bo Contractor. Several cf 
these osciliograms have been selected for analysis. The criteria 
ï!!? *n jelecting the oscillograms were (1) that they embody 
ÎÏSîîîvî1* tba/"?at aev#ra conditions among the oscillograms 
îoîrÎî^h/ÏÎ i? th8t th8 chapactari,tios of the selected oscll- 
ograms be as diverse as possible so that the group selected would 

«ÎMÎîÜnt 811 poaalblê ▼•Pieties of stock motions. The selected 
aÍÍÍ1Í?6PÍÍÍ “’S r#PPOduced as Insets to the various Figures in 
Appendix III. More recent oscillograms have been received which 
Indicate more severe conditions than those referred to in Appen- 
iu ilthou«h 15 ha oscillograms of Appendix III are used in 
th! *!!!,?? Ulu,tr*t# tb* ««»«»pt or. miur. «urf«c«, 
the more recent oscillograms are employed in later sections tc 
define the requirements of a laboratory shock test. 

^f.J?!.î?îl7î18 ?adî ?n bh888 ••iccted oscillograms includes the 
detenilnatlon by electrical analogy of the response acceleration 
of simple systems having a range of natural frequencies and damp¬ 
ing parameters. The results obtained are of the type set forth 
in Figure 30, wherein the time history of the response accelera¬ 
tion of each system is recorded. The response accelerations are 
recorded on block diagrams on which response acceleration ampll- 
tude ¿o *• plotted as a function of number of occurrences, as 
shown in Figure 40 for a typical case. The parameter b In Figure 
40 may be an integer or a fraction. Appendix III to tEia report 
includes data on the oscillograms selected, together with blook 
diagrams showing response acceleration amplitude as a function 
of a number of occurrences for each oscillogram. A block diagram 
is Included for each value of natural frequency f„ and dampina 
parameter £• ^ 
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ACCELERATION AMPLITUDE 

PICURE 40 TYPICAL BLOCK DIAGRAM SHOWING RESPONSE 

ACCELERATION AMPLITUDE AS A FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF 

OCCURRENCES FOR A DISCRETE VALUE OF NATURAL FREQUENCY 

AND DAMPING PARAMETER • 
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In equations (21() and (25) representing the Miner theory 
of cumulative fatigue damage, N Is the number of cycles to 
failure obtained from tho conventional stress-cycle curve* For 
stresses below the endurance limit of the material, N Is equal 
to Infinity, and the corresponding term drops out of^the equa¬ 
tion* The typical stress-cycle curve can be idealised as shown 
In Figure 41 by Introducing the following considerations men¬ 
tioned previously: 

(a) The stress-cycle curve Is Idealised as a horlsontal 
line for values of H less than 105 and greater than 
5 X 106, and a straight inclined line between these 
values of N, when plotted on log-log paper. The 
ordinate at N « 5 x 106 Is 38 percent of the ordinate 
at N » 103. “The basis for this Idealisation Is ex¬ 
plained on page 28 In connection with Figure 12. 

(b) By analogy between stress in the structure and response 
acceleration, as discussed on page 99» the dimensions 
of the ordinate may be changed to response accelera¬ 
tion amplitude. The numerical relation between maximum 
stress and response acceleration amplitude remains un¬ 
determined at this time to be established later. 

This report develops the thesis that a shock is defined, 
not be parameters which are determined by measuring the environ¬ 
ment, but rather by the responses of Ideal systems to the shock 
motion defined by these measured parameters. Under this thesis, 
each shock Is defined by « series of response surfaces of the 
type illustrated In Figure 39, there being one surface for each 
value of the damping parameter £• If several shock motions are 
being compared, the general level of the several surfaces, the 
value of £ being maintained constant, indicates the relative 
severity of the respective shock motions. A peak in a response 
surface at a particular value of natural frequency generally 
Indicates that the shock motion Includes a pronounced vibration 
at a frequency corresponding to the peak in the response surface. 
Inasmuch as different shock motions generally embody different 
frequencies, the response surfaces for these shock motions tend 
to intersect because the peaks occur at different frequencies* 
In other words, the peaks of one response surface may be aligned 
vertically with the valleys of another response surface. An 
envelope of the most severe conditions representative of all 
shook motions being considered Is a resultant response surface 
drawn through the peaks of the individual response surfaces, all 
such surfaces being for the same value of damping parameter 
A resultant response surface is thus obtained for each discrete 
value of damping parameter £• 



FIGURE 41. IDEALIZED CURVE OF RESPONSE 

ACCELERATION AMPLITUDE AS A 

FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF CYCLES 

TO FAILURE 
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On« of th» primary problems In the establishment of a 
laboratory test to simulate transient environmental conditions 
is the selection of the most severe environment for use as a 
basis of simulation* As shown by the block diagrams In Appen¬ 
dix certain of the shock motions excite the greatest re¬ 
sponse at one frequency, while others of the shock motions 
excite the greatest response at a different frequency* An 
effective laboratory test must take cognisance of the most 
severe conditions in general, as defined by the resultant re¬ 
sponse surface for the series of operating conditions under 
consideration* This surface may be represented In block diagram 
form, as shown In Figure 42 for all of the shock motions Included 
In Appendix III* The data in Figure h2 were obtained by first 
obtaining block diagrams similar to Figure 40 for each value of 
natural frequency and damping parameter for each of tbs shock 
motions being considered* These block diagrams -comprise Appen¬ 
dix III* The resultant block diagrams in Figure 42 are plotted 
by taking the largest number of occurrences from Appendix III 
for the respective values of natural frequency and damping 
parameter. The blocks were omitted for small values of V0 be¬ 
cause they do not contribute to damage as a result of faTlgue* 
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SECTIOH XII 

FQh A LABQxtATOKY SHOCK IK3T 

qh™ iT5e Jf001631 of devising a laboratory shook test to 
simulate the most severe landing conditions, as defined by 
the resultant block diagrams in Figure 42, may now b« V 

Tne bl0Ck îia«rams in figure 42 represent the 
number of occurrences of response acceleration amplitude V 
in one landing. An equivalent shock test would have a 
similar blocit diagram provided it were desirable to make 
p„Lw¡!er ofva^lications of shock in the laboratory test 

ú^íer lyings experienced by the airplane 
during its life. In general, this is not a practical 
requirement inasmuch as the laboratory test should embody 
fewer applications of shock. He-examining the Miner 
hypothesis for cumulative damage in fatigue and assuming 
ïnî represents a single landing, equations (¾) 
^ittfn »«híí;VefeÍ S5unulatlve damage in fatigue may be written as follo..s to define conditions of failure: 

Û1 n2 ru 
+ T“ + Tr + • • • 

"l li2 N'5 
) = 1 (31) 

:?:n^/9iraenta the n“ber oi lyings in the life of the 
aircraft and n represents the number of occurrences per 

innFi^ref4-aCh-rnSt-nSe^ï?eî‘erati0n as indi-cated in íig^re 4¿. equation (31) is evaluated for each discrete 
value of natural frequency and damping ratio. Applying a 
similar analysis to block diagrams which can be obtained 
from laboratory records, the same structure may be considered 
to experience failure during the shock test when 

D'( 
n n* n* 

.)=1 (32) 

where ß' represents the number of repetitions of the laboratory 
símiljHd val¡f®s of are obtained from block diagrams 7 

Lt0 d'hese block diagrams are obtained by 
analyzing an oscillogram of acceleration as a function of 
time as measured on the shock testing machine, using the 
analog computer to determine the response acceleration 
amplitudes of simple systems as previously described. 

To determine the relation between the resultant response 
surface for the landing shocks and the response surface for 
the laboratory shock, it is necessary to establish the relation 
between the values of N in equation fo) and the corresponding 
response acceleration amplitude. This was left undetermined 6 
when numerical values on the scale of response acceleration 
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amplitude in Figure: 41 were omitted. The required relation 
is now determined by evaluating equation (31) by a eut-and- 
try procedure to obtain a numerical value for ($ ) max in 
Figure 41. 0 

To evaluate equation (31)» it is necessary that 
numerical values be available for parameters D| nt and N. . 
Values of n and 9 are known from the resultan! block” 
diagrams of Figure 42. The values of N cannot be determined 
unless numerical values are assigned to the ordinate scale; 
i.e., unless (V ) max is known quantitatively. Numerical 
values are firsrassumed for D and for (y ) max, thus making 
it possible to determine N from Figure °41. Using this 
value of N and the assume! value for D, the left hand side 
of equation (31) is evaluated numerically. If the result is 
less than unity, a lower value is assumed for (¿ ) max and 
the calculation repeated. If the result is greafe than unity, 
a higher value is assumed for (V ) max. This process is 
continued until the left hand 0side of equation (31) is 
made equal to unity. 

The value assumed for the parameter D depends upon 
operating conditions. This parameter represents, for example, 
the number of landings that an aircraft experiences during its 
life. To investigate the effect that the value of J has upon 
the result, numerical values of ID,000 and ¿0,000 respectively, 
were assumed for D. ¿quation (31) was then evaluated for each 
of these assumed values for L, and values of (^ ) max as a 
function of frequency were calculated as shown °in Figure 43. 
This result is obtained from the resultant block diagram of 
Figure 42 for a value of = 20. It is evident from Figure 43 
that the resulting value of (V ) max is substantially independent 
of the value assumed for the parameter £ within a reasonable 
range. In view of this result, all subsequent calculations of 
this type assume a value D = 30,000 for the purpose of 
evaluating equation (31).” 

The curve of maximum response acceleration amplitude (V ) 
max as a.function of frequency, shown in Figure 43 is the 0 
intersection of any plane at n. = 105 with the minimum 
acceptable response surface ”xfor the shock being analyzed. 
By definition, n^ = Dn. The complete surface is shown in 
Figure 44. In creating this minimum acceptable response 
surface, it is assumed that the intersection of the surface 
with any plane parallel to the V - f plane has a shape 
geometrically similar to Figure °43 ^but wherein the ordinates 
are a function of the particular value of n. On the other hand, 
th6 intersection of the minimum acceptable response surface 
with any plane parallel to the - n^ plane consists of a 
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NATURAL FREQUENCY OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENT (f^, CM 

F (SURE 43« MAXIMUM RESPONSE ACCELERATION AMPLITUDE 

AS A FUNCTION OP NATURAL FREQUENCY FOR ASSUMED VRUJES 

D* 10,000 ANO 30,000. DAMPINS PARAMETER 0*20. THESE 

CURVES ARE INTERSECTION OF MINIMUM ACCEPTAI RESPONSE 

SURFACE WITH PLANE 11^101 WHERE fif • 0 a. 
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i?c^ned line extending from n. = 105 to nx = 5 x 106 
and horizontally extending linea*for aaSÎler or larfîr valïea of 

acceptable reaponae aurfaoe illuatrated in 
figure 44 is very important in the consideration of transient 
deaimited0L3a0Clt f61"8 here- Ibis aurfaoe may be 
aircraft ne» aT®urface of required atrength for general 3 
aircraft use. If an equipment cannot withstand the indicated 
esponse acceleration amplitude y for the number of cycles n 

set forth in Figure 44, it must tg considered unsuitable for^ 

?aïueCof nf‘liLC*0ZSiti0S ^ be met for ^ arbiïÎa^ily6 cSosen 
d ??!f!f0re may be U3ed as a criterion to establish the validity of a laboratory test. A value of n 

î^Pthiqbrf!fî0^?b0raî?ry testin6 may be defined as n+ = D'ñ^! 
thP^K de{initdon» D is the number of repetitions"^ ” ” 
the laboratory test, and n*is obtained from a series of block 

^ oTs^no^anhtt0-FifUïe 42 but rePresenting ^ anaîîsïs of an oscillogram obtained from the shock testin? machine Bv 

aSV T1UefTTb9{: 0f ‘93t rePetltlcna “r¿aponL 
suïSrp " -n “ay be üUPerimposed upon tïïe response 
surface sho^H in Figure 44. Inis response surface fur 
laooratory tests will generally involve relatively small 

men? ' 3^^^^^^441^6 the SUrfaCe f°r the" environ- .. 

nht iíú¿bvÍe íjreced;*-né discussion, the maximum environment was 

; .‘ss 8¾¾¾¾ Er 

minimum ûcce,ta8ia reu.onae aSrfaoe^no™ in^ig^e^l^aa 

deriïed' na!^^t%^-9Î!E“ÎE!P-,lam“^oneaa?ha O W 

divduL? íu.ÍhÍÍ0“,,^" each i.dd^aual 1Jnding shock, and the ultimate combining of the 
result* to obtain an envelope of maximum value.. ?he results 
ñr-t?o3')nal‘'aití f0r Ííix different landing shocks usin^ 
i.” dre sno.,n by the values of (Y ) max set forfh rm 
Figures 45 to 47 inclusive, for values ofw = 10 20 aid 

ahoi m^" va«naî?ï1eÂSyiyât^a 

regardless oí landing shocK, tnus represent" th^ mr>a+ y’ 
environment to ba exacted ¿a a ?esun o? nv ÍLS?nv “'ih1'0 
envelopea are dru»n in figure 48 for íalue¡ ¿ =^0¾. ^50. 
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FIGURE 44. ILLUSTRATION OF TYPICAL MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE 

RESPONSE SURFACE • 

;_ 
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FIGURE 46. CURVES OF MAXIMUM RESPONSE ACCELERATION 

AMPUTUDE AS A FUNCTION OF NATURAL FREOUCMCT FOR 

INDIVIDUAL LANDINS SHOCKS WHEN 0’EO AND 0« 90,000 
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,. A comparison of the maximum responsa acceleration amplitude 
lí») If** 18 8ilown In Figure 1^9 for the alternate methods of 
calculation, using the value £ * 20 for the damping Parameter. 
« iaïolld , n* ^8 reproduced from the curve for D « 30.000 
In Figure 43, and Is obtained by evaluating equation (31) 
directly from the resultant block diagram of Figure 42. The 
-° i?? i*th# 8»velope of maximum response acceleration 
ÎÏÏmÎÎÏÎÎ, “í "'“í S * 20. for »11 landing« InvMtigated 
individually as sho%m In Figure 46. The agreement between the 
results obtained by these alternate methods Is good, and Justifies 
tne less laborious procedure which uses the composite block dia- 
fïiîî Zî P15UP!v^2l The 0urve8 8hown i» Figure ¡¡9 will be identl- 
ííí?-hí d8*1gnatlon "cumulative damage criterion" to 
indicate that they include the effect of cumulative damage from 
many cycles of smaller stress. This Is in contrast to the 
following analysis which neglects the cumulative effect and con- 

7*th6 8ff8ct °f the cycles of stress having the greatest magnitude. 6 

The inclusion of the effects of cumulative damage In the 
analysis becomes somewhat Involved because of the need for 

í?8^íUÂtl?n i31] by cut-*nd-try methods. If only the 
effect of the cycle having greatest stress is considered, the 

llluJtr8ted in Figures $0 to $2 where 
the ortíinate is the maximum value of response acceleration ÿ for 
each natural frejuency, independent of number of occurrences. 
líV *h0^k 8P8ctr8 h*8 received widespread acceptance 

curv88 of the type set forth in Figures $0 to 52. 
Each of Figures 50 to 52 applies to a different value of Q, and 
shock11*1* °n * ptrtlcular fl8ur8 refers to a different landing 

crn 4.ÂT?9,h0ï * 00,8P*ri8on between the shock spectra of Figures 
50 to 52 and the curves which consider cumulative damage, the 

î??pr688!?ting the maximum value of response acceleration 
shown in Figure 51 for £ ■ 20 Is reproduced as Curve A In Figure 
53» Inasmuch as D ■ 30,000 in the preceding calculation, it Is 
-•-.T ^tfrurve A represent, the maximum vïîîe o?* rííp^.e 

acceleration I that musí be endured for 30,000 landings. In the 
previous calculation, values were calculated for (y ) max on th« 
b..l. that a» . 1000 0701.« of «tr... r.,.r..í! ùHtTÎZ 
hula, « curv. corraapondlng to Curv. A but adjuat.d to 1 OOO 
landing, mj b. d.rlv.d fron Curv. A b? «f.rrlng to «u.tl^ (2*) 

yVoSote"! SSS "ÍM.of,‘cc#1*r*tl0?. 2ef0^ ™t*2“f “oiJÍ’ N 30,000 to 1,000. This gives an acceleration ratio of 1.47. 
ofDCur’V¿ ln figuro 53 *r. now nultlpllíd by 1.1,7 

^Uin Curje B. This curve represents the required response 
acceleration z assuming 1000 cycles of stress reversal, and my 
thus be compared with the results previously obtained 7 
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FIGURE 51« SHOCK SPECTRA FOR INDIVIDUAL LANDING RECORDS, 

0* 20. 
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considering the effect of cumulative damage. To facilitate 
this comparison, the dotted curve on Figure 49 is reproduced 
as curve C in Figure 53. The extent of the agreement between 
curves B and C in Figure 53 is an indication of the effect of 
cumulative damage in evaluating the damaging potential of 
repeated shocks. The spacing between these curves suggests 
that the cumulative effect of cycles of lower stress is not 
appreciable and not so great as to warrant the additional 
analytical time necessary to make the correction. This should 
not be construed as a generalization but only a tentative 
opinion on present conditions. A more complete investigation 
of this and other problems may lead to a different conclusion. 

The minimum acceptable response surface shown in Figure 44 
represents the required strength of any equipment which will be 
subjected to the landing shocks being analyzed here. It may be 
determined by any convenient analysis, as pointed out in the 
preceding discussion. Since one of the parameters of the 
surface is total number of stress reversals experienced by 
the equipment during its life, it is possible to devise a 
transformation from actual environment to laboratory conditions. 
The latter necessarily involves fewer cycles of stress reversal. 
An analysis based on laboratory testing conditions, however, 
must yield values of V falling above the minimum acceptable 
response surface for appropriate values of fn and n^. 

Following the hypothesis formulated by Miner to account 
for the effect of cumulative damage in fatigue, a shock test 
is suitable for qualifying equipment to withstand the shock 
represented by the minimum acceptable response surface shown 
in Figure 44 if it meets the following requirement: 

DM£f) .1 - (3Î) 

where D' represents the number of applications of shock during 
the te'st-, n' represents the number of occurrences of various 
maximum values of acceleration response, and N is taken from 
Figure 41. ¿quation (33) is patterned after "equation (31)» 
and mubt be applied at each of several natural frequencies. 
Considerable discernment is necessary in establishing a suitable 
level for the shock test. It is important that D*, the number 
of applications of shock, not be too great because the test then 
tends to become laborious. On tne other hand, if O' is made too 
small, the required response acceleration tends to~become unduly 
great and the assumption of linearity for the structure becomes 
invalid. In other words, referring to Figure 41, the part of 
the curve for N < 10^ becomes applicable. The need for main¬ 
taining relatively great perhaps suggests that the shock 
testing machine should be of an automatically repeating type. 
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SECTION XIII 

DCTINITION of landing shock spectra for testing purposes 

The analysis In the preceding section Indicated that, with 
a suitable correction factor, a shock spectrum could be obtained 
eased upon the maximum envelope values obtained from Individual 
landings which did not differ materially from the shock spectrum 

!h65,th® damage concept was employed. Based 
upon the landing shock data available at the time of the analysis 

Figure 63 would be the shock speotsum selected for use# 
in defining a laboratory shock testing procedure. However, more 
recent data acquired from the Aircraft Laboratory of the Wright 
tzZ V •1°il,6?t cpnter iu to« fons of landing oscillograph records 
nave been analysed In a manner similar to that employed with the 
îî* 4 osol^^°6rftPl1 records. The results appear as shock spectra, 

Î8 of “ucimum response acceleration as a function 
of the natural frequency of the simple system subjected to the 
landing shock. As In the previous cases of landing shock the 
records selected represented the most severe Impacts for a aIvan 
•cries of landing tests on a particular airplane. 

_The8e n9W spectra obtained are for the B-47A bomber, the 
ljSvPÄirSi-to0l?b6r and the F-84E fighter aircraft. The B-47A 
and the P»84E aircraft are Jet engined powered. 

The question has been raised as to whether the landing impacts 
experienced by jet aircraft are as a rule more severe than those 
experienced by reciprocating engine aircraft. In order to min 

, ^ tk® question, the landing shock spectrum assocl* 
ated with the P-80A which was the sole Jet aircraft In the group 
of aircraft landing shock spectra plotted In Figure 61, has been 
removed so that a new individual landing shock spectrum nas been 
formed. This spectrum is shown in Figure 64 and is for recipro¬ 
cating engined aircraft. An envelope of maximum response points 
is indicated. The individual landing shook spectra for the P-80, 
B-47A, and the P-84E have been plotted in Figure 55 and the en¬ 
velope of maximum response accelerations indicated for these Jet 
engine aircraft. The individual landing shock spectra for the 
P2V-5 aircraft have also been plotted in Figure 54 and a 
envelope for these spectra is indicated. 

The landing oscillograms Which form the basis for determina¬ 
tion of all of the shock spectra, with the exception of the P2V-5, 
were obtained during rather thoroughly instrumented landing tests. 
In some of the landing tests, the pilots were instructed to make 
deliberately hard landings, and in others no particular requirement 
relative to severity of the landing had been established. Con¬ 
sequently some statistical distribution of hard and soft landings 
was obtained. However, as stated earlier, the landing oscillo¬ 
grams selected for analysis did represent the most severe landings 
in any given set of landing tests. It is felt that it would be 
reasonable to assume that the landing shook spectra obtained 
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approach very closely to the limit of severe Impact shock that 
might he obtained in normal service conditions. Normal service 
conditions might be roughly defined as those conditions obtained 
when extremes of weather, piloting skill and aircraft control- 
ability during landing are not experienced. The landing test 
data obtained for the P2V-5 aircraft do not fall in the normal 
landing impact category. The landing tests from which the os¬ 
cillograms were obtained were made under extreme conditions 
dictated by a requirement for minimum landing distance on un¬ 
prepared airfields. To achieve successful landings under these 
conditions, extremely high rates of descent were necessary and 
the consequent impact severity is shown by the shock spectra 
presented In Figure 54. It would not be rational to employ P2V-5 
shock spectra for any testing procedure which is to be considered 
representative of normal landings. However, this spectrum will 
be employed to define a test procedure for an upper limit of 
landing impact severity* 

As a matter of interest, shook spectra have been computed 
based upon several oscillograms of carrier aircraft landings* 
The original oscillograph data for the carrier aircraft were 
obtained from the Carrier Suitability Section of the Naval Air 
Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland. Most of the landings 
were simulated carrier landings and were made on concrete run¬ 
ways using a carrier approach and with arrestment accomplished 
in a manner similar to that employed on aircraft carriers. The 
aircraft from which the data was obtained were both Jet aircraft 
and were the F4D-1 and P3H-2N. On an individual landing basis 
the spectra are shown in Figure 56 and an envelope of »«ximum 
response is indicated. It will be noted that ttmse spectra on an 
individual landing basis represent., a considerably more severe 
level of shock than that experienced by land based aircraft. It 
was thought advisable to present the information on the Carrier 
aircraft to indicate the generally greater landing shock severity 
which should be taken into consideration for equipment that may 
not only be Installed in land based Air Force aircraft but may 
also be installed in Carrier aircraft. However, these spectra 
are not considered in the following test procedure development. 

In a manner similar to that employed in deriving Curve B 
of Figure 53 each of the envelopes of the maximum response accel¬ 
eration on an individual landing basis for the reciprocating 
engined aircraft (Figure 54). the Jet engined aircraft (Figure 55), 
and the P2V-5 aircraft have been corrected, using the 1.1*7 factor, 
to a 1000 landing or stress cycle basis. These maximum response 
acceleration envelopes for 1000 landings are shown in Figure 57 
and are considered to define the service shock spectra. These 
spectra will be employed in the following section in defining the 
laboratory shock testing procedures. 
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It will be noted that the shock spectra discussed in this 
section were obtained for a value of Q = 20. This value of the 
damping capacity sufficient to limit the transmiseibility at 
resonance to 20 has been adopted as a value which is represen¬ 
tative from a practical viewpoint and which can form the basis 
for comparison with the results yielded by other types of analysis* 

Referring to Figure £7 and the envelope spectra for the jet 
and reciprocating engined aircraft it will be noted that the jet 
engined aircraft envelope spectrum is significantly more severe 
than that shown for reciprocating engined aircraft. However, 
this envelope shape and magnitude is generally defined by one 
landing of an F-flliE aircraft. It is believed that to conclude 
that landing response spectra for jet engined aircraft are 
generally more severe than the reciprocating engined aircraft 
would be questionable in view of the limited amount of data con¬ 
sidered in this report. It is considered that in the absence of 
a significant amount of landing acceleration data for jet alróraft 
that statistical contact velocity measurements will provide a basis 
upon which to evaluate such a conclusion* Recent programs 
instigated by the Services are being conducted to collect contact 
velocity data and this should be available in the near future* 
Until additional landing acceleration data or contact velocity 
data become available, it is considered advisable to consider that 
the response spectra for jet and reciprocating engined aircraft 
do not differ materially. In selection of a response spectrum 
for normal service landings to determine spectrum requirements 
for a testing machine the Jet engined aircraft envelope spectrum 
will be employed as shown in Figure 57. 

In Figure 58 ß minimum acceptable response surface is depicted 
which is similar to the minimum acceptable response surface 
illustrated earlier in Figure Ijlj.# However, this response surface 
(Firure 58) has been constructed directly from the shock spectra 
for service conditions shown in Figure 57# More specifically, 
the intersection of the fn - j[o plane at ¡jt = 1000 Is the response 
spectrum shown in Figure 57 for the Jet aircraft (curve A). 
Starting with this spectrum section as a base the minimum acceptable 
response surface has been constructed utilizing the idealized 
endurance curve of response acceleration as shown earlier in 
Figure lj.1. The spectrum for the extreme reciprocating engined 
aircraft service shock of figure 57, identified as Curve B in 
Figure 57, has been added to Figure 58 where nt 3 1. This portion 
of Figure 58 will be later utilized in defining a shock test 
procedure. 
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section xrr 

SHOCK TESTING PROCEDURES 

®:veralilfi«r*nt types of 8hock machines are in 
Cnï nîVîî testlne «quipment intended for airborne service. 
Vaîi.M thS.m°fi co5monly used machines is the Type 150-400 VD 
test M»chine. The equipment under 

18.ft^tached a« elevator constrained by suitable guides 
???? 2níy vertiPftlly* To conduct shock testff the 

tancft^hv «%flîïed by ft Cabî® arranß«m«nt a pre-determined dis- 
«ÎSd mnM^ltîbi? meîn8* and 18 Permitted to fall freely. Down- 
boxdeônîî??„ÎÎ the elevator is arrested as it falls into a sand 
Thî wîî11 5¾ thî l0?er papt of the 8hock testing machine. 
Jîa b0tt0m of th? elevator carries an array of wooden cleats 

mîy b,e varled t0 chftnee the suddenness of 
íftíí decelerating force. Current specifications 
oíí if îîï.f°ï ah?Ck tesîs of two different degrees of severity, 
whii^fh!? !?fcinV?lve? a free fal1 of approximately four inches, 

toolves a free faU of !5 inches. The time 
S; fSi1!8 ififtccderation as measured on the elevator are shown 
by the oscillograms set fcrtb in Figures 59(A) and (B) respectively 

to u Tlieu08Cmyograms recorded on magnetic tape shown in Figure 
59 have been fed into the analog computer, and shock spSctrfhîve 
been obtained. These shock spectra take into consideration only 
FiL?iX59UfnrhnÎ>iaîvaCSeJerîtl0?î,îhey 8hown graphically in figure 59 for both the 4 inch and 13 inch free fall. * 

afi'?rd a comparison of the shock machine output and the 
shock experienced during landing as determined from the preceding 
section, the curves describing the service shock as spectra are ^ 
reproduced on Figure 60 from Figure 57. It should be noted that 
theee curves include a factor noted in connection with Figure 57 

tbe “JgJ^ud® °£^he response acceleration to a 
value which is appropriate for 1000 cycles of stress reversal. 
Current shock testing procedures involves substantially fewer 
then 1000 cycles of stress reversal. Consequently, the service 
shock curves in Figure 57 are not strictly comparable with the 
shock machine spectra because, of this disparity in the number of 
cycles. The curve representing the shock spectra of the landing 
shocks could not be further transformed by an additional reduction 
in the number of cycles because of a discontinuity at N = 1000 
cycles as indicated in Figure 41. The other alternative involves 
an Increase in the number of applications of shock involved in a 
representative shock test. 

-ica if0® 60 that the spectra from the Type 
150-400 VD Shock Machine tend to peak in the region of 80 to 100 
cycles per second. The peaks that appear at higher frequencies 
are the results of structural resonances in the elevator of the 
shock machine. The significance of these latter peaks cannot be 
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(a) four Inob free fall 
Tima 

(1) Acceleration on elevator 
(2) Similar to (1) 
(3) Calibration trace • 

(peak-to-peak) and 6o cpa 

(1) Calibration traeca • 30g 
(peak-to-peak) and 60 ops* 

(2) Acceleration on elorntor 
(3) ¿train in cantilever beam 

with natural frequency of 
.500 cpa* mounted on elevator 

figure ¿9. Oecillograma Showing Performance of I50-400 VD Medium Imoaet 
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compared with similar parts of the landing spectra because the 
frequency response of the Instruments used during field tests 
of aircraft is somewhat limited and it is believed that the 
records are hot significant at frequencies of the order of 
500 to 1000 cycles per second. It is evident, however, that 
the peaks in the spectra for landing shook conditions tend to 
occur in the region of ten to twenty cycles per second. This 
suggests that the type 150-400 VD Shock Machine as currently 
constructed is not fully representative of the shock experi¬ 
enced by aircraft during landing. The modification which appears 
to be needed would bring about a change in the frequency at which 
the maximum amplitude of the spectrum occurs. 

The spectrum shown by the dash lines in Figure 60 designa¬ 
ted "Repeated Impact", was obtained from a free fall type of 
shock testing machine in which rubber pads are employed to arrest 
the downward motion of tbs table supporting the equipment under 
test. This machine is automatically operated in that cams are 
provided to repeatedly lift the table and drop it upon the 
arresting means. From a very tentative consideration, this 
machine would appear well suited to the reproduction of landing 
shock conditions because the maximum amplitude of the shook 
spectra occurs at frequencies approximately the same as the fre¬ 
quencies of maximum response for the envelopes of the landing 
shock spectra, and because the machine is adapted to a large 
number of shock repetitions in a relatively short period of time* 

The shock spectrum representing the performance of the shook 
testing machine at a free fall of 13 inches, as shown by the 
upper curve In Figure 60, Involves values of response accelera¬ 
tion in excess of those indicated by the environmental conditions 
studied in this analysis. It is understood that the test involv¬ 
ing a 13 inch free fall is intended to simulate conditions en¬ 
countered during minor crashes; it would not be expected, there¬ 
fore, that oscillograms obtained during normal landings would 
conform to crash conditions. It is understood by the authors 
of this report that the level of severity embodied in a 13 inch 
free fall was established by representatives of the United States 
Air Force during a study of several airplane crashes. Under these 
circumstances, and in the absence of numerical test data obtained 
during crashes, the authors feel that the shock test involving a 
13 inch free fall should be reconsidered. It is recommended tt*t 
every opportunity be used to re-examine the requirements for the 
more severe shook test with the bbjectlves of determining whether 
the presently specified test is realistic and whether the test 
serves its primary function of insuring that equipment does not 
become a missile within personnel spaces during^crash conditions. 

« t 

v é ; 
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SECTION XV 

SHOCK MACHINE MODIFICATIONS 

At this stags of the investigation, representative shock 
spectra have been defined for service landings, and it has 
been shown that the shock spectra obtained with existing 
shook testing machines of the 150AOOVD type do not provide 
a shock spectrum of the desired shape. One of the requirements 
of this investigation is that the existing shock machines of 
the IÍÍO/4OOVD and 20VI type shall be modified to provide for a 
shock testing procedure that will afford testing conditions 
more representative of those experienced in actual service use. 

The 15OVD Shock Testing Machine has been described In an 
earlier section. The 20VI Machine may be considered to be a 
small scale version of the l£0VD Machine which is limited to an 
elevator capacity of 20 pounds. The 20VI Machine, however, 
does employ a cast all-metal elevator and may be adapted for 
use with wooden blocks and sand or may be used to achieve 
higher velocity changes with the use of a hardened steel punch 
attached to the elevator and load blocks, A rigid cross-beam 
member in the sandbox acts as an anvil when the punch and lead 
sheet drop method is employed. Comparing these two machines 
when set up for sandpit dropping the basic difference is that 
of elevator rigidity which Is appreciably higher in the 20VI 
Machine, 

In addition to the requirement for providing the desired 
shook spectrum, both these machines must be modified to provide 
for repeated drop testing. The success achieved with the 
specially fabricated repeating drop test machine described in 
earlier paragraphs, which basically consisted of a cam lifted 
elevator which permitted a free fall on rubber blocks, indicated 
that the existing shock test machines might be readily modified 
if the elevator were arrested by rubber blocks rather than sand. 
For both of these machines then, the following design objectives 
were formulated: 

(a) Basic requirement is that the shock spectrum as 
defined In Figure 57 be achieved in shape and with 
the intensity of shock regulated by the height of 
free fall. 

(b) Modifications to the existing machines should not 
extend to the scope of a complete redesign, 
Existing parts and components are to be used when¬ 
ever possible. This philosophy dictates use of 
the existing elevator winch and motor and drum drive, 

(0) A means should be devised for repeated raising and 
releasing the elevator. The use of the existing 
elevator raising and lowering mechanism would 
probably provide for not more than five shocks or 
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five drops per minute. If the drive motor could 
withstand the duty cycle a faster rate of droo 
would be desirable* ^ 

(d) A means should be provided for countin* the 
number of drops. 

) odification should not be so extensive as to 
preclude chanpinp the machine from a repeated 
Impact tester to a sand pit drop tester. Four 
hours should be considered a reasonable length 
ol time to accomplish conversion from one type 
of drop test machine to the other. 

The primary modifications to the l^O/kOOVD testing 

lÄ0!”\Sl!:Ud °f the desl*n or ‘wo rather large «stInpa one dealrnated an mvil which eCfectlvelv bridged the 
sandho, structure and was provided with a cenSally locaíed 8 
basa Tor mounting rubber blocks. A second large casting 

SSÄi*4 

’K“;; “ r’MJii -hi« w th. »,, .rr.ü'sis.i 
tacVd to the end of the existi ir drum drive or by the 

us» of an over-running clutch Inatalled within t“he confines 
or the e^istinr cable drum Neitv,«^ nr vû ^^111 ■‘■'"'•a 

ï ¡.¡ÄiT.KÄ./sn“;: S::;s; 
thnt continuous operation uhicl. would reouire reversing the^ 

Replacement ^“‘^"cxlsUng^t6'1 '"hh ^ ®klstlnr ecStpment. 

tnrsepower drive“ would pê^;rct:n%l^:.W^,raat?ÒnteriSas™ch 

relay was provided in the motor reversing circuit 
to permit operation under a less severe duty cycle This 
of course, would result in a fewer number of drops per 1 * 
minu e. A drawin - of tiie revised 150/iiOOVD shock testirr 
machine witli the modifications indicated to convert to the 
repea cd drop testing configuration is shown in rigure 61, 

The sequence or events for one repeated drop cycle 
operation is detailed in the followin- paragraph: 
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1* When the "Cycle Start" button is pressed, the control 
relay closes and the cycle is set up for automatic 
operation, but there Is no motion either up or down 
at this time. 

2. Pressing the "Jog Up" button Initiates upward motion 
of the motor and elevator Instantly with no delay, 

3* Pressing the "Jog Down" button Initiates downward 
motion of the motor and elevator Instantly with no 
delay. 

U, Assuming the direction selected Is "up", 

a. The elevator rises until it comes In contact 
with the up limit switch. 

b. This switch Instantly stops the motor, energizes 
the trip solenoid, dropping the elevator, and 
energizes the "up" timer. 

c. After the time delay to which the timer has been 
set is completed, the trip solenoid Is de*energized, 
the motor reverses and starts the down cycle. 

d. The elevator descends until it contacts the down 
limit switch. 

e. The down limit switch stops the motor, energizes 
the solenoid, opening the jaws again, energizes 
the down timer, and operates the Veeder-Root 
Counter. 

f. After the time delay to which the "down" timer has 
been set Is completed, the trip solenoid Is de¬ 
energized, closing the jaws, and the motor reverses, 
raising the elevator. * 

5* The cycle repeats as above until stopped. 

6. Pushing the cycle step button slops the automatic operation. 

Using a 2.2 second time delay relay In the motor reversing 
ÏÎri!îiüî.?ï!î,*nt.0Y®ïh**tlng th* wlndln«*- machina la capabla o approximately nine drops per minute or 540 drops per hour. 

In order to convert the repeated drop test machine to a 
conventional sand pit tester, the anvil and the new elevator table 
fü8ÎHÎr£ ¡;JMovaJ* 7116 ProPw block configuration Is then attached 

«lovator table, the sand Is raked and leveled, 
and by utilizing the manual operation "up" and "down" and "trio" 
buttons, the machine Is ready for a sand pit drop test. 9 
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In the modified 150 VD and 20 VI machines the elevator is 
decelerated during each drop by the impact of a circular rubber 
pad on the elevator with a similar circular rubber pad on the 
anvil. It was realized that the use of rubber blocks as a 
decelerating medium rather than sand would provide several rebound 
impacts during each drop and careful consideration would have to 
be given to the effect of the successive rebound impacts upon the 
shock spectrum. An extensive series of tests of different rubber 
block configurations for both machines were conducted and results 
of these tests are reported in detail in Appendix IV. Figure 62 
presents the shock spectra generated using the selected blocks 
for the 150 VD and 20 VI machines. The spectrum shown for each 
machine is that attained from a single drop from a 1 1/2 inch 
height for a value of Q = 20, In Figure 63 oscillograms are pre¬ 
sented which depict the acceleration achieved on the elevator 
during one drop to illustrate the successive rebound impacts. 

Conversion of the 20 VI machine to the repeated drop testing 
configuration was made somewhat easier in that it was not necessary 
to design an anvil to support the arresting rubber block. The 
standard 20 VI machine is provided with a relatively rigid cross 
member in the sand box which could be simply modified to support 
the rubber arresting block. An assembly drawing of the modified 
20 VI machine is shown in Figure 64. 

The sequence of events for one repeated drop cycle operation 
for the 20 VI mac ine is similar to that detailed earlier for the 
150-400 VD Shock Testing Machine. In order to convert the 20 VI 
machine to a sand pit drop testing machine, the rubber blocks are 
removed, one from the elevator and one from the anvil and the 
wooden block assembly is installed on the elevator. The manual 
controls are used for sand pit drop testing, 

figures 65 and 66 are photographs depicting the modified 
150-400 VD Shock Testing Machine. It will be noted in these 
photocraphs that the anvil overhangs the sandbox by approximately 
1 inch all around, and that a modification to the left and right 
main upright members at., the attachment to the sandbox is indicated. 
These modifications were necessary because the Contractor’s machine 
ie non standard relative to the sandbox dimensions. The modification 
components were designed to fit stanaard 150-400 VD Shock Testing 
Machines, Figure 6? is a photograph of the modified 20 VI macnine. 
It may be pointed out that in both photographs temporary, rather 
than permanent wiring as specified in the drawings, was employed 
for obvious reasons. 
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FIGURE 65. I50AOOVD SHOCK TESTING MACHINE MODIFIED FOR REPEATED 
DROP TESTING. 
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FIGURE 67. 

I 

20VI SHOCK TESTING MACHINE MODIFIED FOR REPEATED 
DROP TESTING 
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SECTION,XVI 

SPECIFICATION OF SHOCK TEST 

The requirements of this investigation specify that 
modifications of the existing 150A00VD and 20VI Shock Machines 
shall be accomplished to provide for a shock test that is 
representative of the shock environment experienced in service* 
In accordance with the shock testing philosophy described in 
an earlier section, that is the concept of a minimum acceptable 
response surface to evaluate shock, the minimum acceptable 
response surface presented in Figure 58 will now be utilized 
in specifying a recommended shock test procedure. 

The minimum acceptable response surface shown in Figure 58 
represents the required strength of any equipment which will 
be subjected to the landing shocks analyzed here. Since one 
of the parameters of the surface is total number of stress 
reversals experienced by the equipment during its life,(nt), 
it is possible to devise a transformation from actual 
environment to laboratory conditions. The latter necessarily 
involves fewer cycles of stress reversals. An analysis based 
on laboratory testing conditions however must yield values of 
¿0 falling above the minimum acceptable response surface for 
appropriate values of and nfc. A shock test is considered 

suitable for qualifying equipment to withstand the shock 
represented by the minimum acceptable response surface if it 
meets the following requirement* 

(33) 

where D' represents the number of applications of shock 
during the nest, n' represents number of occurrences of various 
maximum values of“acceleration response and N'is taken from 
Figure 14. Equation 33 i3 patterned after equation 31 and must 
be applied to each of several natural frequencies. 

As a result of exploratory testing of the modified shock 
testing machines utilizing the rubber arresting pads, numerous 
shock spectra for several drop heights were obtained. From an 
evaluation of these shock spectra it became apparent that one 
pad configuration for each machine best approximated the 
desired spectrum shape and that a suitable drop height to 
obtain the desired response acceleration would lie between 1 and 
2 inches. Practical considerations relative to the duration 
of the entire shock test procedure indicated that with the 
dropping rate performance of each machine limited to a maximum 
drop rate of $kO drops per hour, that a value for the total 
number of drops, should be somewhere between 100 and 500. 

It will be noted that the idealized endurance curve of 
Figure 14 which defines the relationship between y and nt 
provides a constant value of Vp maximum for values of 
nt less than 1000. In evaluating equation 33 it became apparent 
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that the defined idealized endurance curve (Figure I4.I) could 
not be applied for the values of D* less than 1000. This 
situation was found to be more prevalent in the calculation 
of equation 33 for values of fn greater than 60 cycles. In 
these instances usually two or three significant response 
accelerations are obtained and the frequency of occurrence of 
the given response acceleration is usually unity. The 
situation is illustrated in the following computation: 

From response oscillogram for fn * 60 cps, Q * 20 and input 
from 1.5 inch drop: 
Response Numoer of Assumed v0 = 8.5 N' from 
Acceleration öc cur rencas _ Figure lj.1 for 

ÿ0 - "8n n' Vy*o max. y^ mftX. 

8 1 

5 1 

0.94 1.7 X 103 

0.59 lx 105 

For D' a 300; 3 x 10* U TP 1 x 10- 

3(.059 ♦ .001) t 1.0 

Examination indicates that N' cannot be smaller in any 
case than 1000 and for a D' of 300 or 500 and n* of 

1.D.(r W cannot reach a value of 1.0« 

This appears to be somewhat of an Impasse with regard to 
applying the previously developed philosophy to specification 
of a laboratory test. It appears that the idealized endurance 
curve of Figure 41 which assumes that the value of ¿q to be 
constant for values of N less than 1000 cannot be made to 
apply to drop tests where the number of drops desirod is less 
than 1000« 

If the idealized endurance curve is modified such that 
the values of N range from N * 102 to N s 5 x 10® with the 
y0 ordinate « I at N * 102 and the '¿0 ordinate * O.38 at 
N * 5 x 10°, and this curve used for the solution of equation 33» 
ã drop test for a number of drops (D^) between 100 and 1000 
can be specified. A revised Idealized endurance curve as 
described above is shown in Figure 68. From a philosophical 
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standpoint, the specification of JL * 1 for values of U less 
1911¾3500 in F18^*,e kl was arbitrarily assumed and a value of 
» * 100 might Just as rationally have been assumed* (Reference 
page 31). 

sQoation of the revised Idealised endurance curve shown 
In Figure 68 le i 

(33*) 

As a consequence of this revision to the idealised endurance 
n#w mlnlÂUm »comptable response surface must be constructed, 

it will be recalled that the previous minimum acceptable response 
ÎÎSa c* con®trueted using the spectrum at the value of n*. * 
1000 as a base* This spectrum in turn had been derived from the 

spectrum for the Jet aircraft landings* A factor 
of 1.47 had been applied to the envelope surface shock spectrum 
to convert from ru * 30,000 to ^ • 1000 cycles of stress reversal, 
in a similar fashion in order to form a base for generating the . 
revised minimum acceptable response surface the shock spectrum for 

102 b6#n the applicable ratio in this ease being 
l«o4* The spectrum for the extreme reciprocating engine aircraft 
environment has been converted In a similar fashion and again 
plotted at a value of iw » 1, These revised spectra are shown in 
Figure 69, curves C and D. The revised minimum acceptable re¬ 
sponse surface based on these curves is shown in Figure 70* 

Oscillograms were obtained with the 20VI Shock Test Machine 
of the table acceleration for a 1.5 Inch drop with the rated table 
^ a orJ!0 Pound8* Assuming, as in previous calculations a value 
of Q * 20, response acceleration computations for several values 
of fu were made and response block diagrams obtained. Based on 
the response block diagram, the cumulative damage expression of 
equation 33 was evaluated for D* ■ 300 drops and the resulting 
test spectrum Is shown In Figure 71» This spectrum lies well 
above the minimum acceptable response surface at n^ ■ 300. 

.. ÍaÃ cä,# °f th# WAOOVD Machine, which has a normally 
wide (0-400 pounds) table load range, a significant variation in 
table acceleration and consequent response spectrum is experienced 
with variation in table load for a constant height of drop. As 
shown In Figure 62, the greater difference in the spectra appears 
to in the sero to 200 pound load range. It would be possible 
to utilise both the 200 and 400 pound table load acceleration 
spectra separately In arriving at a test spectra for D* • 300 
drops; but realising that all the foregoing spectra hive been 
computed for a nominal value of Q * 20, consideration of the table 
load effect by defining two different drop heights depending on 
table load seems to be an unjustified refinement at this time. 
Consequently the table acceleration and response spectrum for the 
200 pound table load and 1.5 inch drop height was selected for 
determination of the shock test response spectrum for D» « 300. 
Th* resulting test spectrum for D’ » 300 drops Is shorn In Figure 
71« 
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With th« exception of one low spot *t fjj * 33 °P8» ^88^ 
spectrum for the 150/I4OOVD lies well above the minimum acceptable 
response surface at n^ « 300« 

The response shock spectra obtained for the extreme re¬ 
ciprocating engine aircraft envelope as shown in Curve C of 
Figure 69 and Figure 70 is considered to represent an upper limit 
for service landing shock which borders on crash landing severity» 
It is proposed that this spectrum be utilised to define a drop 
test which approaches a crash safety type of test after which 
equipment will be operable» This test would especially apply to 
components used in aircraft whose mission requires landing on 
unprepared runways» No structural failure of parts of the com¬ 
ponents f or tearing loose of the component from the attachment 
fittings is permitted» 

A recommended shock test specification consists of the 
following: 

(a) The component to be tested shall be subjected to 
200 drops on the suitable shock testing machlne9 
20VI or 150/I4OOVD» depending on the weight of the 
component or equipment» The machines shall have 
been modified as shown in Barry Drawings S-3dl2 
and S-U002 to provide the desired shock spectra 
and repeated drop facility» The 300 drops should 
be applied in turn, in both directions along each 
of the three principal axes» The following drop 
heights shall be employed depending on specimen 
weight: 

Specimen 
weight 
Founds 

0-20 

0-1:00 

Machine 

20VI 

150AOOVD 

Drop Height 
Inches^"" 

1.5 

1.5 

The test specimen shall not suffer damage or subse¬ 
quently fall to provide the performance specified 
in the detail specifications» 

(b) Specimens shall be subjected to one drop in each 
direction along the principal axes from a drop 
height of 4»5 inches on the applicable modified 
20VI or 150A0OVD machine» The specimen shall 
not suffer damage nor subsequently fail to provide 
the performance specified in the detail specifi¬ 
cation» 
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SECTION XVII 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Xnterprotatlon of Plight Vibration Environmental Data 

Data defining the vibration environment in aircraft are 
usually obtained as a bv-product of investigations to determine 
causes for either structural failures or equipment failures 
in an aircraft* Accelerometers, velocity pickups, strain gages, 
or othsr types of transducers will be installed in the ration 
of concern and the outputs of these instruments will be recorded 
oscillographically to obtain a time history of the disturbance. 
Current instrumentation techniques involve tape recorders in 
place of oscillographic equipment, and this has greatly increased 
the accuracy and speeded up the analysis of data obtained during 
such programs. Unfortunately, for purposes of the present in¬ 
vestigation, practically all of the data obtained in the past 
and much of the current data are in the fonn of oscillograph 
records on film or paper. Interpretation of these data is not 
so simple nor is it accomplished quickly. Careful analysis of 
osciUo^raphicallx.recorded vibration is a laborious procedure 
and is especially difficult by visual analysis techniques, when 
the wave form is comprised of a multiplicity of frequencies. 

Discussions with various dynamics engineers involved in 
conducting flight vibration programs indicate two schools of 
thought with regard to interpretation of flight data. The 
methods of interpretation depend upon whether the expressed 
purpose of a particular program is to investigate aircraft 
structural failures or installed equipment failures. In both 
cases the flight data represent local responses of the air¬ 
frame to the warleus flight condition inputs. Structural 
failure investigators, however, consider only the maximum value 
of the airframe response as significant, since this is directly 
related to maximum stress in the structure and the number of 
repetitions of this stress will indicate whether fatigue failure 
is probable. Accurate vibration frequency information is normally 
of secondary importance here. It is common practice, however, 
to select two or three predominant cycles of vibration in the 
vicinity of the maximum value for interpretation into a vibration 
frequency for data tabulation purposes. 

With regard to equipment failures, it is necessary to con¬ 
sider the local airframe responses measured during flight tests, 
as environmental inputs" to the equipment installed in ttm 
vicinity of these measurements. Since the majority of equipment 
failures which occur are the result of resonant vibration fatigue 
conditions, it is of primary concern here to obtain accurate 
freousney and amplitude information. Hence, in contrast with 
the "structural" type of data analysis, a second school of opinion 
exists among dynamics engineers which suggests that all wetrded 
vibration data should be harmonically analysed to ascertain the 
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true contMbuUcm of the various component frequencies and 
ampiitudes present in a complex vibration wave form. SiSce 
•QuiS¡2¡t8?.°V 1îSor;tof3r vibration test for electronic 

l8¿ ln effeot» to determine the vibration fatieue 
°î 8Uîh it is of considerable importance 

em5?dy corr«ct amplitudes without imprSpor^ 
the test? AtlSm thpou«hout th® frequency range cohered by 

*.i_ Sortance of accurate amplitude and frequency informa- 
rîsSo^sTÆ8 ín?atraÍed by con«id^ing thí resonant 
Piffure 2 tí i! idoa}i8®J el®m®nt of an equipment shown in 
tïSÎ-.- #t0 two idealized representations of aircraft vibra- 
Iw eZÂ„îhî,n ln F1?UrM 72(c) ^ 73(0)- T»»»» »«vIfo"a are comprised of two superimposea component frequencies f, and f0 

X =x1 sin aiTfjt + xg sin (2irf2t + e) (¾) 

where» X = instantaneous amplitude of complex vibration, inches 

Xj = amplitude corresponding to f1# inches 

xg = amplitude corresponding to fg, inches 

fj = first frequency component, cps 

__ = 8#cond frequency component, cps 

t = time, seconds 

0 = initial phase angle between and fg, radians 

It is perhaps unnecessary to point out here that although dis¬ 
placement amplitudes are indicated in the equations, the ideas 
are perfectly general and velocity or acceleration amplitudes 
may be used as well. 

The absolute value of the steady-state response of the 
simple system shown in Figure 2 to each of the component 
frequencies shown in Figures 72 and 73 »»7 be determined from 
the following transmissibility expression which appears 
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(a) 

(c) 

(d) 

(a) 

(a) Component Frequency 

(b) Component Frequency f2 = ^ 

(c) Idealized complex wave = + ^ 

(d) Response xlO for fn = f, Q = 10 

(e) Response xlO for fn = f Q = 10 

FIGURE 72. CONSTRUCTION OF IDEALIZED COMPLEX WAVE AND RESONANT 

RESPONSES TO COMPONENT FREQUENCIES. 
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m. i Mil 

• " 73« CONSTRUCTION OP IDEALIZED COMPLl'X WAVEFORM 

AND RESONANT RESPONSES TO COMPONENT FREQUENCIES 
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frequently In the technical literature: 

m"; di«{nlionlearmlaaibllUy 38 3 ÍUncUOn °f fr*4uen^ 

y == responae amplitude, inches 

*n = aa^ural frequency, cpa 

c/cc ” coefficient of critical damping, dimensionless 

Ioûob^8“f1f¿no»33dlan8• betW8en the lnput and re3«,ona« 

iTllZjLT^ntr. i,l0Ued lD FigUre3 n “d ?5 respectively 

for a given value of damping, the 
with a given natural frequency to each 
frequency of a complex wave will be: 

response of a system 
component forcing 

yx - T (fp'fjij sin- (2TT- o^) 
(J7) • 

y2 = 1 (f2fn)x2 sin (SlfV -0^2 * 6 ) (38) 

thî «»î!ïi«îd r'8p0n8e’ ï> 18 obtained by vector addition of 
the separate responses to each of.the exponent frequencies. 

l’h+*2 (39) 
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ïhe palationships expressed by equations (3¾) to (39) are 
thoroughly documented in the technical literature. See, for 
example, References 2 and 4 of Appendix V. In order to further 
illustrate the validity of vectorially adding the separate 
responses of a simple system to each frequency component of a 
oomplex wave, a simple experiment was conducted with the analog 
computer described in Appendix II. The results of this experiment 
are sumaarised in Figures 72 and 73. In these figures, (d) and (e) 
show the responses of systems with s il Änd £n = Í2 respectively, 
to the complex input shown in (c). In each case, the damping in 
the system studies is such that Q = 10; i.e., the maximum trans- 
missibility at resonance = 10. 

Response to Complex Vibration with fx = 2fg 

It is of interest to observe in Figure 72 that when the 
component frequencies in the input complex wave are relatively 
far apart; i.e., fj = 2f2 in this case, the response is a 
constant amplitude sine wave with no visible distortion. This 
is due to the relative attenuation of the off-resonant frequency 
component. It maybe seen in Figure 61 that the amplitude of 
each response is very nearly Q times the amplitude of the reson¬ 
ant frequency component. With the aid of Figures7¾ and75 , 
computations on the responses of systems with - f 1 and ~ 
respectively have been carried out in Tables XII and XIII to 
illustrate, by numerical means, what has taken place. Now. in 
light of the foregoing, consider the amplitude of the complex 
waveform in Figure 72(c) with regard to visually selecting an 
amplitude for a vibration test procedure. The complex amplitude 
in 72(c) is approximately twice the amplitude of tbs individual 
frequency components. Hence, if a vibration test were based on 
this combined or apparent amplitude which would have been tabulated 
in the "structural" type of analysis described previously, the 
test would be overly severe by a factor of approximately two 
times. This Illustrates the importance of knowing the mettod of 
analysis which has been applied to a recorded waveform when using 
tabular summaries of data for purposes of establishing a vibration 
test procedure. 

Response to Beat Frequency Vibration 

Figures 73 (d) and (e) show the resonant responses of analog 
systems with ¿ = 10 to the beat frequency input in (c). The 
input (c) is comprised of equal amplitude components with 
f^ = 1.11 tg, hence the beat amplitude varies ¡alternately 
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’able XII Numerical ¿valuation of = 10 Responso to Complex 
Vibration with £l = 2f2 and fn = f^. 1 

Fi*equoncy 
Component 

f 

Í2 

Input 
Atnplitudo 

A 

Ifî 

Frequency 
Ratio 
f/f, -n 

1 

0.5 

Transmis- Response Phase 
alblllty Amplitude An^le 
T(í-An) y ¿ 

10 lüg 90 

or i.33 1.33ft 

SI? = 11.33g 

(when and are In phase) 

Table Xm 

■ r • oency 
C j ponenc 

1' 

f, 

r2 

Vibration ?nd ^ ~a0 to Co^lex 

Input 
An.el Itudo 

1ft 

1 : 

Frequency 
Ratio 

r/i\ n 

2 

1 

Trrnsmls- 
s ibllity 
T(f/fn) 

Response 
Amplitude 

f 

0.3H 

10.0 

O.j’lft 

lw.00,11 

Phase 
Anqle 

105° 

9u° 

Z7 = lo.34ft 
(when and Vp are in phase) 
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between 0 and two times the individual component amplitudes 
as they phase in and out. The responses for fn = f, and 
fn = £2 are nearly identical and also vary as a beat. The 
beat responses vary between 6 and 14 times the individual 
component amplitudes due to the relatively great amplification 
of the off-resonant as well as the resonant input frequency 
components. The cociputaticns in Tables XIV and XV illustrate 
this numerically. Noting that a vibration test of a £ = 10 
system will produce a steady response of 10 times the input, 
these results raise tbs question of whether or not it is un¬ 
conservative to base tests upon harmonically analyzed ampli¬ 
tudes when the frequency components are close together. The 
question cf whether the best response or the steady-state 
response is more damaging is beyond the scope of this report. 
However, it appears likely that application of the accumulative 
fatigue damage concepts described in earlier sections could 
establish which condition is most damaging. 

Analysis of Acceleration Waveform Produced by 
birecV t)rlvVVibration Table 

It Is generally well known among test engineers that It 
Is extremely difficult to calibrate high natural frequency 
accelerometers on direct drive type vibration tables. This 
can be attributed to the fact that as the bearings In the 
drive mechanism wear, imperceptable displacement waveform 
variations will be introduced. These minor displacement varia¬ 
tions introduce extremely large "hash” variations, super¬ 
imposed on the fundamental, when the acceleration waveform is 
observed. In some Instances the "hash" almost completely 
obscures the basic waveform. Figures 76(a), (b) and (c) show 
portions of a tape recorded accelerometer record obtained from 
a direct drive vertical vibration table which has been In 
service for approximately four years. In Figure 76(a) the 
accelerometer output Is filtered to show only the fundamental 
frequency. Figures 76 (b) and (c) show the same signal without 
filtering and with slightly different time scales. The vibra¬ 
tion table in this particular experiment has a nominal capacity 
of 100 pounds and In this case Is running with a solidly attached 
load of 60 pounds, at approximately 55 cps and with a total excur¬ 
sion or double amplitude of .060". This setting corresponds with 
an acceleration (single) amplitude of 9.5g. 

In as much as a prime requisite of any testing procedure 
Is to subject specimens to known or controllable conditions, 
It is a source of concern to observe the high frequency "hash" 
In Figure 76 during a presumably low frequency sinusoidal 
vibration test. What will be the effect of this uncontrollable 
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Table XIV Numerical Evaluation oj. = 10 Ueaponso to 
Frequency Vibration witn i'j_ = l.llf2 and fn = f]^. 

Frequency Input 
Component Amplitude 

f X 

Frequency 
Ratio 

Transnis- 
sit)iilty 
T(iVi'n) 

Response 
Aiaplitude 

y 

lhaae 
An^le 

1.0 10.uu lü.uOf' 90° 

0.9 U.VS h.75r, 

Vi + = Hi.75n 

7i - f2 = ?>75r, 

20° 

( in phase) 

(out of phase 

Table XV Numerical Evaluation oí’ vi = 10 Response to Rout 
Frequency Vibration wlth"*f^ = 1,111^ and fn = f2« 

Frequency 
Component 

f 
Amplitude A m 

X 

Frcq lency 
Ratio 
f/fn 

Trannmis- 
sibility 

■i f/in> ï i 

Response 
A apl1tude 

r 

Phase 
An;'le 

1 " i i.ii 

1.0 

3.92 3.92f' 148° 

10.00 IQ.uOf' 90° 

*1 + "2 =^3.92.' (in phase) 

• t 
y? " = [ont of phase) 
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(a) Filtered Accelerometer Signal 

(b) Unfiltered Accelerometer Signal 

(c) Unfiltered Accelerometer Signal With Expanded Tir..e Axis. 

FIGURE 76* TAPE RECORDED ACCELEROMETER RECORD OF DIRECT DRIVE 

VIBRATION TABLE RUNNING AT 55 cps and .060" DOUBLE 

AMPLITUDE. 
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eîiîmimfa^îîv^61, on.c°mPlÄX speclnens comprised of many 
aueï?ï«î îhlh/ Varlety of natu^l ^eqnencles? To anawëî this 
âonîcilîy to estábilaí¡r?f0f 76 **» f^st anal^^ Lr- 
analiîid .iiïîb11 h 1î8 chftracterlatlcs In detall, and then 
of eouInmant nîîn8 compyfcer. tachniques to determine the nature 
Sesîlïs ïî Îm!^0"?08 t0 thl8 ^8 of ^Put signal* The results of this work are presented In tto following paragraphs. 

anal^îS1*?v,I7f!UXmnariZ6; ^8 raaillta obtained by harmonically 
tYM^eo^ann^V6001^ ^ 76 with a General Radio 
wîdth7?^îrJ? if1?? fîrîîntÂg8 bandwidth analyser. The band¬ width in cps at the "3dbn of the analyzer filter is 2< of fh* 
tiî2ïîn« to *lch th<l »ntlji.P 1* tun«d, thu* pimlttlng ral». 
fím1thí1ü^.ír,qU®nCy dstBr”ln‘t loa- . The raadlnga obtained 

ZZ u.?at:™ln# th* llZZlZlZAiJ* 
Mraïnîît4#.!! 1 °f ■y,tem» resonant with some of the nore prominent frequency components In Fl/mre 76 were obtain-H >>• 

ÄÄ'-'Ä ^'ÏÏS78 ^ 797thrt*h.#bÄS of ayeteina with â = 80 and ^ = 165 ope and 350 ope reepeotlwelT. 

are°ît toe'Íwiün?1?"”8 7í,*nd 79 th4t th* Predominant reaponse 
tî^n. fra?u*ncl»a of ‘he systems although eontrlbu! 
of ^.^hî5?îir*,Uî?Cl'f »r* The 55 opa rSnlM spwd or the vibration machine is especially nrominanf r*- e8Q 
most significant to note In PlSur«# ZZiStZ IL p"b*pl 
amnl?? j*" the response amplitudes are approximately Q times1 the 
•mplitudes indicated by the harmonic analysis of Figure 77 Thl* 
compares closely with 80 times 3.1g (from Figure 77T0Î He 

SS* C? hM’aSd^ forT?hlM Xn t0 ” »•” »••« c^led 
78 «d 79. Thl1 c“mS£ ^1^??°?^ Se^o”.®*^!. 
resn!etîL?**k ïP ^ “•ftauB snTeloplng values of 80g and 83g1 
at an5tlMtmt!hmid Ä1 th* fr*,u#nc7 ««»Ponenta fall in phfsa 

T.*fíAVÍ$r8bl°n Î^88py (Figure 74) Indicates a transmisaiblllty 
Íí ^yeí*ÍPf^ÍÍ“t8Í? \ïh9n the nfttuPÄl Frequency1*? a system Is Mveral times greater than the applied frequency. Accordingly 
^-d^0.?08^888 carried out In the previous paragraphs were ^ 7# 
made, It would be anticipated that the response amplitudes in 
or89r«!ff 7^tÜÜÍ 79K8h0UÍw be. aaaentlÄHy the same as the input, 
ïi*9jffl«.înîfmuch 88 the oba*‘vad responses at high frequencies 
that dîieS îi?68 f1*8^8^thftn tha Input, It must be concluded 

S írive typ8 vibration tables have serious limitations 
with regard to general testing purposes. For example, it Is 
believed that the direct drive vibration machines can be used 
KZZVX r1* i°r t#8tln8 •ï*4*“* -ount.S oS“oï Äl 
Îïî2Uî2Cy i80}at0ra# because the Isolators will attenuate the 
high frequencies. On the other hand, If the present analysis la 
ÄÜ.0^1?!04 .drK1V8 Tl5Mtlon “»»inaa In g"2ra“ ^í 18 
machin.» ahould not b. uaad fa- t.atlng rigidly mounted aqul^nt. 
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FIGURE 77. HARMONIC ANALYSIS 0? DIRECT DRIVE VIBRATION TABLE WAVEFORM 
IN FIGURE 76 
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(a) Response 

(b) Response, compressed time axis 

(c) Response, expanded time axis 

FIGURE71. RESPONSE ACCELERATION OF SYSTEM WITH f = 165 cps 

AND Q = 20 to VIBRATION IN FIGURE 76. 
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(a) Response 

(b) Input 

(c) Response, compressed time axis 

(d) Input, compressed time axis 

FIGURE 79. RESPONSE ACCELERATION OF SYSTEM WITH fn = 330 Cps and 

Q = 20 TO VIBRATION IN FIGURE ?6. 
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^val'Jatlr»n oi‘ ivcaponuu of ü = 20 f, = 16^' cua 
J on° ! ° Dh"!Ct ?J’lvo vlbl*ution VabTo Waveform baaed* J^on^Uu- ^r.'LC .üial^ia in 

Coupon,:nt 
f 

cpa 

llü cpa 

IÓ5 cpa 

220 cpa 

2 îï cpa 

330 cpa 

3> 5 cpa 

Input 
AiiipJji tudo 

X 
Ratio 
f/f„ 

9.r- 

1.7;: 

3.1): 

l.2r; 

1.9 o; 

2.7/: 

i.^i 

1/3 

2/3 

1 

11/3 

1 2/3 

2 

2 1/3 

Ti’.JK» Is- 
aibility 

r /f \ 

1.15 

1.0 

20.0 

1.3 

0.5 

0.35 

0.23 

Responae phase 
Amplitude Anßle 

7 oc. 

10.on 

3.1,- 

02.0s 

1.6ß 

0.9ß 

0.9ß 

0.3/t 

0o 

0o 

90° 

177° 

177° 

177° 

R io mi 

21 = 79.7g (v/Jien in phace 

ïïumorical ¿¡valuation of Response of v) = 2o. f = nn mo 

1 rc'juoncy 
Co: iponent 

f 

^'>5 cpn 

M|0 cpa 

Input 
A ipiitudc 

• • 

Frequency 
Ratio 

i’/r 

Transmis- 
aihilit/ 
T(r/rnj 

Rcajjonae i'naae 
Amplitude Anple 

Jy =02.Vg (when in phase) 
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Transportation and Handling Shock and Vibration 

A review of the available data and literature on the 
nature of the vibration and shock experienced In common 
carriers Indicates that not until relatively recently lave 
field measurements been made of this environment that 
would be useful In defining vibration environment terms of 
frequency and amplitude or shock environment in terms of 
shock spectra or acceleration versus time histories. It is 
considered that although the vibration and shock environmental 

_ data obtained for aircraft have limitations as described in 
earlier pages, and although aircraft shock data is relatively 
limited, the information available on shock and vibration 
environments In aircraft Is generally more complete than that 
available today for the common carrier. It is considered- 
however, that the conditions of shook and vibration that • 
may be experienced In railroad cars during the humping 
operation and in trucks in transit over rough highways may 
be as severe and in some cases substantially more severe 
than the aircraft shock and vibration environment. 

Early attempts in defining the shock and vibration 
environment In coranon carriers utilised instrumentation 
that was limited in frequency range and of somewhat Questionable 
accuracy. In more recent investigations, instrumentation 
similar to that used In determination of aircraft shock and 
vibration environment has been used, and it is believed that 
it Is only a question of time when enough statistically 
significant data will be obtained to permit an investigation 
similar to the work in this report. 

The considerable damage to lading experienced during 
World Aar II has precipitated several studies on improvements 
in packaging methods for road, rail, air and over water ship¬ 
ments, Several investigators have surveyed literature 
available on common carrier transportation vibration, and 
shock. See References 116, 117, 118, and 119. 

In attempting to establish vibration and shock testing 
procedures representative of the service environment experienced 
by electronic components, it is realized that transportation 
in handling shock and vibration environments should be considered. 
However, the investigation presented in this report was 
primarily based upon a collection of vibration data as reported 
in Reference 65 and the major effort of this investigation was 
concerned with collection of additional vibration data to 
bring the environment definition ap to date and the collection 
of as much shock data consistent with the specified period 
of investigation. Unfortunately, no comparable comprehensive 
collection of information on ground transportation handling 
shock and vibration exists at this time to permit a development 
of testing procedures in a manner analogous to those 
developed in this report. 
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The term "ground handling shook" is sometimes used to 
designate the type of shock experienced by equipment as a 
result of handling during servicing, installation, and re¬ 
arrangement in aircraft in common carriers during practical 
use, H is understood that equipment is sometimes set down 
on a hard bench or on the floor, or upon a table of an 
aircraft or common carrier where vibration is normally present. 
Under these types of handling, isolators often are not present 
to afford protection to the equipment. While it is conceded 
that the shock experienced during such handling is of importance, 
it did not appear possible to include a consideration of these 
conditions in this analysis for at least two reasons as follows: 

(a) This analysis is based primarily upon numerical 
data represented of service conditions. At the 
present time enough statistically significant 
numerical data that would serve to define represen¬ 
tative ground handling conditions does not exist, 

(b) The avoidance of damage during ground handling 
conditions should be controllable at least to 
some degree by proper education of ground handling 
personnel. Certainly the handling of ammunitions 
and explosive materials, even under combat conditions, 
is controlled by the mere nature of the penalty 
that will be incurred if the material is handled 
roughly. Improved packaging methods, and considerable 
effort is being devoted to this problem currently, 
will go a long way towards reducing damaged Incurred 
during handling. However, a further reduction in 
damage may be obtained through the proper education 
of ground handling personnel and damage alleviating 
techniques. 
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they thus tend to function during laboratory testing in a 
manner similar to that in which they function during actual 
service. A discrepancy in this reasoning may arise as a result 
of non-linearity in the isolators, particularly if the non¬ 
linearity is severe as in the case of hard bottoming. This 
introduces a degree of doubt regarding the validity of the test 
if isolators are used during the simulation of transient vibra¬ 
tion or shock. 

The above discussion indicates that the use of isolators 
during steady-state vibration does not invalidate the laboratory 
test. With regai*d to the shock tests used to simulate transient 
conditions, there is a point of doubt introduced primarily by 
the non-linearity of isolators. It is believed, however, tlmt 
the conditions will be made more nearly representative of actual 
conditions by employing isolators than oy eliminating them. 
As a consequence, it is recommended that any equipment mounted 
upon isolators in actual service installations be similarly 
mounted during laboratory tests. 
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(c) 

(d) 

The information presented in the report on steady- 
state vibration undoubtedly contains some accel¬ 
eration data which results from the response of 
the aircraft to atmospheric turbulence or to 
discrete gusts» However# without access to the 
original recordings from which the data in 
Reference (65) were obtained, determination of 
the classification of these phenomena is imoossible. 
Present investigators are treating, for purposes 
oi airplane structural design, the response of 
the aircraft structure as being generated by a 
normally distributed random gust input. It is 
believed that further investigation of the con¬ 
tributions of randomly occurring gusts to the 
acceleration response of the airplane is warranted. 

Equipments located in the vicinity of either fixed 
or moveable aircraft armament (machine guns) are 
subjected to extremely high accelerations which 
ere pseudo-laboratory vibratory in character. The 
environment generated by gun firing is not only a 
function of the firing rate of the gun, but also 
is a function of the flexibility of the attachment 

1 Eur* or runs to the primary structure. The 
problem Oi determining th« reaction of run firinc 
especially in multiple gun firing installations 
is qui„e complex. This area appears worthy of 
further investigation. 

(e) 

(f) 

intxx relatively recently the problem of definir« 
the environment associated with the flight of 
aircraft through the transonic speed regime 

0níy 1Í r^lfltlvely rare instances. However, 
ith the advent of higher speed aircraft such that 

transonic flight has become almost routine, the 
^83 beer‘ raised as to whether the aerodynamic 

isturbances may not generate a new environmental 
area, ihis area should be explored to determine 
whether or not the vibration op shock associated 
with transonic flight is significant with regard 
to its effect on electronic components and equipments. 

It is believed that the collection of environmental 
data on transportation and handling shock should 
be further accelerated, esoecially in the ground 
handling area. The trend toward the use of improved 
instrumentation in this field is encouraging, and 

.îhVery nature of this environment 

be fuífh r xpLSLFd!aCh enPl°yed lR th£ P°St 3h0Uld 
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(g) Vibration data obtained for the Jet bomber aircraft 
indicates significant vibration at frequencies that 
in yne past were not recorded, possibly due to 
limitations in the then existing instrumentâtion. 
Measurements of vibration environment in jet 

ma,te U” °f hl8h#r fr6qUenoy ln- 

onv.nIïv,f*c8*n<’r*lly oonoed,d tha,: »ibration testa should 
í qu6ncy r4nge between the lowest and highest 

The ríí™ £*?UenCy 9?00untered I" ‘he actual environment, 
ne range of frequencies may be covered by continuously 

miîimi™gf«he tî8t fre3uency ln » pattern leading from 7 
t® maximum and back to minimum. As an alterative. 

seoaíítlíTh011 !\may.be C0nduct6d at dioorete frequencies 
whiîh are wt^orthT1?^ ír!qU*íCy intervftla« Por reasons 
eluded ^ 1 Vhe b0dy of this reP°rt# it is con- 
Reeo£l£dîî<th S!rî!P frequen°y method i» preferable, ' 
foïïSwsîd Wlth regard t0 the vlbration test are as 

(a) It should be required that equipment installed in 
n^ífr?Catí?? en?ined and jet fighter aircraft operate 
? ?«lleJiíbraHng,at frequency between 
n Sí!»» 0 e?B wlth Ä diaplacement amplitude of 
?Ô°eÜd ?nnk t0 Pefïi! and at fre<îuoncy between 
xi 0 cps wlth an acceleration amplitude of 
+4g. These values represent the Contractors 
estimate of expected maximum environment fer the 

alrcraft- Thls test i» only to insure 
that the equipment will remain operative when 
subjected to the actual environment, 

« 

(b) The equipment should be required to withstand with- 
a£d Jnstaj;ied ln reciprocating engined 

J^ r vibration at a displace« 
ment amplitude of 0,070 peak to peak at all 
ilÜ?i*nSiea*bi£W?6n ^ and cps* and an acceleration amplitude of +9.5g at all freouencies between 
50 and 500 cps. This test is to be continued for a 
period of approximately four hours in each of three 
direct ions, and involves a rate of change of 
£hî2TC?v." ••Vorth ln 25 of this »port. 

- This is the accelerated vibration test for 
reciprocating engined and jet fighter aircraft, 
t is not contemplated that the equipment be 

required to operate properly during this teat. 
h^J^at U should be operative at the conclusion 
of the test and it should not sustain damage 
during the test. 6 
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The recommended vibration tests for Jet bomber aircraft 
equipment and components are as follows. 

(c) A scanning test at a displacement amplitude of 
O.03O" peak to peak throughout a frequency range 
of ¡5 to 50 cps for a period of 210 minutesf and 
an acceleration amplitude of l|.g throughout the 
frequency of $0 to 225 cps for a period of 
16,9 minutes, a vibration amplitude of 0.001511 
throughout the frequency range from 225 to 350 cps 
for a period of two minutes, and a constant 10g 
acceleration amplitude from 350 to 1000 cps for a 
period of 2,50 minutes. This is a sweèp frequency 
test in which the test frequency is continuously 
varied with any of the rates setforth in Figure 25# 
This test is intended not to investigate the 
structural integrity of the equipment, but only 
to determine that it operates satisfactorly. This 
vibration test is considered to simulate the 
expected maximum environment, 

(d) Vibration at a displacement amplitude ,070" peak to 
peak throughout a frequency range of 5 to 50 cps 
for an elapsed time of 210 minutes, vibration at 
an acceleration amplitude of 9#5g throughout the 
frequency range of 50 to 225 cps for an elapsed 
time of 16,9 minutes, vibration at a displacement 
amplitude of ,0036" peak to peak throughout a 
frequency range of 225 to 350 cps for a period of 
two minutes, vibration at an acceleration amplitude 
of 23#7g throughout the frequency ranre of 350 to 
1000 cps for a period of 2,);9 minutes. This is a 
sweep frequency test and any of the rates of change 
of test frequency as setforth in Figure 25 may be 
applied. This test is to be continued for a period 
of approximately four hours in each of three 
directions. This test is to investigate 
structural strength. Equipment should not be 
reauired to function during this test but should 
remain undamaged and fully operative at the 
conclusion of the test. 

Transient vibration or shock cannot be defined in 
terms of frequency and amplitude. Consequently, the preceding 
type of analysis is inapplicable to a consideration of transient 
conditions. A time history of the transient environment is 
reauired, A group of oscillograms giving the time history 
of acceleration experienced during landing of aircraft was 
made available to the Contractor, From this group of records, 
certain records were selected for analysis. Insofar as 
could be determined prior to analysis, these records were 
selected on the basis that they should be the most severe 
of the group, and represent a diversity of characteristics 
so that the result would be representative of a range of 
transient conditions. 



certain anftlysl® completed at this time, however, 
tests tent&tlve options may be expressed regarding the shock 

(ft) The analysis does not Indicate a level of shock as 
great as that embodied in the conventional laboratory 
test involving a height of drop of 13 inches, often 
referred to as a test with a maximum acceleration of 
30g and a duration of 0.011 second. This conclusion 
apparently Is justified, inasmuch as the I3 inch shock 
test is considered to be representative of crash con¬ 
ditions, and the records available to the Contractor 
do not include crash conditions. 

Current shock testing specifications also call for a 
shock test involving a free fall of I4 inches, often 
referred to as a test with a maximum acceleration of 
15g and a duration of 0.011 second. This is considered 
to be representative of severe operating conditions. 
The anaiysis carried out here indicates that the shock 
test should be modified to include a substantially 

lower^everity °f ÄppllCÄtlons of shock# At » somewhat 

following•0mmendad 8h0Ck t08t sPeclflcatlon consists of the 

(b) 

(ft) The component to be tested shftll be subjected to 200 
lCo%nüvnth*J sultftble shock testing machine, 20VI or 
IfOAöOYD, depending on the weight of the component 
or equipment. The machines shall have been modified 
•# •b?™ in ?a"y Drawings S-3812 and S-fc002 to pro- 
fíííiÍ?0 demíre^íhock 8Pectra and repeated drop 
iS bïfch7di J^«300 dî°P8 8hould be aPPl*ad ln tSrn, 

^21 Î ííoní Älong #llch of the thraa principal 
follow}ng dr°P lights shall be employed depending on specimen weight: ^ * 

Specimen 
weight 
Pounds 

0-20 

O-liOO 

Machine 

20VI 

150AOOVD 

Drop Height 
Inches 

1.5 

1.5 

The test specimen shall not suffer damage or subse- 
quently fail to provide the performance specified in 
the detail specifications. 

(b) Specimens shall be subjected to one drop in each 
direction along the principal axes from a drop height 
iínVnníÍ!Che8u?n th® aPPllcabl® modified 20VI or 
1£0/1j00VD machine. The specimen shall not suffer 
damage nor subsequently fail to provide the per¬ 
formance specified in the detail specification. 
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The analysis of steady-state vibration included in 
this report is predicated primarily upon the data set- 
forth in Reference 45* As explained in a preceding 
paracraph, an attempt was made to re-evaluate the data 
with the objective of eliminating non-representative 
portions thereof. This re-evaluation was of a cursory 
nature, however, because- it was not included within the 
scope of the project as initially established, and resources 
were not available to make a comprehensive re-examination* 
The authors remain somewhat dissatisfied with the result, 
and suggest a comprehensive re-evaluation of steady-state 
vibration conditions to include the following: 

(a) It should be determined by examining representative 
portions of the original records that the reported 
amplutudes and frequencies are sufficiently 
periodic to make a tabular presentation significant. 
There is reason to suspect that certain data in 
Reference 65 which appear to indicate steady-state 
conditions actually refer to transient conditions, 

(b) Where amplitudes and frequencies are reported in 
numerical terms, it should be a requirement of 
such a presentation that a harmonic analysis of 
the original oscillogram has been made. Attempts 
to determine amplitude and frequency of a complex 
record by inspection may be misleading unless care 
is exercised, 

(^) Much of the data set forth in Reference 45 refer to 
measurements made at locations within the aircraft 
not representative of positions for installation 
of electronic or accessory equipment. Many points 
were eliminated from the tabular data in 
Reference 65 by noting the location of the measurement 
It is questionable that a mere replot of the tabular 
data is Justified without at the same time examining 
such data to determine that they represent steady- 
state conditions, and that the amplitudes refer 
only to harmonic, steady-state components of the 
vibration, 

id) Although the flight conditions are not well 
documented in Reference 65, there is evidence that 
they represent, in some cases, unusual tactical 
flight conditions as well as a multiplicity of 
measurements made in the interests of correcting 
specific difficulties on particular aircraft. 
When such circumstances contribute a substantial 
portion of the data, incorrect conclusions can 
be drawn concerning the probability of a particular 
vibration level being encountered in flight. 
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(s) The vibration data set forth ir. Reference (65) 
should be supplemented by vibration data obtained 
from new aircraft. It is recommended also that 
data obtained from experimental models be 
eliminated so that the mass of data tends to 
indicate probability of occurrence of vibration 
in existing types of aircraft. 

The analysis used in this report is based to a considerable 
evtent upon the strength of materials subjected to repeated 
cycles of stress. The technical literature abounds with the 
results of endurance testing of materials, and the results 
are presented in the form of converti^ral stress-cycle curves. 
Ideally, the analysis should be based upon the results of 
vibration tests in which duplicate equipments are vibrated 
at various levels of vibration severity, and the number of 
cycles to failure noted for each severity. Contractor made 
numerous written and oral inquiries attempting to locate 
results of vibration tests of this type. It was discouraging 
to find that only o negligible quantity of test results of 
this nature are available. It seems evident tnat such tests 
must ultimately be conducted to serve as a basic for fcrhe 
formulation of procedures for laboratory testing. A program 
directed toward obtaining such tost results should be encouraged 
if analyses of the type set forth in this report ere to acquire 
greater validity. 

However, until vibration test data for duplicate equipments 
which are vibrated at various levels of vibration severity can 
be obtained, further development of th^ philosophy employed 
in this report must be related to the S-Ñ investigations for 
materials. One current Investigation which relates to the 
•ffect of the sequencing of the load or stress levels on the 
cumulative damage is currently nearing completion, and the 
findings from this Investigation may be applicable to the 
philosophy developed from cumulative damage considerations 
for shock testing. Further effort should be expended in 
determining or validating the relationship expressed in 
equation (18) for the relation between stress and acceleration. 
Further work in determining the value of Miner's constant (K) 
similar to that conducted by the Contractor for an idealized 
system will assist in validating or revising some of the 
assumptions made in the development.of a shock test procedure. 

A more comprehensive analysis of records is needed, 
preferably to include a statistical study to determine the 
probability of occurrence of shock of various levels of 
severity. This report includes an analysis of a number of 
landing shocks selected.at random from among the oscillograms 
available. The records were selected on the basis that they 
appear to be among the most severe insofar as could be 
estimated from the records themselves, and that they represent 
a diversity of conditions and aircraft. A composite envelope 
was drawn representing the most severe aspects of the group of 
landing shocks being analyzed. The assumption that this composite 
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envelope would be experienced or duplicated a given number 
of times in the life of the aircraft appears to be the only 
logical assumption in the absence of statistical data 
indicating the probable occurrences of various levels of shock 
severity. 

i It Is pointed out In this report that a transient vibration 
or shock can best be evaluated by determining the response of 
systems, subjected to such vibration or shock. This can be done 
quite readily lor single-degree-of-freedom systems having natural 
frequencies and damping parameters within representative ranges. 
Many actual equipments involve not single-dogree-of-freedom 
systems but multi-depree-of-freedom systems; non-linear 
elasticity often exists in place of the assumed linear 
elasticity. No attempt was made in this analysis to investigate 
the effect of either added degrees of freedom or non-linearity. 
While it is believed by the authors that a damped, linear 
single-degree-of-freedom system may serve as a fairly satisfactory 
criterion for comparing environmental conditions with laboratory 
test conditions, it seems evident that future investigations 
should Include the effects of non-linearity «rd additional 
degrees of freedom if the method of analysis is to be refined. 

This report includes data on the response acceleration 
which serves to define environmental conditions arising from 
SiiOCK or transient vibration. Methods of using such response 
data to formulate a requirement for laboratory testing are 
explained. A brief analysis of current shock testing machines 
is included ana the modif ica-ti ons necessary to two existing 
types of shock testing machines are described to permit use 
of these machines in simulating an equivalent amount of damage 
be repeated drop testing based upon a defined service shock 
spectrum. 

A program should be established to validate the con¬ 
clusions reached here on the basis of hypothesis and 
idealization. Such validation can be obtained only by 
comparing the results of laboratory tests of equipment with 
the experience gained by operation of such equipment in actual 
flight environments. It is recommended that a system be 
established for comparing these experiences. Failure of any 
equipment, with as much detail on failed components as possible, 
should be reported to a central arency whenever the failure 
appears to be the result of vibration or shock. If similar 
failures are not noted as a result of laboratory testing, 
there would be an indication that the tests are not effective 
in simulating the environmental conditions encountered in 
flight. This would then call for a re-evaluation of 
laboratory testing conditions. It is r'cco<riner1ded that such 
a data collection procedure be instituted i/onediately, and 
that the system include means to compare the results of 
laboratory testing with actual exuerier.ee in flight 
environments. 
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The ability of equipment to withstand transient 
environmental conditions is a function not only of the 
environment but also of the strength of the equipment. A 
particular equipment may be constructed with relatively great 
strength and, at the same time be particularly vulnerable to 
a given environment if the environment includes vibration at 
frequencies which correspond to the natural frequencies of 
critical components of the equipment. On the other hand, 
another equipment with much lower inherent strength may be 
able to better withstand the same environment because this 
coincidence of frequencies does not exist. Conclusions 
reached in this analysis are based upon an idealization of 
an equipment as a single-degree-of-freedom system. This typo 

V allzatlon undou:,tedly overlooks many important factors 
which can be included only be extending the analysis to 
include various types of multi-degree-of-freedom systems. 
This would make it possible to include the effect of 
relatively heavy components overlooked in the currerib analysis 
and to better evaluate the effect of isolators. This latter 
evaluation would be particularly effective if it could 
include non-linearity in the characteristics of isolators. 
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AfJ^NDIX I 

EVALUATION OF LONGITUDINAL AND CROSS SECTIONAL STRESS 
DISTRIBUTION FACTORS' CONTRIBUTING TO RESONANT RESPONSE 

1. Longitudinal stress distribution factor K for vibrating 
cantilever beam with distributed mass. ”s 

Reference 22 of Appendix V gives the following general 
expression for K : —s 

4. * 
f. 

(Sa/Sm) da 

(1-1) 
Sa/Sm)n da 

Assuming n = 3 and a longitudinally varying stress such that: 

(1-2) 

f0 sln,i(2r 
^ YL sin^^S) da " ' 8 

áa = 3a 3in (5T) 

then 
•) da 

WT 
L s UL (1-3) 

2. Longitudinal stress distribution factor K for vibrating 
cantilever beam .vith concentrated end load. "s 

. » 

If tne load on the end of the beam is large with respect 
to the weight of the beam, then the longitudinal stress 
distribution in the beam may be considered as: 

Sa = Sffl if) (I-4-) 

and K = s 
ÍÃr da 

da 
SJ.4 (1-5) 

3. Cross sectional shape stress distribution factor K for 
rectangular section. “C 

Reference 22 of Appendix V gives the following general 
expression for K : 

n-2 
I t_ 

K = ^ (1-6) 
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¿Solving (1-6) (1-7) 
(n + 1) I t 

- . n + 1 
2 bt 

Substituting for a rectangular cross section I = b(2V5 
~ 

we obtain: 

Kc = 
n ♦ 1 

(1-8) 

then for n = 3 

K= - ! (1-9) 

4. Cross sectional anape stress distribution factor K for 
circular sect! on. ■ 

liquation (1-6) may be expressed in polar coordinates as: 

I t 
n-2 

ri - 
c 

>tr tntlsinnid#ilt 
(1-10) 

solving (1-10) n + 2 Ito 
n-2 

Kc = 77TTT * ~~Flr/2—H" 
' ,/¿sinnód0 4t. X 

TTt 4 
substituting for a circular section I = —we obtain: 

(1-11) 

« 0.196 (n + 2) 
Kc -Jt/ttr sin ôdô 

(1-12) 

then, for n = 3 

Kc = 7 sin^ddd 
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Arpoam xi 
ANALOG COMPUTER 

where transient vibration or shock is included in the 
environment, a definition of the environment may be obtained 
by recoiding the time history, of displacement, velocity or 
acceleration. In the analysis carried out in this report, 
the environment is defined in terms of acceleration as shown 
by the acceleration-time curves jet forth as insets to the 
figures of Appendix III. /3 explained in Section 9 of this 
report, tho severity of the environment is evaluated by 
determining the acceleration response of single-degree-of- 
freedom systems having various natural frequencies and 
various degrees of damping. This Appendix describes the 
analog methods used to obtain the responses. 

The system being investigated is shown by the schematic 
diagram in figure 80 where x indicates the displacement of 
the airframe structure and-2 indicates the displacement of 
any equipment component attached to the airframe. The mass 
m, stiffness k, and damping coefficient £ define the physical 
characteristics of the component whose response is to be 
determined. The differential equation of motion of the 
mass m is-written as follows: 

mÿ = c(x-y) + k(x-y) (II-I) 

Letting the relative motion of ^ with respect to x be 
represented by a new variable / = x - y, equation II-l“"may 
be rewritten as follows: 

m(x- 4) = c¿ +ká (11.2) 

This equation may be written: 

mÿ = c¿ + kA (II-3) 

Collecting all terms containing <$ in equation II-2 on the 
right hand side of the equation: 

mx = m A -f c A + kA (II-4) 

¿quation (II-4) may be expressed in block diagram form as 
shown in figure 8l . In this figure, the blocks indicated 
by J perform the operation of integration, those indicated 
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m¡n SO. DAM KO t SINSLE- DCOMEC-OF-PRCEOOM SYSTEM 

WHOSE RESPONSE IS DETERMINED ON AMALOS COMPUTER. 

(INPUT) 

(OUTPUT) 

FISURE 61. OPERATIONAL BLOCK DIASRAM FOR EQUATION (11*4). 
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ÏL“ j?erî?rm the operation of multiplication by a constant 
anrt ^ th? c?naîant i8 6iyen in parentheses below the block, 
and those inaicated by A perform the operation of addition of 

tUKntiîie3‘ a1T 0Perati0ns ta^e place in the direction 
indicated by the arrows. The environment is defined by x 
whicn is, in^effect, multiplied by the coefficient m to obtain 
xne input m x to the analog computer. The output is m V. in 
accordance with equation (II-3). This is converted to the 
desired response acceleration ¿ by dividing, in effect, bv 
the constant m used initially to convert x to m x. 

The electrical analogy method consists of employing 
electrical quantities corresponding to the variable terms 
in equation (II-4), and performing the indicated integration, 
in the order indicated by the block diagram of figure 81« 
equipment for performing these operations electrically is 
available commercially from several sources. The project 
described in this report does not justify the cost of analog 
computer components of relatively great accuracy, because 
the acceleration records which define the environments in 
aircraft are generally not precise. Taking these limitations 
into consideration, an analog computer suitable for this 
investigation has been assembled from components manufactured 
by George A. Philbrick Researches, Inc. of Boston. Bach 
component represented by one of the blbcks in figure 81 
is self-contained; it embodies a housing and convenient 
output and input terminals together with a dial for adjusting 
the characteristics of the component. These components, 
together with the necessary power supply, rack ind attaching 
cables, are assembled together as shown at the right hand 
side of the photograph constituting figure 82. 

♦ •• input to the computer is a voltage proportional 
to x which varies witn time in an irregular manner. It was 
necessary to construct a special function generator to 
generate a voltage proportional to the ordinate on the 
acceleration-time diagrams shown as insets to the figures 
in Appendix I. A special function generator suitable for 
this purpose was designed and constructed by Professor James 
R. heswick of the mechanical Engineering Eepartment of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This function 
generator is shown with its cover elevated on the wheeled 
table at the center of the photograph in figure 82. 

A schematic view of the function generator is shown in 
figure 83. It is comprised basically of an oscilloscope, a 
transparent urum mounted on a turn table, and a photo 
multiplier tube. The record which is being studied must be 
traced with a heavy dark line on transparent material and 
tnen attached to the transparent urum. The record is 
rotated in front of the oscilloscope screen, and the photo 
multiplier tube causes the beam of the cathode ray tube to 
follow the dark line of the record as it is rotated in front 
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FIGURE 82. PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING ANALOG COMPUTER AND 
GENERATOR * 

FUNCTION 

- 
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PHOTO-MULTIPLIER 

LUCITE DRUM WITH LENS TO 

REMOVE PARALLAX 

LIGHT-TIGHT BOX 

TURNTABLE 

OUTPUT 

TO COMPUTER 

PHOTO TUBE FEED BACK 

TO VERTICAL D.C. AMPLIFIER 

SPOT MOVES 

ONLY VERTICALLY 

FIGURE 83. JCHEwATIC VIEW OF FUNCTION’ GENERATOR 
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°f the tube. This occurs because the beam has a constant 
up,«aia ¿-0- sntial; ».hen it stays above the dark line, the 

uG0i0nnllit-ÎÏSii?r,îUbe fe?dS a voltaee back int<> the vertical csupliüer of the oscilloscope and drives the beam do.vn 
beuind tne darK line. Consequently, the beam of the 
r^ÍÍÍ0SC0^e4-ÍÍdes Delow the ed6e oi‘ the dark line of the 
record, and the varying voltage necessary to nold the be 

line °axl be uiCAod off the plate terminals a 
bacK oi the oscilloscope. 

■56 inÎn!c5CirSainferenï® °f the transparont drum is approximately 
ib inches. Tne lu/iction generator thus accommodates any 

°í thia lenßth and converts it into a steady- 
of tL Si0n^eCaU?! 11 rei'eats at each revolution 
teríín-? +Í vol^¿e Wflich is picked off the plate 
luilr ^ the oscilloscope thus represents this steady- 
used be vie‘ved on mother oscilloscope or 
rennr+od h lnput to the analog computer. In the .vork 
u ed iîh a+^°nt Iype 522 Dual Beaffi Oscillograph is 
used ..ith tne function generator and analog computer so that 
botn the input to and the output from the tnalog computer 
can oe observed simultaneously. K ^ 

e wa,i carried oat to establish the 
°f the resPonse of a system as determined by 

iesuo^s ofVmerrat0r ^nd+analoS computer to the actual 
motion TMs ^T aJ 2tructure subjected to a shock 
motion, inis ,_.as uone to gain confidence in the accuracy 
and validity of the analog computer and function generator 
?r^ Cal aÍructarea aaad tor tnis invesUgation we?e* 
V ^antlleVer beaiaa» ranging in natural frequency from 30 

írnn?ü inenbe,:tms were subjected to the shock motion 
produced oy tne iype 150 U) Jhock ¡¿achine, and the strain 
in each oeam was measured by a dn-4 strain gage feeding 
through a carrier type amplifier and detector into the8 
cnannel of a DuLlont Type 322 Jual Beam Oscillograph. Tne 
im-if3 01 h?0 3írain £ages were recorded photographically, 

simultaneously with the measurement of strain in each 
cantilever beam, the time history of the acceleration on 
rflHSveVat0r the 3h0ck macnine were recorded by a 
CDaldTiííp acÇsleron»eter having a natural frequency of 1050 
cps placed adjacent to the beam. J 3 

A typical record obtained from the tests of the cantilpvpr 
beams is snown in r'igure 81* (a). Thé 00 cps calibration 
traces at the upper part of the record each have an amplitude 
of 30g „eax-to-peak. Tne next trace is the accelerometer 
output and tne bottom most trace is tne strain of a 
cantilever beam having a natural frequency of 493 cps The 

record ,as enlarged fo2r times by photographic 
means, traced on acetate, and attached .to the transparent 

tne faction generator. The analog computer was 
set to compute the response of a system having a natural 
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íhü^füïîîîï*CP® »oc«l»rom»t«r record as reproduced hv 
«rk îii r.î#n#r,tor- P1*ur* 8lt(b) show, the r«Sn.ÔftM. 

n upp."^cê,iS%î:îîrnflMMb7 íh:hiníiog conput#r is ■»»«» 

“v:i#?r«.ter ««ä ^«.“ÂïsrîiiJiïï; :.f z 
c0rr.latíÔn'b«tZírtoên,Íp,rÍ^n?ãnLUh/?'i 2U(bl 8hows hAam «va«-*. . ïne ®3cP®rlm®n^&J»ly obtained response of the 
alight vaverine ofethftSilt8 °^taln6J i,rom the analog computer. The 
» bid cõSuct in íhl f, r tr*?? ln Plt!ur« 81)(b) 1, attributed to 
generator. Thl. Z a“"=.gbï,Tct^.P?.t"tl°'n*t8r of th* 

not br.ïîSlJfÜÎcSîteïrîrth:1«.?’“11 d8«r#Mu0f d“Plne «ould 
«re present fro» th. .ÍL?U ™™î?fd ^£'1™!!?!? °,clU»tl°"« 

tätz tziiz - - 
rZl^Toht th# «^S^aÄ"!.». 
en.nm.'",‘,l0fnC?Srîn«o?»rM*d ln ‘hl®,*PP«><ilk ha. received 
conditions defined by transient pLÎÜh évft},uation of environmental 
accelerations have been determined p»ñw lately 350 response 
systems having various natural rJ** r®Presenting the responses of 

the landing shocks'recorded^n ¿ZlTlllTr^ï* C°?sUnt* to 
and the soconparylng function »aher«?»»^!0”^* ïh* 4n*lo8 computer 
convenient to opîÎïf.. p„0?hr";™*0J.h*îa b«n ^ reliable and 

IZZIZ COn,ld,r,d t0 b* in^valuatlng^translent*^^ 
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APPENDIX ITT 

BIÆCK DIAGRAMS OP.RESPONSE ACCELERATION 
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APPENDIX IV 

SELECTION OF ARRESTING PADS FOR SHOCK MACHINES 

In contrast to the more mechanical design problems 
associated with conversion of the existing 20VI and l50/i;00VD 
Shock Machines to repeated impact or automatic operation, the 
problem of selecting a suitable arresting means for the elevator 
was approached from an experimental standpoint. Past experience 
with a cam operated repeated impact testing machine which 
employed rubber blocks for arresting the elevator indicated that 
the rubber block arresting means would probably be best suited 
for converting the existing shock machines. 

Consequently, the approach employed consisted of designing 
a family of rubber pads suitable for each machine which varied 
in geometric shape and stiffness. In the case of each machine 
a pair of rubber pads are employed, one attached to the elevator 
and one attached to the anvil. In Figure 91 the geometric, 
material and durometer characteristics of each of the pads 
tested are described. As shown in Figure 91 all the pads 
were cylindrical in shape with the base or attaching ends of 
each pad bonded to a circular steel plate suitable for attach¬ 
ment to the elevator or anvil of the particular shock test 
machine. 

The table acceleration during each shock test was measured 
employing a Calidyne Model 18b Accelerometer which had a natural- 
frequency of U75 cycles per second. The accelerometer output 
was recorded on a dual beam oscilloscope employing a Polaroid 
Land Oscilloscope Camera. 

Typical acceleration time histories of the elevator 
acceleration are shown in Figure 92. One set of photographs 
ip this figure shows the shape of the first pulse experienced 
for a two (2) inch drop height employing the 20VI machine and 

128I-I.6 and the 150/I4.OOVD machine and-pad number 
1469. Both pads were made of natural rubber. The second set 
of photographs in Figure 92 shows the acceleration time 
history for the same drop condition but depicts the successive 
rebound Impacts. It will be noted thau at least ten vlO) 
significant successive rebound accelerations are experienced 
before the elevator comes to rest. It may also be noted that 
the first pulse is relatively clean and is approximately 
sinusoidal in shape. 

Response spectra were obtained for the various rubber pad 
configurations and for various drop heights for both the 20VI 
and the 150/400VD machines. These response soectra, each for 
a single drop, are shown in Figures 93 and 94» Upon 

examination of these figures it will be noted that the spectra 
are relatively flat in the region of 100-200 cycles per second, 
and that in all cases except one the maximum response acceleratior 
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20 VI MACHINE PADS 

TAP 1B14 

lA" DEEP 

RUBBER 

STEEL BASE 
PLATE 

PAD NO. 
DIMENS [ONS 

COMPOSITION DUROMETER 
•a" "B" 

1282 3.62 2.52 NATURAL 35 

1281-75 2.13 0.75 NATURAL 55 

1281-1.6 2.13 1.63 NATURAL 55 

1281-1.6BU 2.13 1.63 BUTYL 55 

I50AOO VD MACHINE PADS 

1 8 

9' 

RUBBER 

-JL- 

WOUNTING HOLES-ON 
8" DIA. CIRCLE 

7/16 DIA.-EQUALLY 
SPACED 

STEEL BASE 
PLATE 

125 

PAD NO. 
DIMEN5 IONS 

COMPOSITION DUROMETER 
"A" "B" 

'11*68 7.1 1.7 NATURAL 50 

11*69 6.1* 2.1* NATURAL 55 

11*70 6.0 1.2 NATURAL 55 

11*71 5.1 0.80 NATURAL 65 

11*72 1*.9 1.3 NATURAL 65 

ll*69BU 6.1* 2.1* BUTYL 55 

FIGURE 91« CONFIGURATION OF ARRESTING PADS TESTED 
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occurs between 10 and 20 cycles per second. It should also 
be noted that the response spectra have been plotted on 
linear graph paper rs&her than logarithmic. Inasmuch as 
selection of the proper pad for each shock test machine should 
be based on achieving a spectrum shape generally similar to 
that derived for the service shock conditions, it is apparent 
that the spectra achieved with all the natural rubber pads 
provide undesirably large response acceleration values in 
the 10 to oft cps natural frequency range. 

Although there was not too much choice between the spectra 
provided by pad number 1U68 and 1U69, pad number 1U69 was 
selected as the most desirable of the natural rubber lot and 
a similar pad with the same geometric and durometer characteristics 
was molded up of butyl rubber. Butyl rubber has somewhat 

KK rênt ela8tlc 8,1(1 internal damping properties than natural 
rubber. A comparison of the response spectra achieved with 
the number 1281-1.6 butyl rubber pad on the 20VI machine and 
the I469 butyl rubber pad on the ISO/UOO machine with the same 
pads of natural rubber is shown in Figures 95 and 96. It 

be noted that the butyl rubber pad response spectra have 
a pronounced decrease in response acceleration below 60 cycles 
when compared to the response accelerations for the natural 
rubber pads for the same dropping height. The single drop 
response spectra obtained on each of the two machines are quite 
similar in shape although it will be noted that for the same 
height of drop the 20VI spectrum is appreciably higher in 
acceleration level. (Reference Figure 62). It will also be 
noted that the response spectra achieved with the butyl rubber 
pads for each machine when compared with the service shock 
spectra are quite similar in general shape. 

In Figure 97 the complete series of response oscillograms 
are shown for the selected butyl rubber pad for the 20VI machine. 
In addition to providing a flatter response spectrum it will be 
noted that significantly fewer rebound impacts are experienced 
on the table with the butyl rubber pad and the table response 
accelerations for each succeeding Impact decay much more rapidly 
than those generated with natural rubber pads. A further 
consequence of the use of butyl rubber pads is that significantly 
fewer cycles of stress reversal at each natural frequency are 
afforded by the butyl rubber arresting pads. 

The response spectra shown in Figure 62 and the resulting 
response spectra computed for 300 drops in each machine for 
a 1 1/2 inch drop height as shown in Figure 71 previously are 
based upon a table load of 20 pounds for the 20VI machine' 
and 200 pounds for the 150A00 machine. In the case of the 
15O/4OO machine the effect of table load variations upon 
the maximum acceleration values which determine the shock 
spectrum for a given drop height is quite appreciable. In 
Figure 99 the effect of table load on the response spectra 
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tor 200 and 400 pound table loads for drop heights of 1.5 and 
3*5 Inches Is depleted. Because of this vacation the drop 
test procedure reconmended for the 150/400 machine has been 
based on a table load of 200 pounds. It was first considered 
that compensation for the effect of the table load In the 200- 
400 pound region might be effected by specifying a greater 
dropping height. Howevsr, consideration of the effect of vari¬ 
ations ln Q on the response and test spectra would make such a 
refinement In the test specification questionable and Irrational. 

This situation does not exist with the 20VI machine and the 
recommended shock test procedure applies for table loads of 0 to 
20 pounds• 
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